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" A n Institution where the youth of 
the land can be liberally educated 
under the benign influence of 
Christianity.' '-The FOlJlIders. 
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1938 
Jan. 4, Tuesday, 
Jan. 17, Monday, 
Feb. 1, Tuesday, 
Mar. 16, Wednesday, 
Apr. 8, Friday, 
Apr. 19, Tuesday, 
Apr. 22, Friday 
May 16, Monday, 
May 21, Saturday, 
June 3, Friday, 
June 3, Friday, 
June 4, Saturday, 
June 4, Saturday, 
June 4, Saturday, 
June 5, Sunday, 
June 6, Monday, 
Sept. 26, Monday, 
Sept. 27, Tuesday, 
Sept. 28, Wednesday, 
Sept. 29, Thursday, 
Sept. 29, Thursday, 
Oct. 7, Friday, 
Oct. 17, Monday, 
Nov. 23, Wednesday, . 
Nov. 28, Monday, 
Dec. 16, Friday, 
1939 
Jan. 3, Tuesday, 
Jan. 16, Monday, 
Jan. 30, Monday, 
Feb. 16, Thursday, 
Mar. 24, Friday, 
Apr. 3, Monday, 
June 2, Friday, 
June 5, Monday, 
Sept. 26, Tuesday, 
• Date subjtod to change. 
CALENDAR 
RECESS ends, 8 a. m. 
First Semester Examinations begin. 
ECOND SEMESTER begins, 8 a. m. 
Founders' Day.· 
EASTER RECESS begins, 5 p. m. 
RECESS ends, 8 a. m. 
Last day for making room deposits. 
Last day for submitting honor papers. 
Second Semester Examinations begin. 
Class Day Exercises, 2 p. m. 
Senior Play, 8 p. m. 
Annual Meeting of the Directors, 10 a. m. 
Alumni Banquet, 5.30 p. m. 
Alumni Meeting, 2.00 p. m. 
Baccalaureate Service, 10.45 a. m. 
Commencement, 10 a. m. 
Freshman Pre-matriculation Program begins. 
Registration and Matriculation of Students. 
Registration and Matriculation of Students. 
I nstruction begins, 8 a. m. 
Opening Address, 9 a. m. 
Last day to register. 
Examinations for College standing. 
THANKSGIVING RECESS begins, 5 p. m. 
RECESS ends, 8 a. m. 
CHRISTMAS RECESS begins, 5 p. m. 
RECESS ends, 8 a. m. 
First Semester Examinations begin. 
SECOND SEMESTER begins, 8 a. m. 
Founders' Day.· 
SPRING RECESS begins, 5 p. m. 
RECESS ends, 8 a. m. 
Commencement Exercises begin. 
Commencement Exercises end. 
ACADEMIC YEAR begins . 
HISTORICAL STATEME T 
The beginning of educational work on the grounds occu-
pied by Ursinus College was in T odd's School, opened in 1832 
"for the use of the neighborhood and its vicinity," the tract on 
which the school was located having been donated by Andrew 
Todd. 
In the year 1848 a school for the higher education of 
young men was established on the tract adjoining that of 
Todd's School. The school was named "Freeland Seminary." 
Within a per iod of twenty years, more than three thousand 
young men from Pennsylvania, New J ersey, Maryland, and 
Delaware received their education at this school. 
In 1868 a body of men, actuated by a desi re to serve the 
interests of higher education and evangelical Christian religion, 
met in the city of Philadelphia and resolved to found "an insti-
tution where the yo uth of the land can be liberally educated 
under the benign influence of Christiani ty." Ruled by this 
desire, they chose as the name of their institution that of one 
of the most distinguished reformers and scholars of the Refor-
mation period, Ursin us, of the University of Heidelberg. 
The Act of Incorporation under which Ursin us College is 
conducted was granted by the Legislature of Pennsylvania, 
February 5, 1869, and is as follows: 
AN ACT 
TO INCORPORATE URSINUS COLLEGE 
SECTION 1. Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-
tives of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania in General Assembly 
met, and it is hereby enacted by the authority of the same, that there 
shall be and hereby is erected, established and incorporated in Upper 
Providence Township, in the County of MOntgomery, in this Common-
wealth, an institution of learning, for the purpose of imparting 
instruction in Science, Literature, the Liberal Arts and Learned 
Professions by the name, style and title of URSINUS OLLEGE. 
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SECfION 2. aid College shall be und er the care and manage-
ment of a Board of Directors not exceeding twenty-one in number, 
who, with their successors in office, shall be and are hereby declared to 
be one body politic and corporate in deed and in law, to be known 
by the name, style and title of U rsinus College, and by the same 
shall have perpetual succession, and shall be able to sue and be 
sued, plead and be impleaded in all courts of law and equity, and 
shall be capable in law and equity to take, hold and purchase for the 
use and benefit of said College any estate in any messuages, lands, 
tenements, goods, chattels, moneys and other effects of any kind 
whatever, by gift, grant, bargain, sale, conveyance, assurance, will, 
devise or bequest from any person or persons, body politic or cor-
porate either municipal or otherwise whatsoever capable of lawfully 
making the same, and the same from time to time to grant, bargain, 
sell, convey, mortgage, farm, let, place out at interest, or otherwise 
dispose of for the use and benefit of said College; Provided, however, 
That no bequest or donation made to and accepted by said Board 
for specific educational objects shall ever be diverted from the 
purpose designated in the conditions of such gift and acceptance. 
SECflON 3. That the Board of Directors shall have power to 
establish, from time to time, in said College, such departments of study 
and instruction as they may deem expedient, and to provide libraries, 
apparatus, cabinets, endowments and all other needful aids for 
imparting full and thorough courses of instruction therein. They 
may appoint a faculty or faculties, professors, lecturers and teachers, 
prescribe their respective duties, fix their compensation, and remove 
them, or any of them, as, from time to time, the interests of the 
College may require; they shall have power to purchase or erect 
buildings for the accommodation of students, professors and officers, 
and for other needful purposes; to establish rules and regulations 
for the government of students and officers, and to do all and 
singular such other things and matters as may be requisite for the 
well ordering and proper management of the affairs of said College. 
SECTION 4. That the said Board of Directors shall at first consist 
of the persons herein named, to wit: James Koons, Sr., J. Knipe, 
W. D. Gross, H . W . Kratz, A . Kline, H. K. Harnish, Abraham 
Hunsicker, Sr., J . W . Sunderland, John Wiest, A. W. Myers, H. H. 
W . Hibshman, A. lIan Haagen, J. H. A. Bomberger, J. G. Wiehle, 
J. Dahlman, Jr., Emanuel Longacre, George Schall, W. L. Graver, 
William Sorber, Nathan Pennypacker, N. Gehr, who, or any nine of 
them, on the passage of this act, or at any time within three months 
thereafter, may meet and organize by electing a President and Secre-
8 U rsinus College 
tary, and accepting this act, the evidence of which shall be the duly 
authenticated record of such meeting and action. 
SECTION 5. That the Board of Directors shall have power to fill 
all vacancies in their own body, to expel any member thereof who 
shall be guilty of infamous conduct and to declare vacant the seat 
of any member who shall have, for three consecutive years, failed 
to attend the stated meetings of the Board; to appoint, from time to 
time, such additional officers and agents of their own body as may 
be deemed requisite, including a Treasurer, who shall always give 
ample security for the funds entrusted to his keeping; to adopt a 
common and corporate seal, by and with which all deeds, certificates, 
appointments and acts of said Board, signed by their President and 
attested by their Secreta ry, shall pass and be authenticated, and the 
same seal at their pleasure to break, alter or renew. 
SECTION 6. That the said Board of Directors, at any meeting 
subsequent to their organization called for the purpose, and of which 
due notice shall have been given to each member, may adopt and 
establish a Constitution and By-Laws for the government of their 
own body, not inconsistent with this act, the laws of the State or 
the laws of the United States, which Constitution and By-Laws sha ll 
not thereafter be altered, amended or repealed except in the manner 
therein provided. 
SECTION 7. That the faculty of any organized department in the 
College may, with the advice and consent of the BoaI'd of Directors, 
and under such regulations as they may prescribe, confer the degrees, 
honors, and dignities usually conferred by similar departments in the 
Col leges and Universities of this Commonwealth. . 
SECTION 8. That no misnomer of this corporation hall defeat or 
annul any gift, grant, devi e or beque,t to or from the said corpora-
tion: Provided, The intent of the parties shall sufficiently appear upon 
the part of the gift, gram, will, or other writing whereby such state 
or interest was intended to pass to or from ,aid corporation. 
The corporation wa organized at a meeting of the Direc-
tors held in the city of Philadelphia, February 10, 1869. A 
permanent seat for the College \\'a sought near Philadelphia. 
Attracted by the beauty of the region of Perkiomen Bridge, 
where Freeland Seminary had flourished for twenty years, and 
impres ed by the reputation of the community for its interest 
in education, the Board of Directors purcha,ed the property 
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of Freeland Seminary, and incorporated the latter into U rsinus 
College as its preparatory department. About this time the 
United States postal authorities named the post office at Per-
kiomen Bridge, Collegeville. Instruction was begun Septem-
ber 6, 1870. In 1881 the doors of the College were opened to 
women. The Academy was discontinued in 1910. 
The U rsinus School of Theology was opened in 187l. 
The School was conducted at Collegeville in connection with 
the College until 1898, when it was moved to Philadelphia. 
In 1907 a Compact of Union was ratified by which it became 
a part of The Central Theological Seminary at Dayton, Ohio. 
In 1933 this union was dissolved by mutual agreement. In 
1934 Central Theological Seminary was united with Eden 
Theological Seminary at Webster Groves, Missouri. 
Collegeville is on the Benjamin Franklin Highway (Route 
422) and is twelve miles distant from the Lincoln Highway. 
It is accessible by the Philadelphia and Reading Railway from 
Philadelphia, Allentown, or Reading. Moto; coaches connect-
ing Collegeville with Reading, Pottstown, orristown, and 
Philadelphia pass the College campus. The College grounds 
cover eighty-nine acres, including an improved campus of 
twelve acres, tennis courts, and athletic fields. 
NEEDS 
The College constantly employs fully the equipment and 
resources at its disposal. The steady growth of the institution 
should encourage its friends to provide for its further needs. 
The following present exceptional opportunities for gifts and 
memorials : endowment of scholarships, $2,000 to $5,000 each; 
endowment of professorships, $50,000 and upwards; general 
endowment funds, $500 and upwards; residence halls for 
women, $150,000; endowment for the Science Building, 
$300,000; an infirmary, $25,000. The counsel of the President 
of the College should be sought with a view to obtaining the 
most advantageous cooperation on the part of benefactors. 
10 U rsinus College 
GIFTS AND BEQUESTS 
It is the judgment of those who have had the responsibility 
of disposing of large fortunes that Education furnishes the most 
promising field for benevolence. The great philanthropic foun-
dations, after discriminating scientific inquiry into the ways 
and means of doing good with accumulated wealth, have made 
Education their chief objective. The findings of these philan-
thropic agencies may be accepted for the guidance of others. 
The practice of making donations during one's life rather 
than making bequests to be executed after death is recom-
mended. In this way the donor has absolute assurance that his 
wishes are being carried out, he has the satisfaction of seeing his 
gift bearing fruit in the improved work of the institution, and 
he avoids the deflection of part of his proposed gift in the form 
of inheritance taxes. 
When the donor wishes to retain the income of his estate 
during his lifetime, a very satisfactory arrangement is provided 
in Ursinus College Annuity Bonds, which the College issues in 
exchange for cash or property. Annuity Bonds guarantee to 
the donor a fixed income payable semi-annually during the 
period of his natural life, and upon his death the bonds become 
nuJl and void, and the gifts which they represent continue as 
permanent possessions of the College. 
When, however, it is decided to make a bequest, care 
should be taken to have all testamentary papers signed, wit-
nessed, and executed in strict accordance with the statutory laws 
of the State in which the testator resides. In all cases the name 
of the corporation should be accurately given , as in the follow-
ing form: 
I give, devise and bequeath to URSINUS OLLEGE, located at Col-
legeville, Montgomery County, Pennsylvania, ilS successors and 
assigns forever, the sum of ..... . .......... .......... .. .. . . ...... . 
dollars, for its several corporate purposes (or name the particular cor-




REV. TITUS A. ALSPACH, D .O ., Lancaster, 1925 1940 
CHARLES A. BEH EY, M .D., Philadelphia, 1937 19+2 
· I-IoN . ANDREW R. BRODBECK, LL.D., Hanove r , 190 5 1940 
HON. THOMAS E. BROOKS, Red Lion, 1921 1941 
,V ALTER R. DOUTHETT, A.M., Darby, 1936 1941 
REV. I. CALVIN FISHER, D.D., Lebanon, 1905 1941 
EDWIN M. FOGEL, PH.D., Fogelsvi lle, 1930 1940 
EDWARD S. FRETZ, LL.D., Collegeville, 1925 1940 
FRANCIS J. GILDNER, ESQ., A.B., Allentown, 1924 1939 
CHARLES B. HEINLY, PED.D., York, 1934 1939 
DONALD L. HELFFERICH, ESQ., A.B., LL.B., Philadelphia, 1927 1937 
ABRAHAM H. HENDRICKS, ESQ., B.S., Collegeville, 1914 1939 
REV. GEORGE W. HENSON, D.D., Philadelphia, 1911 1941 
- EDWIN M. HERSHEY, ESQ., A.B. Harri sburg, 1926 19+1 
RHEA DURYEA JOHNSON, A.B., Philadelphia, 1928 1938 
WHORTEN A. KLINE, LITT.D., Collegeville, 1912 1937 
FRANCIS T. KRUSEN, M.D., Norristown, 1935 1940 
NORMAN E . MCCLURE, PH.D., LITT.D., Collegeville, 1936 1941 
REV. J. W. MEMINGER, D.D., Lancaster, 1896 1941 
RALPH E. MILLER, A.B., Collegeville, 1924 1938 
REV. JAMES M. NlBLO, D.D., Norristown, 1936 1941 
- GEORGE L. OMWAKE, PED.D., LL.D., Collegevi ll e, 1906 1941 
HARRY E. PAISLEY, LL.D., Philadelphia, 1907 1937 
GEORGE E. PFAHLER, M.D., Sc.D., Philadelphia, 1935 1940 
IRVING L. WILSON, Philadelphia, 1937 1942 
REV. CALVIN D. YOST, A.M., D.D., Collegeville, 1916 1940 
*Deceased 
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COMMITTEES OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
Executive Committee 
A. H. · HENDRICKS 
H. E. PAISLEY 
C. D. YOST 
N. E. MCCLURE 
E. S. FRETZ 
W . A. KLINE 
R. E. MILLER 
Committee on Fi11an ce 
E. S. FRETZ 
H. E. PAISLEY 
N. E. MCC LURE 
D. L. H ELFFER ICH 
Committee on Bllildings and Grounds 
R. E. MILLER 
A. H. HENDRICKS 
W. A. KLI E 
N. E. M CCLU RE 
Commillee on In strll ction 
G. L. OMWAKE 
C. D. YOST 
W . A. KLINE 
N. E. MCCLURE 
C. E. PFflIlLER 
D. L. " ELFFER ICII 
The Corporation 
OFFICERS OF THE CORPORATION 
President 
HARRY E. PAISLEY 
Philadelphia 
First flice-President 
THOMAS E. BROOKS 
Red Lion, Pa. 
Second flice-President 
FRANCIS J. GILDNER 
Allentown, Pa. 
Chairman, Exewtive Committee 
A. H. HENDRICKS 
Collegeville, Pa. 
Secretary 
CALVIN D. YOST 
Collegevi lle, Pa. 
Treasurer 
EDWARD S. FRETZ 
Collegeville, Pa. 
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OFFICERS OF ADMINISTRATION 
NORMAN E. MCCLURE, PH.D., LITI.D., President 
DONALD L. HELFFERICH, ESQ., A.B., LL.B., Pice-President 
REV. W HORTEN A. KLINE, A.M., B.D., LITI.D., Dean 
REV. FRANKLIN 1. SHEEDER, JR., A.M., B.D., R egistrar 
REv. CALVIN D. YOST, A.M., D.D., Librarian 
GLADYS M. GROSSER, A.B., B.S. in L.S ., A ssistal1t Librarian 
ELIZABETH B. WHITE, PH.D., Dean of Women 
REV. JOHN LENTZ, D.D., Pastor of Trinity Church; College Pastor 
JOHN B. PRICE, A.M., M .D., Col/ege Pllysician 
RUSSELL C. JOHNSON, B.S., Director of Athletics 
SARA E. ERMOLD, A ssis/al1t Treasurer 
JAMES R. RUE, Chief Accountal1t 
STANLEY OMWAKE, M.B.A., A ssistal1t to the rice-President 
HARRY M. PRICE, Steward 
MRS. KATHRYN B. PRICE, Dietitian 
N. BLANCHE DEATRICK, Superintendent of Dor7llitories 
MRS. MAY H. RAUCH, B.S., Preceptress 
MRS. WILLIAM H. CORDRY, Precep/ress 
CAMILLA B. STAHR, A.B., Preceptress 
MRS. WILLIAM U. HELFFERICH, B .LITT., Precrp /ress 
MRS. KENNETH A. HASHAGEN, Preceplreu 
MRS. EVERETT M . BAILEY, Preceptrcu 
DOROTHEA S. WIEAND, A.B., Preceptress 
HELE N M. MOLL, R.N., Resident Nurse 
H. JEAN HOLT, Secretary /0 the President 
RUTH SLOTTERER, Secretary to the Dean 
DOROTHY MAE THOMAS, B.S., Secretary to tlu Registrar 
HARVEY K. LESIlER, Caretaku 
THE FACULTY 
NORMAN EGBERT McCLURE, PH.D., LInD. 
Presidetll; Professor of tile Englisl. Language atld Literatll re. 
A.B., Ursinus College, 1915; A.M., Pennsylvania State College, 1916; Ph.D., 
University of Pennsylvania, 1925; Litt. D., Pennsylvania Military College, 
1936; Ursinus College, 1928 ; President, 1936. 
REV. WHORTEN A. KLINE, A.M., B.D., LIIT.D. 
Dean; Professor of tile Latin Language and Literatll re. 
A.B., Ursinus College, 1893; A.M. and B.D., 1896; Litt.D., 1913; Ursinus College, 
1893; Dean, 1909. 
MATTHEW BEARDWOOD, A.M., M.D., Sc.D. 
Professor of Clletnistry. 
A.B., Philadelphia Central High School, 1890; A.M., 1895; M.D., Medico·Chir· 
urgica1 College, 1894; Sc.D., Ursinus College, 1916; Instructor in Chemistry, 
Medico·Chirurgical College, 1896·99; Lecturer on Clinical Chemistry, 1899· 
1900; Adjunct Professor of Chemistry, 1900·14; Professor of General Chern· 
istry and Toxicology, 1914.16; Ursinus College, 1903. 
JOHN WENTWORTH CLAWSON, A.M., Sc.D. 
Professor of Mathe»!atics. 
A.B., University of New Brunswick, 1901; A.B., Cambridge University, 1904; 
A.M., University of New Brunswick, 1905; Sc.D., Ursinus College, 1920; 
Lecturer in Astronomy, University of New Brunswick, 1904·05; Assistant 
in Physics, Ohio State University, 1905·06; Ursinus College, 1907. 
REV. CALVIN DANIEL YOST, A.M., D.D. 
Librarian,' Professor of the German La"ouage and Literature. 
A.B., Ursinus College, 1891; A.M., 1895; B.D., 1907; D.D., Heidelberg College, 
1925; Ursinus College, 1907. 
CARL VERNON TOWER, PH.D. 
Professor of Philosophy. 
A.B., Brown University, 1893; A.M., 1895; Ph.D., Cornell University, 1898; 
Instructor in Philosophy, University of Michigan, 1898·1900 ; Assistant to 
the President, Clark University, 1900·01; Professor of Philosophy, Knox 
College, 1901·02; University of Vermont, 1902·09; Assistant Professor of 
Philosophy, University of Michigan, 1909·10; Acting Professor of Philosophy, 
Trinity College, 1912·13; Ursinus College, 1913. 
JAMES LYNN BARNARD, PH.D. 
Professor of Political Science; Director of Social Studies for Teachers. 
B.S. , Syracuse University, 1892; Ph.D., University of Pennsylvania, 1897; Pro-
fessor of History and Political Science, Ursinus College, 1897·1904; Professor 
of History and Government, Philadelphia School of Pedagogy, 1906·20; Direc· 
tor of Social Studies, Department of Public Instruction, Pennsylvania, 1920-27; 
Ursinus College, 1927. 
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MARTIN WEAVER WITMER, A.B. 
Professor of E1Igiish Rltetorie. 
A.B., Franklin and Marshall College, 1904; Ursinus College, 1920. 
JAMES LANE BOSWELL, PH.D. 
Professor of Beou,omics aud Busilless A dmittistratioll. 
A.B., Georgetown College, 1920 ; A.M., University of Pennsylvania, 1923; Ph.D., 
1933 ; Ursinus College, 1923 . 
ELIZABETH BRETT WHITE, PH.D. 
Dea" of Women ; Professor of History. 
A.B., Cornell University, 1904; A .M., University of Wisconsin, 1917; Ph.D., 
Clark University, 1920; Pennsy lvania College for W omen, 1912.19, 1920.24; 
Pennsylvania State College, School of Education, Extension Department, 
1921·24; Ursi nus College, 1924. 
RUSSELL DAVIS STURGIS, PH.D. 
Professor of A1Ialyticai Chemistry. 
A.B., University of Delaware, 19 19; ?f.S., University of Pennsylvania, 1921; 
Ph.D., 1924; Assista nt in Chemistry, Massachusetts Agricultural College, 
1919-20; Instructor in Chemistry, U niversity of Pennsylvania, 1920.24; 
Professor of Chemistry, Franklin and Marshall College, 1924.25; Ursinus 
College, 1925. 
WILLIAM WALLACE BA CROFT, PH.D. 
PrOfessor of Philosophy. 
A.B., Ursinus College, 1919 ; Graduate, Princeton Theological Seminary, 1920; 
A.M., University of Pennsylvania, 1921; Ph.D., 1931; Ursinus College, 1925. 
REV. FRANKLIN IRVIN SHEEDER, JR., A.M., B.D. 
R egistrar; Professor of Religion., 
A .B., Ursinus College, 1922; A.?\I., U niversity of Pennsylvania, 1929; B.D. , 
Central Theological Seminary, 1925; Ursinus College, 1925. 
JOH HAROLD BROWNBA K, A.B., c.D. 
Profn/or of Biology. 
A.B., Ur,inu. College, 1921; Sc.D., 1937; Instructor in Zoology, University of 
Penns)lvania, 1921.26; Ursinus College, 1926. 
GEORGE RUSSELL TYSO , PH.D. 
Pro/~ssor 0/ Edu.cation. 
B.S., University of Pennsylvania, 1916; A.M., 1922; Ph.D., 1936 ; Specialist in 
Testing and Grading in United States Army, 1920; Professor of Education 
and Director of the Summer School, Cornell College, 192 1.27; Uninus Colleie, 
1927. 
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REGI ALD SlBBALD, LL.B., PH.D. 
Professor of French. 
LL.B., University of Colorado, 192 1; A.B., 1922 ; A .M., 1926; Ph.D., University 
of Pennsylva nia, 1934; Instructor in Romance Languages, University of 
Colorado, 1923·27; \Vest Virginia University, 1927·28; Instructor in French, 
New York Univer sity, 1928·29; Drexel T nstitute, 1929·30. U rsinus College, 
193 1. 
HARVEY LEWIS CARTER, A.M. 
Associate Professor of History and P"blic Speaking. 
A.B. , Wabash College, 1927; A.lI1., University of Wisconsin, 1928; Ursinus 
College, 1928. 
MAURICE O. BONE, B.C.S. 
Associate Professor of Ecanomics alld Business Administration. 
B .C.S., Northwestern University, 1924; Instructor in Accounting, Northwestern 
University, 1928·29; Ursinus College, 1929. 
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Director of Atilletics; Coael, of Baseball. 
B .S., Ursinus College, 1916; Ursinus College, 1930. 
DONALD GAY BAKER, PH.D. 
Associate Professor of tile Greek Language and Literature. 
A.B., Haverford College, 1926; A.lIl. , Harvard University, 1929; Ph .D. , 1932; 
Ursinus College, 1932. 
JOHN W. MAUCHLY, PH.D. 
Associa'te PrUfessor of PI.ysics. 
PhI'])" The Johns Hopkins University, 1932. Assistant in Physics, The Johns 
I Hopkin. University, 1929·1933; Ursinus College, 1933. 
JESSE SHEARER H~GES, A.M., PED.D. 
Associate Professor of Ed1lCation. 
A.B., Ursinus College, 1898 ; A.M., 1909; Ped .D. , 1923; M.A., New York Uni· 
versity, 1927; Instructor. Shippensburg State Teachers College, 1902·08 ; Dean 
of Instruction, 1908·34; Ursinus College, 1935. 
FRANK LEROY MANNI G, PH.D. 
Associate Professor of Afatilernatics. 
B.S., Cornell University, 191 9; M.S. , Rutgers University, 1924; Ph.D., Cornell 
'Yniversity, 1935; Instructor, Rutgers University, 1 923~24; Instructor in 
lJrathernatics, Clarkson College of Technology, 1928·30; Ursinus College, 1930. 
MARCUS CALVIN OLD, PH.D. 
Assistant Professor of Biology , 
A.B., Lehigh University, 1923; A.M., 1925; Ph.D., University of Michi ga n, 1930; 
Instructor in Biology, Lehigh University, 1923·25 j Professor of Biology, 
Olivet College, 1925-26; Instructor in Zoology, University of ~'1ichigan. 
1926·29; University of Michigan Graduate School Fellowship, 1929·30; 
Ursinus College, 1930. 
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EUGENE BACHMAN MICHAEL, A.M. 
A ssistant Professor of Ed1tcatio". 
A.B., Ursinus College, 1924; A.M., University of Pennsylvania, 1928; Ursinus 
College, 1930. 
ELEANOR FROST SNELL, A.M. 
Assistant Professor of Physical Edllcatio,,; Coach 0/ Wo",.,,'s Athletics. 
A.B., University of Nebras,," 1923; A.M., Columbia University, 1929; Instructor, 
State Teacbers College, lIarquette, Micbigan, 1929·30; Instructor in Physical 
Education, State Teachers Colleges, Shippensburg and Cal ifornia, Pennsyl· 
vania, 1930·31. Ursinus College, 1931. 
PHILIP B. WILLAUER, PH.D. 
Assistant Professor of Political Scie"ce. 
A.B., Ursinus College, 1930; A.M. , Clark University, 1931 ; Ph.D., University 
of Pennsylvania, 1935; Assistant in History and International Relations, 
Clark University, 1930·3 1; Ursinus College, 193 1. 
GEORGE W. HARTZELL, PH.D. 
Assistant Professor of GermOH. 
A.B., Lehigh University, 1929; A.M., University of Pennsylvania, 1931 ; Ph.D., 
1934 ; Instructor in German, Lehigh University, 1929·32; IIarrison Fellow in 
Germanics, University of Pennsylvania, 1933·34; Ursinus College, 1934. 
WILLIAM FRANKLIN PHILIP, Mus.Doc. 
Assistant Professor of Music. 
Mus.B., State Academy of Church and School Music, Berlin, 193 1; Mus.M., 1932; 
Mus.Doc., 1936; Instructor, Troy Conservatory of Mus" , 1927·3 1; Ursinus 
College, 1935. 
JOSEPHINE XANDER SHEEDER, A.B. 
I tlStruCtor in Pagea1ltry; Assistant in Religion. \ 
\ 
A.B., Ursinus College, 192 1; Ur.inus College, 1925. 
PAUL RAYMOND WAGNER, M.S. 
I nst .... ctor in Biology. 
B.S., Ursinus College, 1932. M.S., University of Pennsylvania, 1935; Ursinus 
College, 1932. 
WILLIAM SCHUYLER PETTIT, M.S. 
Instructor in In.orga~ic Chemistry. . \ 
B.S. in Chemistry, UOlverSlty of Pennsylvama, 1932; M.S., 1933; Ursinus College, 
1933. 
CALVIN DANIEL YOST, JR., PH.D. 
I nstructor in English. 
A.B., Ursinus College, 1930; A.M., University of Pennsylvania, 1932; Ph.D., 
1935; Ursinus College, 1934. 
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EVERETT M. BATLEY, M.A. 
Instm etor ;11 PI.)'s;eal Education. 
B.P.E. , Springfield College, 1930; B.S., 1936; M.A., Columbia University, 1936: 
Assistant Instructor, Department of Physical Education, Columbia University, 
1934.1935; Ursinus College, 1935. 
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I nstructor i,~ 170ea l A[1(sic. 
A.B., Ursinus College, 1903; Instructor, Ursinus College, 1904·1908; Agnes Scott 
College, Georgia, 1908·10; Harcourt Place School, Ohio, 1911·13; Haverford 
School, 1931; Ursinus College, 1918·19, 1922·23, 1938. 
SARA MARY OUDERKIRK, A.B. 
Assistant 1'''' Physical Education. 
Afi3., Ursinus College, 1934; Ursinus College, 1934. 
DONALD L. KELLE}'T, B.S. 
Coach of Freshman Athletics. 
B.S., University of Pennsylvania, 1934; Ursinus College, 1935. 
PETER P. STEVENS, B.S. 
Assistant Coach of Football. 
B.S., Temple University, 1935; Ursinus College, 1935. 
CHARLES JOSEPH SCHAFFER, B.S. 
Assistant in Physical Ed1tCation. 
B.S.,llrsinus College, 1936; Ursinus College, 1936. 
WALTER BUTLER KELLY, B.S. 
Assistant in French. 
B.S., Ursinus College, 1937; Ursinlts College, 1937. 
GARFIELD SIEBER PANCOAST, B.S. 
Assistant in Political Science . 
• B.S., Ursinus College, 1937; Ursinlts College, 1937. 
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The first step in seeking admission to U rsinus College is 
the filing of a formal application. Application blanks may be 
had by addressing the Registrar. The Registrar then obtains 
from the school in which the applicant has been prepared a 
certificate embodying the school record of the candidate. All 
certificate of preparation should be sent by the school principal 
directly to the Dean of the College, by whom they are 
evaluated. Inquiry is made further into the character and 
fitness of the candidate to do the work of this institution, and 
if found qualified the applicant is notified and a place reserved 
for him in the College. The process of matriculation is con-
tinued in the actual trial of all applicants during the first 
semester, at the end of which time their status as candidates is 
finally determined. 
Applicants who ranked in the upper half of their classes in 
the schools in which they received their preparation, applicants 
from other colleges, and candidates who have passed the exam-
inations of the College Entrance Examination Board are 
admitted on certificate. The qualifications of others are deter-
mined by entrance examinations conducted by the College. 
Particulars regarding these examinations which are held at 
intervals during the year may be obtained from the Registrar. 
Every candidate admitted to College will be tested with 
reference to his achievement in major subjects and with refer-
ence to his mental aptitude at the time of matriculation. 
TERMS OF ADMISSION 
The unit used in determining the value of a study pre-
sented in satisfaction of the requirements for admission repre-
sents, in general, a year's study in the subject in a secondary 
school, constituting approximately a quarter of a full year's 
work. 
Applicants for admission intending to present themselves 
as candidates for a degree at graduation must present 15 units 
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from the following list. The studies printed In capitals are 
prescribed: 
ENGLISH . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .• 3 units 
A FOREIGN LANGUAGE ............................ 2 units 
ALGEBRA .................. . ........ .. ........... 1.5 units 
PLANE GEOMETRY ................................ 1 unit 
HISTORY ........................................ 1 unit 
SCIENCE OR ADDITIONAL MATHEMATICS .. .. ......... 1 unit 























A limited number of applicants for admission may be 
received as Special Students, provided they have satisfactory 
preparation for the college courses which they desire to pursue. 
When admitted, special students are enrolled as members 
of the groups they choose to enter and are under the direction 
of the regular advisers. Special students must register for at 
least twelve hours of work in each semester, and are held 
accountable for the satisfactory completion of courses for which 
they register. They are subject to the same regulations as other 
students. 
ADMISSIO TO ADVA TCED STANDI G 
Applications for admission to advanced standing should 
be made to the Registrar of the College. The applicant should 
request the in titution last attended to send to the Registrar a 
transcript of the student's record accepted for admission, a 
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transcript of his record there, and a let,ter of honorable dis-
missal. 
ADMISSIOI AT MID-YEAR 
At the beginning of the second semester a small group of 
students who have been graduated in the first fifth of their 
secondary school classes will be admitted. A student admitted 
at this time can complete his work for a degree in three and 
one-half years, provided that in college he make no grade lower 
than C, that his scholastic average at no time fall below B, 
and that at the beginning of each semester he obtain written 
permission of the Dean to undertake the work outlined by his 
Group Adviser. 
Students who are planning to teach are permitted to com-
plete in seven semesters only 116 of the 124 semester hours 
required for a degree, and must return for an eighth semester 
to satisfy the requirements for certification in Pennsylvania 
and New Jersey. 
REGISTRATION 
All students must register at the opening of the college 
year for the work of the whole year, and will not be allowed 
to change their registration or drop courses of study later than 
one week after Registration Day except by special permission of 
the Faculty. A fee of One Dollar is charged for registration 
on days other than those appointed for the registration of 
students in the College Calendar. 
ABSE CES 
Students are expected to pursue their work without inter-
ruption or absence from any academic exercises. On account 
of exigencies such as sickness, the death of a relative, or duty 
away from college as a representative of the institution, a stu-
dent is allowed as many absences in any course as twice the 
number of exercises per week in that cour e. A student who is 
absent beyond this limit will be dropped from the course unless 
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permitted to continue by the Dean and the professor in charge, 
and he will then be required to complete the work omitted 
and to take an Extended Examination, for which a fee of Five 
Dollars is charged. Absences are counted from the first class 
exercises in any subject. At the beginning and at the end of 
a semester and immediately preceding and following a recess 
absences count double. No excuses for absence are granted. 
Students of the third year and fourth year who, in the 
preceding semester, received no grade lower than B are placed 
on their own responsibility for attendance upon classes. 
A student who absents himself from a test previously 
announced must take a special test, for which he must pay a 
fee of One Dollar. Permits for such tests must be obtained at 
the Dean's Office. 
GROUP ADVISERS 
At the beginning of the year the Faculty appoints from its 
own number an Adviser for the tudents in each of the seven 
Groups in which the courses of instruction are offered. He is 
the medium of communication between the Faculty and the 
students of his Group. The approval of the Group Adviser is 
necessary before a student may register for or enter upon any 
course of study, or di continue any work. 
COUNSELORS 
Each fir t-year student is assigned to a member of the 
Faculty who is his Counselor for friendly advice and guidance 
in the making of personal and social adjustments and in the 
correlation of hi intellectual interests with the curriculum 
requirements. 
PUBLIC WORSHIP 
Students are required to attend religious services in the 
College chapel each day of recitations, except Saturday, and 
are expected to attend er.'ices on Sunday morning in the 
church of their own or their parents' choice. ttendance is also 
required at all special public e:-.ercises appointed by the Faculty. 
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At tudent may not be absent from chapel services and 
other public exercises appointed by the Faculty more than ten 
times in a semester. 
COLLEGE PRI CIPLES 
The College is committed both in principle and by tradi-
tion to a policy which opposes unnatural distinctions among its 
students. Equal opportunity for all is provided and a whole-
some spirit of fraternity throughout the entire body is encour-
aged . A system of student government for young men, with 
powers inhering in a central representative body known as the 
Council, maintains order and encourages self-control in social 
and civil affairs. The life of the young women also is regulated 
through a system of self-government administered by the women 
students of the College. Since the institution is organized on the 
group basis, class rivalry and its attendant evils are extraneous. 
Each student pledges himself on admission to abstain from every 
f or1ll of hazing. The aim of the institution is to train its 
students, through the performance of their social and civil 
obligations and duties, in those virtues which will fit them for 
the extraordinary responsibilities of educated men and women 
in after life. With this in view, the College reserves the right 
to exclude at any time students whose conduct or academic 
standing renders them undesirable members of the college com-
munity, and in such cases the fees due or paid in advance to 
the College will not be refunded in whole or in part. 
DOMESTIC LIFE 
The College aims to provide thoroughly healthful, whole-
some, and homelike conditions in the residences for both young 
men and young women. The boarding department is made 
an educational asset in the institution. All resident students 
take their meals in well-lighted and well-ventilated dining 
rooms. The meals are prepared in a spacious, well-lighted, 
sanitary kitchen with complete modern equipment. 
COURSES OF INSTRUCTION 
In designating courses of study, odd numerals are employed to 
represent the work of the first semester and even numerals the work 
of the second semester. When a single numeral is employed the work 
represented constitutes a semester course. When rwo numerals are 
employed the work represented constitutes a year course. When 
the numerals are connected by a hyphen the course may be entered 
only at the opening of the year. When the numerals are separated 
by a comma, the course may not be discontinued, but may be entered 
at mid-year for the work of the second semester. 
The credit value of each course, expressed in semester hours, is 
printed in italics. The hours per week are given in the definition of 
the course. 
BIOLOGY 
PROFESSOR BROWN BACK, ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OLD, 
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR SNELL, MR. WAGNER 
A-B. INTRODUCTION TO SCIENCE. The methods and aims of the 
sciences, the structure and organization of the physical universe, and 
the part which the sciences have played in the development of 
civilization. A broad foundation is given in preparation for the more 
specialized course in a single science required in the second or third 
year. The course will put the student in a posit ion to appreciate, and 
to investigate further in his own reading the place of science in 
modern life. The Departments of Biology, Chemistry, Physics, and 
Astronomy are jointly responsible for the course, which consists of 
lectures, demonstrations, recitations, and required readings. Required 
of first-year students in all except the Chemistry-Biology and Physical 
Education Groups. Two hours per week throughout the year. Four 
semester hours. 
2. SANITATION AND HYGIE E. Study of the structure and physiology 
of systems in relation to personal hygiene. Lectures, papers, and dis-
cussions. Two hours per week. Two semester hours. 
Course 2 is elective for first-year students in all the Groups. 
3-4. GENERAL BIOLOGY. A survey of the biological facts and prob-
lems of the plant and animal kingdom. One semester is devoted to the 
study of zoology, the other to botany. In both semesters correlated 
laboratory and lecture work is definitely planned. Two hours of lec-
ture and three hours of laboratory work. Six umnlu hourI. 
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6. ADVA CEO BOTANY. A course designed to acquaint the student 
with a more detailed study of the plant groups, stressing in particular 
the principles of taxonomy and ecology. Lectures and discussions 
followed by field and laboratory work. Prerequisite, Course 3-4. Three 
semester hours. 
Course 6 is required for students who intend to apply for cer-
tification as teachers of biology in Pennsylvania. 
7-S. VERTEBRATE ANATOMY. The comparative anatomy and rela-
tionships of the chordates. Prerequisite, Course 3-4. One hour of 
lecture and six hours of laboratory work. Eight semester hOllrs. 
Course 7-S alternates with Course 9-10. Course 9-10 will be 
given in 1935-39. 
9-10. HISTOLOGY AND EMBRYOLOGY. A course in the preparation and 
study of tissues and in the embryology of the chick. Prerequisite, 
Course 3-4-. One hour of lecture and six hours of laboratory work. 
Eight semester hOllrs. 
11-12. HEREDITY. Designed to familiarize the student with the 
recent work in heredity and its social applications. Open to students 
who have had no biological training. Lectures, papers, and discussions. 
Two hours per week. FOllr semester hOllrs. 
Course 11-12 is open to third-year and fourth-year students only. 
15-16. GENERAL PHYSIOLOGY. The study of the physical, chemical, 
and physio-chemical processes taking place in living matter. Pre-
requisite, Courses 3-4, 7-S or 9-10 and Chemistry 1-2 and 7-S. Oppor-
tunity is given for students to investigate assigned problems at times 
other than regular hours. One hour of lecture and six hours of labora-
tory work. Eight semester hOllrs. 
17-1S. ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLOGY. The human skeleton; muscular, 
respiratory, and circulatory systems; the internal organs; the special 
senses; all considered with reference to structure and function; secre-
tion, absorption, and elimination. Models, charts, and parts of the 
human cadaver. Two hours per week. Four semester hours. 
Course 17-1S is prescribed for students in the Physical Education 
Group. 
NOTE.-A working knowledge of the leading biological contribu-
tions to present day thought is presented in Courses 3-4 and 11-12. 
Students of the Chemistry-Biology Group taking their major work 
in biology must complete not less than twenty-four hours of work in the 
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department. In most cases, this requirement will be met by taking 
oourses 1, 3-4, 6, 7-8 or 9-10, and 11-12. Such students will also be 
expected to take Chemistry 1-2 and 14 and Physics 1-2. Prospective 
medical students taking the full college course should take Courses 
1, 3-4, 7-8, 9-10, and if possible 15-16. 
CHEMISTRY 
PROFESSOR BEARDWOOD, PROFESSOR STURGIS, MR. PETTIT 
A-B. INTRODUCTION TO SCIENCE. See BIOLOGY, Course A-B, p. 26. 
1-2. GENERAL CHEMISTRY. The facts, theories, and laws of the 
chemistry of the commoner elements, their industrial uses, and their 
physiological and nutritional applications. Demonstrated lectures 
accompanied by oral and written recitations. The student preserves a 
record of laboratory observations which must be submitted to the 
instructor for correction and approval. Two hours of lecture and three 
hours of laboratory work. Six semester hours. 
14. I NORGANIC CHEMISTRY. A more detailed study of the theories 
and principles of chemistry accompanied by work in the solution of 
chemical problems. This course is to be pursued concurrently with 
Chemistry 2. Prerequisite, Chemistry 1. Two hours of lecture. Two 
semester hours. 
3-4. QUALITATIVE A NALYSIS. The physico-chemical basis of ana-
lytical chemistry; analysis of meta ls and non-metals; practice in 
analysis of minerals, alloys, and commercial products. Prerequi site, 
Course 14. Two hours of lecture and four hours of laboratory work. 
Eight semester hours. 
5-6. QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS. A study of the most acceptable 
methods of gravimetric and volumetric analysis. Prerequ isite, Course 
3-4. Two hours of lecture and six hours of laboratory work. Eig'" 
semester hours. 
7-8. ORGANIC CHEMISTRY. The study of the properties, synthesis, 
and structure of the most important classes of the carbon compound s. 
Prerequi site, Course 14. Two hours of lecture and six hours of labora -
tory work. Eig'" semester hours. 
9-1 0. PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY. The course include~ a study of 
atomic structure, radio-activity, the states of maller, the properties of 
solutions, and other topics. P rerequisite., Phy~ics 1-2; ourses 1-2 and 
3-4 or 7-8. Two hours of lecture per week. Four srmuttr hours. 
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9a-10a. Pill' ICA L CHEMI TRY. Laboratory. This course may be 
taken with Course 9-10. Two hours per week throughout the year or 
preferably four hours per week for one semester. Two semester hours. 
11. THE LITERATURE OF CHEMI TRY. The use of books, journals, 
and reports in the field of Chemistry. Open to third-yea r and fourth-
year students in the Chemi try-Biology group. One hour per week. 
One semester hour. 
Course 11 is given in alternate years. Given in 1938-39. 
ECO OMICS 
PROFESSOR BOSWELL, ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR BONE 
1, 2. ECONOMIC HISTORY. A study of the economic development of 
the United States from the colonial period down to the present time. 
Some attention is given to the European origins of our economic insti-
tutions and attitudes. Two hours per week. Four semester hours. 
Course 1, 2 is elective in all groups. 
3-4. PRINCIPLES OF ECONOMICS. An analysis of our economic 
organization, including the study of such topics as the organization of 
production, value and exchange, mediums of exchange and our bank-
ing system, business cycles, international trade and the tariff, the 
distribution of wealth, monopolies, competition and other current 
problems. Three hours per week. Six semester hours. 
Course 3-4 is a prerequisite for all other courses except Course 
1, 2. 
S. LABOR PROBLEMS AND PERSONNEL ADMINISTRATION. A study of 
human relations arising from industrial organization and the employ-
ers' part in bringing about industrial peace. Prerequisite, Course 3-4. 
Three hours per week. Three semester hours. 
6. BUSINESS FINANCE. A study of the financial aspects of busi-
ness management, including such topics as the problems to be con-
sidered in launching an enterprise, methods of organizing, methods of 
financing, form of ownership, handling of sinking and depreciation 
funds, interpreting financial statements, extending credit, and dis-
tributing earnings. Prerequisite, Courses 3-4 and 11-12. Three hours 
per week. Three semester hours. 
Courses 5 and 6 alternate with Courses 19 and 20. Courses 5 
and 6 will be given in 1938-39. 
7. MARKETING. A survey of the marketing mechanism and a 
comparative study of the most usual methods and practices. Special 
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attention is given to such problem as the elimination of the middle-
man, market analysis, sa les quotas, the incidence of advertising, and 
co-operative marketing. Prerequisite, Course 3-4. Three hours per 
week. Three semester hours. 
8. FOREIGN TRADE. The relation of foreign trade to national 
prosperity; the foreign trade policies of the more important countries; 
export marketing machinery; the methods of export merchandising 
followed by several of our large corpo rations; documentation; credit 
extension. Prerequisite, Courses 3-4 and 7. Three hours per week. 
Three semester hours. 
9-10. MONEY AND BANKING. A brief study of monetary and bank-
ing theories followed by a careful analysis of the services and methods 
of operation of various financial institutions such as commercial banks, 
clearing house associations, the Federal Reserve banks, Farm Loan 
banks, note brokers, commercial paper houses, finance companies, and 
investment houses. Three hours per week. Six semester hours. 
Course 9-10 alternates with Courses 13 and 14. Course 9-10 will 
be given in 1938-39. 
11-12. PRINCIPLES OF ACCOUNTING. Fundamental principles in-
vol ved in single ownership, partnership, and corporate forms of 
organization, including large enterprises and manufacturing types of 
business; rules for debit and credit, journalizing, operation of col-
umnar books with and without controlling accounts, methods of hand-
ling cash, inventories, preparation of trial balance and financial state-
ments and closing the books; procedure for handling capital stock, 
bonds, valuation reserves. Probl ems, questions, and a systematic 
practice set supplement the work. Two hours of lecture and two hours 
of laboratory per week. Six semester hours. 
13. PUBLIC FINANCE AND TAXATION. A study of the general 
principles of public expenditures, public revenues, public indebtedness, 
and financial administration. Attention will be given to the principles 
and workings of the Federal Income Tax law. There will be class 
assignments in solving actual income tax problems. Two hours per 
week. T wo semester hours. 
14. RAILWAY TRANSPORTATION. A study of the financing of rail-
road construction in the United States; rate making, routing, personal 
and territorial discrimination, competition and consolidation; state 
and federal legislation and regulation; government operation; 
criticisms of some of the proposed solutions of our railway problems. 
Three hours per week. Thru umutu hours. 
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15. Bu INESS LAW. An introductory course covering the funda-
mental principles and procedures governing contracts, sales, negoti-
able paper, partnerships, corporations, and business associations. 
Lectures, readings, and study of cases and problems. Prerequisite, 
Courses 3-4 and 6. Three hours per week. Three semester hours. 
17, 18. BUSINESS ORGANIZATION. A survey study of the organiza-
tion and management of industrial activities and their relation to 
each other. The historical background, organization, physical plant, 
standardization, wage payment methods, employment and handling 
of men; control of production, planning and operation; executive 
control. Prerequisite, Course 3-4. Three hours per week. Six semester 
hours . 
19. AnVANCED ACCOUNTING. A study of advanced accounting 
principles and the application of principles to the analysis of 
problems. The principal subjects discussed are analysis of profits, 
application of funds, capital expenditures and depreciation policies, 
determination of costs for inventory valuation, installment accounts, 
branches and agencies. Special consideration will be given to consoli-
dation, reorganization, and liquidation. Prerequisite, Course 11-12. 
Two hours per week. Two semester hours. 
20. INTRODUCTORY COST ACCOUNTING. A study of the fundamental 
principles of cost accounting. Methods of finding the cost of specific 
orders or lots, fundamentals of process costs, accounting for by-
products and joint products, estimate costs, and standard costs. 
Emphasis is placed upon the bookkeeping procedure and upon acquir-
ing familiarity with the use of forms commonly used in cost accounting. 
Prerequisite, Course 11-12. Two hours per week. Two semester hours. 
Courses 19 and 20 alternate with Courses 5 and 6. Courses 5 
and 6 will be given in 1938-39. 
MATHEMATICS OF FINANCE. See MATHEMATICS, Courses 13-14 and 
15-16, p. 50. 
EDUCATION 
PROFESSOR TYSON, ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR HEIGES, 
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR MICHAEL 
1. INTRODUCTION TO TEACHING. A survey of the field of educa-
tion. The approach to the study of education through the underlying 
sciences. Analytical and constructive attempt to define education. 
Differentiation of the several fields of study. A preliminary Course 
for all students of education. Three hours per week. Three sem ester 
hours. 
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2. PRINCIPLES OF SECO DARY EDUC,\TION. The secondary school in 
America and in foreign countries; individual, social, and vocational 
aims; nature and interests of adolescents; subjects of the curriculum; 
program making. Prerequisite, Education 1. Three hours per week. 
Three semester hours. 
3. EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY. The data of psychology in their 
bearing upon teaching and learning; instinctive equipment of the 
learner; variation in human capacities; inheritance of human traits; 
rate and progress of lea rning; transference of training and allied 
subjects. Prerequisites, Psychology 1 or 2 and Education 1 and 2. 
Three hours per week. Three semester hours. See PSYCHOLOGY, 
Course 5. 
4. PRINCIPLES OF TEACH I G AND LEARNING. The application of the 
principles of educational psychology to teaching in the secondary 
school; the teacher as a guide of learning; the activities in which 
the teacher is called upon to engage. This course is required by the 
department for all persons who expect to qualify for practice teach-
ing. Prerequisites, Education 1, 2, 3. Three hours per week. Three 
semester hours. 
5. OBSERVATION AND PRACTICE TEACHING. Observation and practice 
teaching five hours per week under supervision in neighboring high 
schools. One class hour per week for the consideration of lesson plans 
and criticism. Individual and group conferences. This course meets 
the requirements of Pennsylvania for practice teaching. Prerequisite, 
Course 4. Three semester hours. 
6. OnsERvATION AND PRACTICE TEACHING. This is a repetition of 
Course 5 in the second semester. Students desiring certification in ew 
Jersey must take Courses 5 and 6. Three scmuter hours. 
A fee of twenty-five dollars is charged each student taking course 
5 or 6 to assist in meeting the cost of administration. Students meet-
ing New Jersey requirements by both courses 5 and 6 are charged $40. 
The maximum number of hours which may be counted for gradualion 
is six semester hours. 
7. HISTORY OF EDUCATION. The development of educational ideas, 
institutions, and practices to the present time. Foundation elements; 
Greek, Roman, and Christian; great educational movements; the edu-
cational reformers; the origin and growth of national systems; the 
scientific movement of the nineteenth century; pre ent tendencies. 
Three hours per week. Thru umnler hours. 
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10. EDUCATIO, AL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL TESTS AND MEASUREMENTS. 
An introductory survey of the field of measurement in education, 
including measurement of intelligence and school results; main 
features of the technique of te ting and test construction; types of 
tests and scales; evaluation; interpretation; use. Prerequisite, Edu-
cation 3. Three hours per week. Three semester hours. 
12. THE TEACHING OF SCIENCE IN THE SECONDARY SCHOOL. This 
course is designed to acquaint the prospective teacher with the pur-
poses and problems of the teaching of science in the secondary 
school. The chief topics include the development of obj ectives, the 
organization of typical curricula, and the methods used in both junior 
and senior high schools. Open to third -year and fourth-year students. 
Three hours per week. Three sem ester hours. 
For similar courses in other fields see English 25, French 21, 
German 21, Mathematics 23-24, Physical Education 5-6, and Political 
Science 21-22. 
SUBJECT-MATTER REQUIREMENTS FOR THE TEACHING OF 
SCIENCE AND SOCIAL STUDIES IN PENNSYLVANIA 
Distribution of Required Eighteen Semester Hours. 
A. SCIENCE. 
1. A certificate of standard grade will be validated for the teach-
ing of science upon the completion of eighteen semester hours of 
approved preparation in science distributed as follows: 
Physical sciences, nine semester hours including three semester 
hours in physics and three semester hours in chemistry. 
Biological sciences, nine semester hours including three semester 
hours in botany and three semester hou rs in zoo logy. 
2. Where the applicant presents eighteen semester hours of 
approved preparation in physical sciences including six semester hours 
in chemistry and six semester hours in physics, physical science will 
be written upon the certificate. 
3. Where the applicant presents eighteen semester hours of 
approved preparation in biological science including six semester 
hours in botany and six semester hours in zoology, biological science 
will be written upon the certificate. 
B. SOCIAL STUDIES. 
1. Social studies will be written upon the certificate when the 
applicant presents evidence of having completed eighteen semes ter 
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hours of approved preparation in the socia l studies distributed as 
follows: 
Social Science ...... . ... . ...... nine semester hours 
History ........................ nine semester hours 
2. Where the applicant has completed eighteen semester hours of 
approved preparation in social science, social science will be written 
upon the certificate. 
3. Where the applicant has completed eighteen semester hours of 
approved preparation in history, history will be written upon the 
certificate. 
REOUIREME TS FOR CERTlFICATIO OF HIGH SCHOOL 
TEACHERS IN NEW JERSEY 
A. To teach in grades seven and eight the subj ects prescribed for 
the elementary school curriculum and in a high school the subjects 
endorsed on the certificate. 
B. 1. A college degree with a credit of twelve units in Engfish 
language and literature, twelve units in social studies, and six units 
in science. 
2. For endorsement on the certificate, thirty credits in a major 
teaching field and eighteen credits in a minor teaching field, provided 
that in place of one minor teaching field two minors may be pre-
sented with not less than twelve credits in each of certain subjects 
specified by ew Jersey. For a li st of these subjects, see the Pro-
fessor of Education. 
3. Eighteen credits in the study of secondary education including 
health education, 3; educational psychology, 3; aims and organiza-
tion of secondary education, 3; principles and techniques of teaching 
in the school, 3; curriculum organization and courses of study 
in one endorsed teaching field, 3; elective, 3. 
Students preparitlg to teach in states other than Pe1l1IJyivania alld 
New Jersey should conwlt the Professor of Education to ascertain the 
specific course requirements of the partiwlar state in which they wish 
to be certified. 
To meet the requirements for certification to teach, preparation 
should be begun not later than the lirst semester of the second year. 
Students planning to teach should confer with the Professor of Edu-
cation or with their Adviser in choosing the field for which they will 
prepare. 
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E GLISH 
PROFESSOR MCCLURE, PROFESSOR WITMER, 
PROFESSOR BANCROFT, DR. YOST, MR. MATTERN 
COMPOSITION 
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1-2. FIRST-YEAR ENGLISH. The study of the principles of wrttlng, 
with special attention to exposition; the study of modern prose 
specimens as models; the reading of certain English and American 
books for the purpose of developing the ability to enjoy literature. 
Three hours per week. Six semester hours. 
Course 1-2 is prescribed for first-year students in all the groups. 
3-4. ADVANCED RHETORIC AND COMPOSITION. Recitations based on 
an advanced textbook of rhetoric, supplemented with lectures, to help 
students acquire individuality and flexibility of style; rhetorical 
analysis, requiring a critical study of prose models; frequent short 
and occasional long compositions for practice; supplementary read-
ings and individual conferences. Three hours per week. Six semester 
hours. 
Course 3-4 is elective for all students who have passed Course 1-2. 
5, 6. EXPOSITION AND ARGUMENTATION. A study of the principles 
that underlie effective explanation, conviction, and persuasion, based 
on textbooks, lectures, supplementary readings, and personal confer-
ences; analysis of typical models; frequent writing of outlines, briefs, 
abstracts, and compositions. Three hours per week. Six semester 
hours. 
Courses 5 and 6 are elective for all students who have passed 
Course 1-2. 
Courses 5 and 6 alternate with Courses 7 and 8. Courses 7 and 8 
will be given in 1938-39. 
7, 8. DESCRIPTION AND NARRATION. A study of the principles 
underlying these imaginative types, based on textbooks, lectures, sup-
plementary reading, and personal conferences; critical study of 
literary masterpieces; constant practice in writing factual and fictional 
compositions of both types. Three hours per week. Six semester IIOtlrs. 
Courses 7 and 8 are elective for all students who have passed 
Courses 1-2. 
9-10. NEWSWRITING AND JOURNALISTIC PRACTICE. A study of the 
structure, methods, and standards of modern newspapers. Practice 
in the writing of news stories, feature articles, criticisms, and edi-
torials. Two hours per week. Two semester hours. 
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LITERATURE 
3-4. SURVEY OF ENGLISH LITERATURE. The history of English 
literature from the beginnings to the present. Special attention is 
given to the social background. Two hours per week. Four semester 
hours. 
Course 3-4 is prescribed for second-year students in the English 
Group and is elective in other groups. 
5. THE ENGLISH ESSAY. EIGHTEENTH CENTURY. A study of the 
essay and non-fictional prose from the age of Qu een Anne to the end 
of the eighteenth century. Lectures on the essay before Addison. 
Two hours per week. T w o semester hours. 
Course 5 is prescribed for third-year and fourth-year students in 
the English Group and is elective in other groups. 
6. THE ENGLISH ESSAY. NI NETEENTH CENTURY. A study of the 
essay and non-fictional prose from Lamb to Stevenson, with some 
attention to the essay since 1900. Two hours per week. T w o semester 
hours. 
Course 6 is prescribed for third-year and fourth-year students 
in the English Group and is elective in other groups. 
Courses 5 and 6 alternate with Courses 7 and 8. Courses and 6 
will be given in 1938-39. 
7. ENGLISH POETRY, 1660-1824. A study of English poetry from 
the Restoration to the death of By ron. The rise and decline of neo-
classicism; the romantic revival. Two hours per week. Two semester 
hours. 
Course 7 is prescribed for third-year and fourth-year students 
in the English Group and is elective in other groups. 
8. ENGLISH POETRY, 1824-1890. A study of the poetry of Tenny-
son and his contemporaries. A consideration of the political and 
social movements of the period . Two hours per week. Two semester 
hours. 
Course 8 is prescribed for third-year and fourth-year students 
in the English Group and is elective in other groups. 
9, 10. SHAKESPEARE. The development of English drama from the 
beginning to 1642; the reading of Shakespeare and his contemporaries. 
Three hours per week. Six semester hours. 
Courses 9 and 10 are prescribed for third-yea r and fourth-year 
students in the English Group and are elective in other groups. 
Courses 9 and 10 alternate with our~es 15 and 16. Courses 15 
and 16 will be given in 1938-39. 
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11-12. INTRODUCTION TO A GLO-SAXON AND THE HISTORY OF THE 
ENGLISH LA GUAGE. Two hours per week. Foltr semester hOltrs. 
Course 11-12 is prescribed for second-year students in the English 
Group and is elective in other groups. 
15. MODERN POETRY. English and American poetry from 1890 
to the present. Two hours per week. T wo semester holtrs. 
Course 15 is elective for second-year, third-year, and fourth-year 
students in all groups. 
16. ENGLISH POETRY, 1500-1660. The development of narrative 
and lyric poetry. Two hours per week. Two semester hOllrs. 
Course 16 is elective for third-year and fourth-year students in 
all groups. 
Courses 15 and 16 alternate with Courses 9 and 10. Courses 15 
and 16 will be given in 1938-39. 
17. THE ENGLISH NOVEL. A reading course in the development 
of the novel from its origin to the present, with special attention to 
the novel since 1890. Two hours per week. Two semester hOllrs. 
Course 17 is elective for second-year, third-year, and fourth-year 
students in all groups. 
18. MODERN DRAMA. A reading course in the modern European 
and American drama from Ibsen to the present. The contemporary 
drama in English is stressed. Two hours per week. Two semester 
hOllrs. 
Course 18 is elective for second-year, third-yea r, and fourth-year 
students in all groups. 
Courses 17 and 18 alternate with Course 19-20. Course 19-20 
will be given in 1938-39. 
19-20. AMERICAN LITERATURE. A study of American literature 
from Colonial times to the present, with a consideration of the social 
history of the period. Two hours per week. FOllr semester hOllrs. 
Course 19-20 is prescribed for third-year and fourth-year students 
in the English Group and is elective in other groups. 
21-22. COMPARATIVE LITERATURE. A study in European ancient and 
medireval literature in English translations, offering a comprehensive 
background for English literature. Principal emphasis is laid upon 
the classical literature of Greece and Rome, selective medireval and 
early modern literature. Two hours per week. FOllr semester hOllrs. 
Course 21-22 is elective for third-year and fourth year students 
in all groups. 
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25. SEMINAR. The study and teaching of English: a consideration 
of problems, materials, and methods. Three hours a week. Three 
semCJter holtr5. 
Course 25 is elective for fourth-year students in the English 
Group. Others are admitted only by special permission. 
FRENCH 
PROFESSOR SIBBALD, DR. HARTZELL, MR. WILCOX, MR. KELLY 
In arranging his curriculum, every regular student must provide 
for meeting the following requirement: (a) six semester hours of 
the modern language offered for admission, provided the student 
passes a satisfactory achievement test at matriculation; or (b) twelve 
semester hours of the modern language offered for admission, if the 
student has not passed a satisfactory achievement test at matricula-
tion; or (c) twelve semester hours of a modern language begun in 
college. 
1-2. BEGINNING FRENCH. (For those who begin French in college, 
for those who have had one year of French in high school, and for 
those who have had two years of French in high school but who in 
the Freshman achievement tests show an insufficient knowledge of 
French). Beginning grammar and pronunciation, with elements of 
phonetics. Reading and translation of graded texts to begin late in 
the first semester. Three hours per week. Six semester hOllrs. 
3-4. INTERMEDIATE FRENCH. Review of French grammar and syn-
tax, with more advanced treatment of phonetics. Special attention to 
verbs and idioms. Reading and translation of graded texts once a 
week. Prerequisite, Course 1-2, or equivalent. Three hours per week. 
Six semester hOllrs. 
5-6. FRENCH PROSE OF THE INETEIlNTH CE TURY. Readings and 
translations of French prose ince the beginning of the Romantic 
Movement. Lectures in French on French literature and literary 
movements during the nineteenth century. Class discussions in French. 
Outside readings . Prerequisite, Course 3-+, or equivalent. Two hours 
per week. FOllr semts/pr hOllrs. 
Course 7-8 alternates with Course 5-6. Course 7-8 will be given 
in 1938-39. 
7-8. FRENCH DRAMA OF THE . I:;ETEENTI! ENTURY. Readings and 
translations of French drama and poelry since the beginning of the 
Romantic Mo,-ement. Lecture in French on French literature and 
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literary movements during the nineteenth century. Class discuss ions 
in French. Outside readings. Prerequisites, Course 3-4, or equivalent. 
Two hours per week. FOllr semester hOllrs. 
9-10. FRENCH LITERATURE OF THE SEVENTEENTH CENTURY. Read-
ings and translations of French prose, poet ry, and drama of the 
Classical Period of French Literature. Lectures in French on the 
literary movements of the seventeenth century. Class discussions in 
French. Outside readings. Prerequi site, Course 5-6, 7-8, or equiva lent. 
Two hours per week. FOllr semester hOllrs. 
Course 9-10 alternates with Course 11-12. Course 9-10 will be 
given in 1938-39. 
11-12. FRENCH LITERATURE OF THE EIGHTEENTH CENTURY. Read-
ings and translations of French prose, poetry, and drama from the 
decline of Classicism to the beginning of Romanticism. Lectures in 
French on the literary movements of the eighteenth century. Class 
discussions in French. Outside readings. Prerequisite, Course 5-6, 
7-8, or equivalent. Two hours per week. FOllr semester hOllrs. 
13-14. ADVANCED FRENCH COMPOSITION. Advanced treatment of 
French grammar and syntax. Intensive drill on up-to-date idioms 
and conversational forms. Practice in written and spoken French. 
Original compositions in French. Prerequisite, Course 3-4, or equiva-
lent. Two hours per week. Fo",' sem ester hours. 
21. TEACHERS' COURSE IN FRENCH. Advanced treatment of French 
phonetics and pronunciation. Lectures in French on French phonology 
and morphology. Discussions of modern texts on class methods and 
class probl ems. Study of modern French texts. Reports on selected 
subjects. Prerequisite, Course 13-14 and Course 9-10 or 11-12. Three 
hours per week. Three semester hours. 
GERMA 
PROFESSOR YOST, ASSISTANT PROFESSOR H ARTZELL 
In arranging his curriculum, every regular student must provide 
for meeting the following requirement: (a) six semester hours of 
the modern language offered for admission, provided the student 
passes a satisfactory achievement test at matriculation; or (b) twelve 
semester hours of the modern language offered for admission, if the 
student has not passed a sat isfactory achievement test at matricula-
tion; or (c) twelve semester hours of a modern language begun 
in college. 
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1-2. ELEMENTARY GERMAN. Drill in pronunciation; the essentials 
of grammar; practice in speaking and writing; reading of simple 
prose and poetry. Three hours per week. Six semester hours. 
Course 1-2 is elective for all students who do not offer German 
for admission. 
3, 4. INTERMEDIATE GERMAN. Review of grammar with oral and 
written exercises. Reading of tal es, short stories, and novels. Con-
stant attention is given to p,ronunciation and syntax. Three hours per 
week. Six semester hours. 
5, 6. INTERMEDIATE GERMAN. Review of grammar; conversation 
and written composition. Reading of short stories, lyrics, and ballads. 
Reading of easy prose at sight. Three hours per week. Six semester 
hours. 
Courses 3, 4 alternate with Courses 5, 6. Courses 5, 6 will be 
given in 1938-39. 
7, 8. GERMAN OF THE CLASSIC PERIOD. Reading of works by Les-
sing, Schiller, and Goethe, with a study of the classic period. Outline 
of the history of German literature. Written themes on assigned 
topics. Two hours per week. Four semester !tours. 
Courses 7, 8 alternate with Courses 9, 10. Courses 9, 10 will be 
given in 1938-39. 
9, 10. MODERN GERMAN LITERATURE. Reading of the works of 
representative writers of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. Out-
line of the history of the literature of this period. German news-
papers; written themes on assigned topics. Two hours per week. 
Four semester !tours. 
11-12. SCIENTIFIC GERMAN. This course is planned to furni sh 
drill in the reading of modern scientific German. It is intended for 
students pursuing courses in the natural sciences and for pre-medical 
students. It will be open to students who have had at least two 
years of German. Two hours per week. Four semester hours. 
Course 11-1 2 alternates with Course 13- 1+. Course 11 -12 will be 
given in 1938-39. 
13-14. ORAL AND WRITIEN COMPOSITION. This course comprehends 
a thorough drill in both oral and written compo~ition. The principles 
of grammar are reviewed and syntax is stressed in the preparation 
of the written work as well as in oral expression. pecial attention 
is given to the use of correct idiom. Two hou" per week. Four 
semester hours. 
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21. TEACHERS' COURSE. A thorough drill in phonetics; special 
attention is given to correct pronunciation and the methods of teaching 
correct pronunciation; lectures and discussions on the methods of 
teaching foreign languages; a survey of textbooks and othe r material 
suitable for elementary classes. Three hours per week. Three 
semester hOllrs. 
GREEK 
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR BAKER 
1-2. BEGINNING GREEK. Allen, First Year of Greek. Attention 
is paid to the Greek element in English words and to the socia l cus-
toms and institutions of the Greeks. Three hours per week. Six 
semester hOllrs. 
Course 1-2 is elective for students in all groups. 
3. INTERMEDIATE GREEK. Xenophon, Anabasis. Readings on the 
history of Greek literature. Three hours per week. Three semester 
hOllrs. 
4. HOMER. Selections from the Iliad and the Odyssey. Three 
hours per week. Three semester hours. 
5-6. GREEK HISTORY AND COMEDY. Thucydides and Aristophanes, 
selections. This course wiJI include papers and outside readings and 
is designed to give the student a complete picture of Athens during 
the latter half of the fifth century, B.C. Three hours per week. Six 
semester hours. 
7. LATER GREEK PROSE. Selections from Arrian, Aristotle, and 
Lucian. Three hours per week. Three semester hOllrs. 
8. NEW TESTAMENT GREEK. The Gospel of St. Luke and the Acts 
of the Apostles. Papers and lectures on Hellenistic religions. Three 
hours per week. Three semester hours. 
HEALTH AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
PROFESSOR BROWNBACK, ASSISTANT PROFESSOR SNELL, MR. JOHNSON, 
MR. BAILEY, MR. HASHAGEN, MISS OUDERKIRK, MR. SCHAFFER 
1. INTRODUCTION TO PHYSICAL EDUCATION. An orientation course 
dealing with the interpretation, obj ectives, and current problems in 
physical education. This course aims to create an intelligent pro-
fessional understanding of the field. Two hou rs per week. Two 
umester hours. 
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2. PRINCIPLES AND HISTORY OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION. An historical 
analysis of the physical education principles, philosophies, and activi-
ties of man from primitive to modern times. A study of the forces 
activating the different physical education practices and of the rela-
tion of physical education to education in general. Two hours per 
week. Two semester hours. 
3. PLAY AND RECREATION. An analysi s of the nature of play and 
recreation including their physiological and psychological effects and 
their function s as an educative force. A study of the characteristics 
and a critical evaluation of the needs and activiti es of groups at 
different age, social, and economic level s. Attention is given to the 
construction, organization, and administration of programs for play-
ground s, recreation centers, and other social institutions. Two hours 
per week. T wo semester hOllrs. 
4. LEADERSH IP IN CAMP AND CLUB ACTIVITIES. An examination 
of the principles, characteristics, and processes of leadership. A care-
ful study of the club organizations and activities at the junior and 
senior high school levels and of the different types of camps and 
camp programs. Stress is placed on the opportunities inherent within 
these organizations for character d eve lopment and the attendant 
responsibility of leadership. Three hours per week. Thr ee semester 
hOllrs. 
5. PRI NCIPLES AND METHODS OF TEACHING PHYSICAL EDUCATION. 
Principles, methods, and problems of teaching physical education 
activities at the elementary and secondary schoo l levels. The content 
and organization of the physical education program is examined and 
eva luated with respect to general education and specific teaching 
situations. Opportunity is given for obser vation, laboratory practice in 
teaching, and the construction of curricula. Three hours per week. 
Three sem ester hOll rs. 
6. METHODS OF H EALTH l :-:STRUCTION. Analysis of the principles, 
materials and methods involved in the teaching of health at different 
age levels. Consideration is given to the construction of workable 
health teaching programs and to laboratory practice as in Course 5. 
Three hours per week. Thrte umeslu hOllrs. 
7-8. PRI NCIPLES AND METHODS OF COACIIlNG AND OFFICIATING. This 
course is designed with particular reference to the needs of prospec-
tive coaches and officials. pecial attention i~ given to developing 
an understanding of the fundamentals of individual and team play. 
Discus ion includes equipment, training and preparation {or contests, 
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psychological considerations, ethical aspects, and general problems 
relative to the coaching of competitive teams. Stress is placed on 
the study and interpretation of the rules and the techniques and 
qualifications for successful officiating. Opportunities for practice in 
coaching and officiating are given in connection with the intramural 
and required physical education programs. The following sports are 
included: (men) football, soccer, basketball, baseball, tennis, track, 
and field; (women) hockey, soccer, basketball, tennis, softball, track, 
and field. Two classroom hours and one hour of practice per week. 
Four semester hours. 
9. ADMINISTRATION OF HEALTH AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION. A study 
of the administrative problems of health and physical education 
departments. The following topics are considered: relationship of 
health education to physical education, the personnel and functions 
of the staff, responsibility of the school for the program of health 
education, the required program of physical education, the intramural, 
interscholastic, and intercollegiate programs, gymnasium equipment 
and facilities, locker and shower rooms, swimming pools, care of play-
grounds and athletic fields, budget and finance, state responsibility, 
the legal aspects of administration. Three hours per week. Three 
semester hours. 
10. TESTS AND MEASUREMENTS IN HEALTH AND PHYSICAL EDUCA-
TION. This course, given in conjunction with Education 10, aims to 
familiarize the student with the specific tools of measurement used 
in the field of health and physical education. Demonstration and 
practice in the use of specialized tests and the correct interpretation 
of the data obtained. One hour per week. One semester hour. 
14. SCHOOL AND COMMUNITY HYGIENE. The scope, responsibility, 
and function of the health education program in the school with 
particular stress on the phases of healthful school living and health 
service. The nature and causes of common divergencies of growth 
and development are discussed. Attention is given to a study of the 
causes, control, and prevention of disease, and to the organization 
and function of public health departments and other health agencies. 
This course is essentially designed for students in physical education 
and for others who wish to be certified in New Jersey. Prerequisite, 
Biology 1. Two hours per week. Two semester hours. 
16. FIRST AlD. Preventive procedures and emergency treatment 
for all types of common injuries. A course designed to give the stu-
dent directed practice in the application of first aid knowledge. Red 
Cross first aid certificates may be obtained by those who satisfy the 
requirements. One hour per week. One umester hour. 
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18. CARE AND PREVENTION OF ATHLETIC INJURIES. This course 
deals with the causes of common injuries incident to athletic compe-
tition and stresses methods of prevention and treatment. One hour 
per week. One semester /tour. 
19. MECHANICAL-ANATOMICAL ANALYSIS OF ACTrvITIES. An ana-
tomical analysis of the mechanics of hody movement and position. A 
study of the fundamental anatomical concepts in relation to the 
development of physical education skills. Two hours per week. Two 
semester /tours. 
20. HEALTH EXAMINATIONS AND CORRECTIVE PHYSICAL EDUCATION. 
The meaning and purposes of the health examination with atteDtion 
to the study and practice of techniques. An analysis of the causes 
and effects of functional and structural defects in handicapped indi-
viduals with reference to psychological and sociological problems as 
well as to biological and physiological aspects. The corrective program 
is considered in its relation to the general physical education pro-
gram. Two hours per week. Two semester hours. 
22. PHYSIOLOGY OF ACTIVITY. The physiological phenomena under-
lying physical activity. The anticipatory, immediate, and after effects 
of exercise on the different organs and the organism as a whole. 
C lass discussion and laboratory demonstration. Two hours per week. 
Two sem ester hours. 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION ACTIVITIES 
GENERAL ACTIVITIES 
101-2. GENERAL ACTIVITIES. A basic Course in physical activities, 
designed for the development of organic vigor and the essential 
neuro-muscular skills. It aims to provide the student with recreative 
activities which may be valuable in later life and to create silua-
tiODs which may foster satisfactory social and moral outcomes. Sea-
sonal activities of both group and individual nature are provided. 
For men: tennis, touch football, soccer, basketball, volleyball, general 
group games, quoits, softball, track, and fi eld . For women: tennis, 
soccer, hockey, speedball , dancing, ba sketba ll , voll eyba ll , slunls and 
tumbling, general group games, .oftball , and archery. ThiJ couru is 
a requirem ent for graduation for all students except thou in the 
Physical Education Group, and must be (o mplet ed irl either the first 
or second year. Two hours per week. Not a (redit course. 
PROFESSION AL COURSES 
201-2. FUtST-YEAR ACTIVITIES. Physical education actiVIties of a 
seasonal nature make up the major content of the course, with general 
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emphasis on those of a team or group nature. Stress is placed upon 
the teaching and the mechanical analysis of the individual ski lls and 
fundamental techniques. Outdoor activ iti es include (men) football , 
touch football , soccer, speedball, tennis, softball, baseball , track, and 
field; (women ) soccer, speedball, tennis, hockey, softball , track and 
field. The indoor activ iti es for both men and women include march-
ing, tactics, calisthenics, apparatus work, folk dancing, group games, 
rhythmical activities, basketball. Six hours per week. Four semester 
hours. 
203-4. SECOND-YEAR ACTIVITIES. A continuation of Course 20 1-2 
with added emphasis upon methods of teaching and the development 
of strategy and team play. The following outdoor activities are in-
cluded: (men) football, touch football, soccer, speedball, tennis, soft-
ball, baseball, track, field , canoeing, aquatic activities; (women ) 
soccer, speedball, tennis, hockey, softball, track, field, canoeing, 
aquatic activities. Indoor activities for both men and women include 
marching and tactics, calisthenics, apparatus work, stunts, tumbling, 
group games, tap dancing, basketball. Six hours per week. Four 
semester hours. 
205-6. THIRD-YEAR ACTIVITIES. This course offers a variety of 
individual activities which are in common use in the field of physical 
education. The course includes (men) archery, riding, tennis, volley-
ball, swimming, wrestling, golf, canoeing, aquatic activities, track, 
field, group games, dancing, marching, apparatus work, stunts, 
tumbling, pyramids, etc; (women) the same activities with the excep-
tion of wrestling. Six hours per week. Four semester hours. 
207-8. FOURTH-YEAR ACTIVITIES. A continuation of Course 205-6. 
New activities are included and added emphasis is placed upon some 
of the more important individual sports already covered. A portion 
of this course is given over to review and to examinations for a 
comprehensive rating in physical education. The work in this course 
includes (men) archery, riding, golf, badminton, boxing, swimming, 
handball, quoits, horseshoes, canoeing, aquatic activities; (women) 
the same activiti es with the substitution of modern dancing for boxing. 
Six hours per week. Four semester hours . 
HISTORY 
PROFESSOR WHITE, ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR CARTER, ASSOCIATR 
PROFESSOR BAKER, MR. MILLER 
1-2. HISTORY OF EUROPEAN CIVILIZATION. A course designed to 
form a background for advanced courses in the social sciences and 
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also to be of value to students majoring in other departments. A 
survey of the life of primitive man, the ancient civi lizations of the 
Near and Far East, of Greece and Rome, and the cultural develop-
ment of the European nations. Three hours per week. Six semester 
hours. 
Students in all groups are required to take Course 1-2 in their 
first or second year. 
3. RENAISSANCE AND REFORMAT IO N. A study of society, life, and 
thought during the period of transition from medieval to modern 
times. The effect of the Renaissance upon religious thought and 
expression. Political consequences of these developments. Three 
hours per week. Three semester hours. 
4. SEVENTEENTH AND EIGHTEENTH CENTURY EUROPE. The political 
dominance of France and England, with the rise of Russia and 
Prussia, will be presented against a background of intellectual and 
economic change. Attention will be directed to the leaders of political 
and social thought and their personalities. Three hours per week. 
Three semester hours. 
Courses 3 and 4 alternate with Courses 7 and 8. Courses 7 and 8 
will be given in 1938-39. 
5-6. EUROPE AND ASIA SI CE 1789. The French Revolution, the 
Napoleonic period, and the Congress of Vienna. The Industrial Rev-
olution. Nineteenth Century democracy, nationalism, and imperialism. 
The World War and the after-war readjustments. Three hours per 
week. Six semester hours. 
Course 5-6 alternates with Courses 11 and 12. Course 5-6 will be 
given in 1938-39. 
7-8. HISTORY OF ENGLAND MID TilE BRITI Il EMPIRE. First semes-
ter: English political and institutional history from the early Britons 
to William III. Development of language and literature. Second 
semester: England as a constilUtional monarchy; development of 
Parliament and the Cabinet; the growth of the Empire; problems in 
colonial and world relat ions. Three hours per week. Six umntu 
hours. 
Course 7-8 alternates with Courses 3 and +. Course 7-8 "ill be 
gi"en in 1938-39. 
9, 10. HISTORY OF THE li:<ITED TATE. Economic, social, and 
political phase! of American history tudied in connection with the 
constitution, political parties, the tariff, slavery, westward expan.ion, 
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the growth of modern business, international relations, and present-
day problems. Three hours per week. Six semester hours. 
Open to third-year and fourth-year students who have had 
Course 1-2 or its equivalent. An additional year of European hi story 
IS desirable. 
11. AMERICA N COLONIAL HISTORY. Problems in colonial history, 
including the period of the Revolution and the Confederation. May 
be conducted in part as a seminar. Three hours per week. Three 
semester hours. 
Open only to third-year and fourth-year students who have had 
two years' work in history. 
12. SEMINAR. Subj ects chosen from Latin American, Far Eastern, 
or American Diplomatic History. Research accompanied by class dis-
cussion. Three hours per week. Three semester hours. 
Open only to third-year and fourth-year students who have had 
two years' work in history. 
Courses 11 and 12 alternate with Course 5-6. Course 5-6 will 
be given in 1938-39. 
13. CONTEMPORARY PROBLEMS. A study of questions of present 
importance, their origins, development, and significance. Manchuria; 
international rivalry in the Far East; the Fascist movement; the 
Soviet State; problems growing out of after-war settlements; leaders 
of thought and action. Three hours per week. Three semester hours. 
Open only to third-year and fourth-year students who have had 
two years' work in history. 
Course 13 is given in alternate years. Not given in 1938-39. 
15. GREEK HISTORY. This course deals primarily with the political 
changes in the various ancient Greek states, especially Athens. Ancient 
economic and social life will also be studied. Aristotle's Constitutioll 
of Athens and Politics will be used extensively. Prerequisite, History 
1-2. Two hours per week. Two semester hours. 
16. ROM AN HISTORY. This course deals especially with the system 
of government under the Roman republic, the change from republic 
to empire in Rome, and the causes of Rome's political decline, together 
with the economic and social factors involved. Prerequisite, History 
1-2. Two hours per week. Two semester houTs. 
Members of the History-Social Science Group majoring in history 
are required to take eighteen hours of work from the foregoing 
courses. 
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LATIN 
PROFESSOR KLINE, ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR BAKER 
A, B. VERGIL. IEneid, Books I-VI, Greenough and Kittredge. 
Emphasis is placed on vocabulary and mythology. Three hours per 
week. Six semester hours. 
Course A, B is elective for students who offer three units of 
Latin for admission. Qualified students offering two units of Latin 
for admission may be admitted to this course with the consent of the 
instructor, but must take in addition Latin I, 2 in order to meet the 
requirement for graduation in Latin for those not electing mathematics. 
I, 2. THE AUGUSTAN AGE. A study of the history, art, and liter-
atu re of the golden age of Rome. Cicero: De S ellectute; selections 
from Livy and Ovid; Horace: Odes and Epodes. Three hours per 
week. Six semester hours. 
Course I, 2 is elective for students who offer four units of Latin 
for admission. 
3. HORACE. Satires and Epistles with reading on the history of 
Latin literature. Three hours per week. Three semester hours. 
4. ANCIENT LITERARY CRITICISM. Cicero, De Oratore; Horace, Ar;s 
Poetica. Term papers on other Greek and Roman treatises on litera -
ture. Three hours per week. Three semester hOllrs. 
5, 6. LATIN COMEDY; CICERO AND PLINY. ( 1) Terence: Phormio 
and H ealltOll-Tim orllme710s. Plautus: Captivi or Trinllmmlls and 
M enaechmi. Lectures on the ancient theater and kindred topics. 
(2) Cicero and Pliny the Younger: Selected Epistles. This part of 
the cou rse is designed to train the student in the power of rapid 
reading, by cove ring a large amount of Latin of only moderate 
difficul ty. Two hours per week. Four semester hours. 
Courses 5, 6 alternate with Courses 7, 8. Courses 5, 6 will be 
given in 1938-39. 
7, 8. TACITUS, LUCRETIUS. ( 1) Tacitus: Agricola, Germania, and 
selections from the Annals. A study of the aims and purposes of 
the works with a sun'ey of Roman history. (2) Lucretius: De Rerllm 
Natura. A study of Epicureanism, Lucretius as a philosopher and 
a poet, his influence on other writers. Two hours per week. FOllr 
semester hOllrs. 
10. TEACHERS' COURSE. A consideration of the aims and pur-
poses of classical studies. Preparatory authors will he di.culled and 
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interpreted with special regard to the essential points in teaching. 
Two hours per week. Two semester hours. 
Course 10 is elective for students intending to become teachers 
of Latin. It is given in connection with Courses 6 and 8. 
MATHEMATICS AND ASTRONOMY 
PROFESSOR CLAWSON, ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR MANNING 
1, 2. COLLEGE ALGEBRA, TRIGONOMETRY. This course attempts to 
survey some of the important applications of mathematics in science 
and business, and to acquaint the student with the aims and methods 
of the subject. The emphasis is on utility and information rather 
than on formal statement. The historical development is indicated as 
far as possible. Three hours per week. Six semester hours. 
Course 1, 2 is prescribed for all students who have been credited 
with only 3 units of mathematics toward admission, except that stu-
dents in the Chemistry-Biology Group take Mathematics 3a-4a and 
students electing Latin are exempt from thi requirement. 
la, 2a. COLLEGE ALGEBRA, TRIGONOMETRY. A more advanced 
course, presupposing the usua·l high school courses in these subjects. 
Three hours per week. Six semester hours. ..... 
Course la, 2a is elective for students who have been credited with 
3.5 units of mathematics toward admission. 
3-4. ELEMENTARY CALCULUS. A first course in infinitesimal cal-
culus, comprising a study of the fundamental methods and applica-
tions of differential calculus and an introduction to integral calculus. 
Three hours per week. Six semester hours. 
Course 3-4 is prescribed in the Mathematics Group. 
3a-4a. ELEMENTARY CALCULUS. In addition to the fundamental 
method. of tbe calculus, this course will include portions of algebra 
and trigonometry necessary for an understanding of the calculus, and 
applications of differentiation and integration in engineering and the 
physical sciences. Five hours per week. Ten semester hours. 
Course 3a-4a is prescribed in the Chemistry-Biology Group. A 
separate section will be provided for students who have presented 
two units of algebra and one-half unit of plane trigonometry for 
entrance. 
s. PLANE ANALYTIC GEOMETRY. The use of algebraic methods in 
the study of plane geometry. Three hours per week. Three semester 
hours. 
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6. SOLID GEOMETRY. The methods of pure geometry, of analytic 
geometry, and of descriptive geometry applied to polyhedrons and 
simple curved surfaces. Prerequisite, Mathematic 5. Three hours 
per week. Three semester hours. 
Courses 5 and 6 are prescribed in the Mathematics Group. 
7-8 . THE CALCULUS. Review of the fundamentals, and a further 
study of method of differentiation and integration and applications. 
E lements of differential equations. Prerequisites, Mathematics 3-4, 5, 
and 6. Two hours per week. Four semester hours. 
9-10. I NTRODUCTION TO MODERN GEOMETRY. The recent geometry 
of the triangle and quadrilateral; anharmonic ratio; ranges and 
pencils; projective geometry; non-Euclidean geometry. Prerequisite, 
Course 5, 6. Two hours per week. Four semester hours. 
Courses 9-10 and 11-12 are given in alternate years. Course 
11-12 will be given in 1938-39. 
11-12. I NTRODUCTION TO MODERN ALGEBRA. The foundations of 
algebra; consistency, independence, and sufficiency of postulates; finite 
groups, with applications in number theory and in theory of equa-
tions. Prerequisites, Courses 3-4 and 5, 6. Two hours per week. 
Four semester hours. 
13-14. MATHEMATICS OF FINANCE. The operation of interest in 
relation to the amortization of debts, the creation of sinking funds, 
the treatment of depreciation, the valuation of bonds, the accumula-
tion of funds in building and loan associations, and the elements of 
life insurance. Two hours per week. Four semester hours. 
15-16. MATHEMATICAL STATISTICS. Gathering the material, dis-
playing it by the different types of graphs, analysis of the material, 
averaging, dispersion, correlation, probability, interpolation, and finite 
differences. Prerequisite Mathematics 1, 2 or its equivalent. Two 
hours per week. FOllr semester hours. 
17-18. A TROl-OOMY. Facts and theories concerning the appearance, 
dimensions, conslitutions, motion., and interrelalions of celestial 
bodies; pracLical applications. Prerequisite, Course I, 2 or its equiva-
lent and some knowledge of physics. Two hours per week. Four 
semester hOllrs. 
19-20. PROBIE~IS A'D REPORT. One hour a week is regularly 
de,'oted to report' on current articles in journal. or on other special 
topics. A "eddy problem paper rnit" ing mathematics studied in 
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former years is discussed at a second hour. Two hours per week. 
Four semester hours. 
21-22. PROBLEMS AND REPORTS, SECOND COURSE. Students special-
izing in mathematics will normally take work of the nature outlined 
in Course 19-20 for two years, the content being different in successive 
years. In this case, the second year is called Course 21-22. Descrip-
tion and credits as above. 
23-24. TEACHERS' COURSE. The study and teaching of mathe-
matics: a consideration of problems, materials and methods. Two 
hours per week. Four semester hours. Prerequisite, at least eighteen 
semester hours in Mathematics. 
MUSIC 
ASSISTA , T PROFESSOR PHILIP 
A. THEORY OF MUSIC 
1a. EAR TRAINING AND SIGHT SINGING. Train ing in the accurate 
recognition of intervals; development of the rhythmic sense; writing 
from dictation of simple melodic phrases. A fundamental course. 
Prescribed in the Health and Physical Education Group. Two hours 
per week. Two semester hours. 
1-2. ELEMENTARY HARMONY. A thorough foundation in the me-
lodic, rhythmic, and harmonic elements of music; keys, scales, inter-
vals, cadences, major and minor chords; rhythmic reading and 
dictation, time durations, and the study of compound and simple 
measures. Two hours per week. Four semester hOllrs. 
3-4. ADVANCED HARMONY AND SIMPLE COUNTERPOINT. A detailed 
study of harmonic resources, from secondary chords to chromatic 
modulations and higher dissonances; principles of counterpoint, in 
two and three parts as divulged by study of sixteenth and seventeenth 
century compositions; four part harmony from melody and figured 
bass; dictation of four part harmony and works of the Classic School. 
Two hours per week. FOllr semester hOllrs. 
Course 3-4 alternates with Course 5-6. Course 3-4 will be 
offered in 1938-39. 
5-6. COUNTERPOINT AND FORM. Counterpoint based on study of 
mediaeval modes; fifteenth and sixteenth century styles; tonal couo-
terpoint including two and three-part inventions; harmonic technique 
in contrapuntal style; dictation in contrapuntal style; survey of form 
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in music; analysis of a comprehensive list of masterpieces. Two 
hours per week. Four semester hours. 
7-8. DOUBLE COUNTERPOINT, FUGUE, AND CANON. An advanced 
course requiring 10-15 hours of preparation per week. Two hours 
per week. Four semester hours. 
Course 7-8 alternates with Course 9-10. Course 7-8 will be 
given in 1938-39. 
9-10. COMPOSITION. Practical composing in the sma ller and simpler 
forms for voice, piano, and other instruments. One hour per week. 
Two semester hours. 
11-12. ORCHESTRATION. Symphonic scoring through practical 
study ; the study of the instruments of the orchestra and their relation-
ship to the above. One hour per week. Two semester hours. 
B. ApPRECIATION OF MUSIC 
13-14. ApPRECIATION OF MUSIC. This course is especially intended 
for those not studying music from an applied or practical stand-
point but for those desiring to enlarge their critical appreciation of 
music as a detail of their general culture. This course is more directly 
adapted to the special needs of the general group of college students 
than Course 15-16. This course has no prerequisite and is open to 
anyone. Two hours per week. Four semester hours. 
C. HISTORY OF MUSIC 
15-16. HISTORY OF MUSIC. Introduction on ancient and primitive 
music; music from the beginning of the Christian era to the present. 
Two hours per week. Four semester hours. 
17-18. OPERA AND ORCHESTRAL MUSIC. Review of chief dramatic 
and musical developments of the masters with detailed study of out-
standing compositions. Two hours per week. Four semester hours. 
Course 17-18 alternates with Course 19. Course 17-18 will be 
given in 1938-39. 
19. THE MUSIC DRAMAS OF RICHARD WAGNER. An intimate dis-
cussion and the detailed analysis of Wagner's works. Two hours per 
week. Two semester hours. 
D. MUSICAL ORGANIZATIONS 
21, 22. BAND. A detailed study of both the "marching band" and 
the "concert band." Two hours per week. T wo srmrslrr hours. 
23, 24. Sn1PIlONY ORCHESTRA. Reading and study of the best 
literature for orche tra. T"o hOUr! per week Two srmnl~r ;'ours. 
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Students completing Courses 21, 22, 23, and 24 receive no more 
than four semester hours of credit. 
The musical organizations include the Mixed Glee Club, the 
Ursinus Meistersingers, the Choir, and various small choral and in-
strumental ensembles. For work done in these organizations no credit 
toward graduation is given. 
27,28. VOCAL ENSEMBLE A D METHODS. A study of the basic 
principles of choral ensemble technique; vocal characteristics and 
various types of voices. Discussion and study of the musical litera-
ture of the different periods. Practical application of principles 
studied as well as participation with the Ursinus Meistersingers in 
public concerts. Two hours per week. Four semester hours. 
30. CHORAL AND ORCHESTRAL CONDUCTING. Organization, ar-
rangement, and direction of choruses and orchestras. Technique of 
the baton. Study of tempi; phrasing; dynamics; nuances; color. 
Practical experience conducting the college choral and orchestral 
units. Two hours per week. Two semester hours. 
PHILOSOPHY 
PROFESSOR TOWER, PROFESSOR BANCROFT 
01le semester course ill Philosophy is required of every student 
for graduatioll. 
1. LOGIC. A study of the guiding principles involved in correct 
thinking; the use of terms; classification; the nature of deductive 
inference with special reference to fallacious forms of reasoning as 
they receive expression · in daily life; the canons of inductive infer-
ence; the basic concepts involved in scientific method. Three hours per 
week. Three semester hours. 
2. ETHICS. A study of the principles of moral judgment, with 
exposition and criticisms of the more important theories concerning 
the basis of distinction between right and wrong conduct; the various 
problems of theoretical and practical ethics. Papers by students. 
Three hours per week. Three semester hours. 
Course 2 is given in both the first and second semesters. 
3. PHILOSOPHY IN AMERICA. A study of currents of philosophic 
thought which have proved influential in America. The European 
background. The colonial period in America. Eighteenth-century 
materialism and idealism. Influence of the Scottish School. Two 
hours per week. Two semester hours. 
4. PHILOSOPHY IN AMERICA. Later schools of thought. Evolu-
tionism in America. New England transcendentalism. The St. Louis 
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School and the founding of a journal of philosophy. Later nineteenth-
century idealism. "The new ethical philosophy." "The American 
Philosophy, Pragmatism." Twentieth-century realisms and idealisms. 
Two hours per week. Two semester hours. 
5. INTRODUCfION TO PHILOSOPHY. A preliminary course designed 
to g ive the student orientation with reference to the field and problems 
of philosophy. Three hours per week. Three semester hours. 
6. MODERN PHILOSOPHICAL PROBLEMS This course is continuous 
with Course 5, but is a more intensive study of certain problems out-
lined in the latter course and in Philosophy 4. It is designed to afford 
further orientation for a still more detailed and critical treatment of 
selected topics considered in Philosophy 9-10. Prerequisite, at least a 
one-semester course in philosophy. Three hours per week. Three 
semester hOllrs. 
7. HISTORY OF ANCIENT AND MEDIEVAL PHILOSOPHY. This course 
and the following are designed to assist the student in his interpreta-
tion of modern thought-currents by giving him some acquaintance 
with the productions of the great constructive minds of the past. 
Three hours per week. Three semester hours. 
Students may not register for Course 7 unless they also take 
Course 8. 
8. HISTORY OF MOD ERN PHILOSOPHY. Descartes; Spinoza; Leibniz; 
the English empiricists; Kant and post-Kantian Idealism; recent 
philosophical tendencies . Three hours per week. Three semester hours. 
9-10. PHILOSOPHICAL SEMINAR. Recent and contemporary philo-
sophical constructions and their critics. Idealism, pragmatism, neo-
realism. Selected portions of the works of Bradley, Royce, James, 
Schiller, Bosanquet, and the realists will be read . Prerequi site, at 
least nine semes ter hours in philosophy. Two hours per week. Four 
semester hOllrs. 
OTE: Courses in philosophy are open to third-year and fourth-
year students. Candidates for department honors must have had 
twelve seme~ter hours in philosophy. 
PIlY ICS 
ASSOCIATE PROFE SOR MAUCHLY 
A-B. l lliTRODUCfION TO CIE'CE. ee BIOLOGY, Course A-B, page 26. 
1 a-2a. OUR PHYSICAL II fRIT \CE. Designed expressly for studenl . 
who are not concen trating ill ,dellce and mathematic.~, thi s course 
presents ph}sieo. as a significant part of our cultural heritage. The 
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subject is developed around force and energy, two concepts which 
underlie and unite many fields of cience. The relation of physics 
to other domains of knowledge and the possibilities and limitations 
of physica I science are exami ned. 
o previous work in science is assumed, except Course A -B. 
Two hours of lecture and three hours of laboratory per week. 
Six semester hours. 
1-2. GENERAL PHYSICS. E lementary mechanics, heat, sound, light, 
electricity, and magn etism. Physics is presented not only as a science 
having practical application to everyday life, but as an example in 
itself of general scientific method. No previous courses in physics or 
mathematics are required, but reasonable facility with pre-college 
mathematics is essential. Although not a requirement, Mathematics 3-4 
is strongly urged, to be pursued concurrently if not already completed. 
Three hours of lecture and three hours of laboratory per week. 
Eight sem ester hours. 
NOT!!: Admission to advanced courses depends upon the quality 
of work done in one or the other of the elementary courses, (1 a-2a 
or 1-2) . 
Usually no more than one of Courses 3 to 6 inclu sive will be 
given during anyone semester. Students intending to elect any of the 
advanced courses are asked to confer with the instructor during the 
year prior to that in which the course is to be taken, in order that 
a satisfactory schedule may be arranged. 
3. OPTICS. Image formation; systems of lenses and mirrors; dis-
persion; spectra; interference and diffraction; polarization; origin 
of radiation; effects of radiation; applications. Three hours of 
lecture and three hours of laboratory per week. FOllr semester /tollrs. 
4. SOUND. The nature of sound; the physical basis of music, 
speech, and hearing; acoustics of buildings; methods of sound trans-
mission and reproduction, and study of distortion; diffraction and 
interference; applications. Three hours of lecture and three hours 
of laboratory per week. FOllr semester hOllrs. 
5. EL!!CTRICITY AND MAGNETISM. Gauss's Theorem; potential; 
capacity; electric and magnetic circuits; Kirchoff's Laws; inductance; 
alternating currents; elements of electronics; the electromagnetic 
field. If desired, this course may be extended to include more mate-
rial on high frequency circuits and radio communication. Prerequi-
site, Mathematics 3-4. Three hours of lecture and three hours of 
laboratory per week. Four U11les ter /tollrs. 
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6. MECHANICS, WITH AN INTRODUCTION TO MATHEMATICAL PHYSICS. 
Fundamentals of theoretical mechanics; vector calculus; general-
ized coordinates; Lagrange's equations; Hamilton's Principle; poten-
tial fields; the wave equation; statistical mechanics; brief discussion 
of further mathematical methods. The laboratory work is chiefly 
concerned with the precise measurement of mechanical quantities. 
Prerequisite, Mathematics 3-4. Four semester hours. 
7-8. CHEMICAL P HYSICS. A course in elementary thermodynamics, 
kinetic theory, atomic and molecular theory. Emphasis is placed on 
those phases of physics which are especial1y pertinent to an under-
standing of chemistry and related fields, such as biochemistry, bio-
physics, and physiology. Prerequisite, Mathematics 3-4. Three lec-
tures per week. Six semester hours. 
7a-8a. LABORATORY IN CHEMICAL PHYSICS. Laboratory work 
(optional ) for Course 7-8. Three hours per week. Two semester 
hours. 
9-10. SPECIAL TOPIcs. Readings and laboratory work with con-
ferences. The student, having chosen some field in which he is inter-
ested, is expected to become familiar with the special instruments and 
methods of measurement used in that field. Only students capable 
of independent work may elect this course. Prerequisites, Mathe-
matics 3-4 and two years of college physics. Credit according to 
work done. 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 
PROFESSOR BARNARD, ASSISTANT PROFESSOR WILLAUER, MR. P ANCOAST 
1-2. AMERICAN GOVERNMENT. A study of the activities, organiza-
tion, and legal powers of federal, state, and local governments in the 
United States. This is an extensive basic course, intended both for 
those whose major interest is in other fields and as a foundation for 
those who expect to specialize in political science. Prerequisite for 
all the more advanced courses in political science. Three hours per 
week. Six semester hours. 
3-4. MUNICIPAL GOVERNMENT. The daily work of the city; home 
rule, commission, and city manager systems; municipal budgets; public 
utilities; city planning, public safety, and public health; power and 
position of the city in our political system; present tendencies in 
municipal government. Three hours per week. Six semester hours. 
5-6. COMPARATIVE GOVERNMENT. A detailed comparison of the 
cabinet and presidential systems, 3S exemplified by England and the 
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United States; the study then extended to other r ep resentative govern-
ments of Europe, including France, Germany, Italy, Switzerland, and 
Russia. Three hours per week. Six semester hours. 
7-8. POLITICAL THEORY. During the first semester, a study of the 
nature and ends of the state, of government, of law, and the relation 
of sovereignty to individual liberty. Constant use is made of the 
writings of contemporary political scientists, such as Burgess, Wil -
loughby, Wilson, Dealey, Bryce, Haines, Gettell, Garner, and Leacock. 
During the second semester, a study is made of the thinking that 
lay back of political action during the colonial, revolutionary, and 
national periods of our own history. Application is made of the theory 
learned in the first semester. Considerable attention is given to deci-
sions of the Federal Supreme Court. Three hours per week. Six 
semester hours. 
9-10. INTERNATIONAL LAW AND ORGA NIZATION. A descriptive anal -
ysis of the structure, functions, and work of such international agencies 
as the League of Nations, the Permanent Court of International 
Justice, the International Labor Office, and the Bank for International 
Settlements. Emphasis is placed upon the legal and practical limita-
tions of their operations. Careful study of international practice in 
such matters as recognition of states and governments, treaties, and 
state succession. Three hours per week. Six semester hours. 
11-12. SEMINAR IN POLITICAL SCIENCE. Various probl ems in the 
field of political science presented in carefully prepared papers, fol-
lowed by class comment and discussion. Two hours per week. Four 
semester hours. 
Course 11-12 is open only to seniors who have taken at least 
two other courses in Political Science. 
Members of the History-Social Science G roup majoring in political 
science must take from the foregoing courses an amount of work 
aggregating at least eighteen semester hours. 
21-22. METHODS OF TEACHING THE SOCIAL STUDIES. The Pennsyl-
vania course of study in history and social science fo r junior and 
senior high schools, interpreted in the light of modern ideals and 
practices. Two hours per week. Four semester hours. 
This course corresponds to the one now being given in state 
teachers colleges and university schools of education, and is required 
by this Department of all who are quali fy ing to teach social studies 
in the Pennsylvania secondary schools. 
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PSYCHOLOGY 
PROFESSOR T OWER, PROFESSOR Tyso , PROFE £OR HEEDER 
1. ELEMENTARY PSYCHOLOGY. An introductory study of mental life 
and accompanying types of human behavior. Three hours per week. 
Three semester holtrs. 
2. ELEMENTARY PSYCHOLOGY. A course similar in content to 
Course 1, given in order to make the study available in both semester. 
Three hours per week. Three semester hOllrs. 
Course 1 or 2 must be taken in the second year by all students 
p reparing to become teachers. 
4. SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY. A study of group action and of the group 
influences by which the individual is surrounded; tradition, custom, 
public opinion, and other psychological and socia l forces which affect 
individual judgment and action. Three hours per week. Three 
semester hours. 
5. EDUCATIO NAL PSYCHOLOGY. The data of p sychology in their 
bearing upon teaching and learning; instinctive equipment of the 
learner; variation in human capacities; inheritance of human traits; 
rate and progress of learning; transference of training and allied 
subjects. Prerequi ite, Psychology 1 or 2. Three hours per week. 
Three semester hours . See EDUCATION, Course 3. 
6. PSYCHOLOGY OF RELIGION. The psychological processes of the 
reI igious life are analyzed and described . Wor hip, prayer, faith, 
and other religious phenomena are considered. Third and fourth 
years. Three hours per week. Three semester hours. ee RELIGION, 
Course 9. 
PUBLIC PEAKl G 
PROFESSOR IDDALD, A SOCIATE PROFES OR C\RTER, MRS. SHEEDER 
1. PAGEANTRY WRITING. The theory of pageantry and its place in 
dramatic art. A survey of the fine arts with a view to their corre-
lated use in festival and pageant. The writing of pageants suitable 
for campus production on May Day and pageants for "pecial purposes. 
Two hours per week. Two semester hOllrs. 
2. PAGEAliTRY PRODUCTION. A stud)' of productIon technique. 
Under supervision, students are given experience in Ihe handling of 
committee and the management of the May Vay pageant and Olher 
pageants. Two hours per week. T wo umut~r hours. 
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3. ELEMENTARY PUBLIC SPEAKING. Psychology of speech: emotion, 
attention, persuasion. Mechanics of speech: gesture, voice culture, 
expression. Recitations ba ed on textbook; composition and delivery 
of short original speeches. Three hours per week. Three semester 
hours. 
4. ADVANCED PUBLIC SPEAKING. Problems of the speaker, divisions 
of a speech, types of speeches, style of the spoken word. Recitations 
based on textbook; composition and delivery of various types of 
speeches. Three hours per week. Three semester hOllrs. 
Courses 3 and 4 are elective for second-year and third-year 
students in all groups. 
5-6. PUBLIC SPEAKING. The technique of play-writing and play-
production. Two hours per week. FOllr semester hOllrs. 
RELIGION 
PROFESSOR SHEEDER, MRS. HEEDER 
1. RELIGIONS OF MANKIND. A survey of the historic religions to 
discover characteristics and effects upon the civilizations of the world. 
The religion of the Hebrews is treated at length as a background for 
the study of Christianity. First and second years. Three hours per 
week. Three semester hOllrs. 
2. INTRODUCTION TO BIBLICAL LITERATURE. An appreciative and 
historical study of the literature of the Bible, with a view to dis-
covering its origin, nature, and significance in the life of today. First 
and second years. Three hours per week. Three semester hours. 
5. LIFE AND TEACHINGS OF JESUS. A comparative and interpre-
tative study of the New Testament sources. A consideration of 
the way in which Jesus met life situations and the application of His 
method to modern life. Third and fourth years. Three hours per 
week. Three semester hours. 
6. GROWTH OF CHRISTIANITY. A survey of the development of 
the Christian Church from the apostolic period to modern times, 
with a view to understanding the nature and extent of its contribu-
tions to society. Third and fourth years. Three hours per week. 
Three semester hours. 
Courses 5, 6 and 9, 10 are given in alternate years. Courses 5, 
6 will be given in 1938-39. 
9. PSYCllOLOGY OF RELIGION. The psychological processes of the 
religious life are analyzed and described. Worship, prayer, faith, and 
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other religious phenomena are considered. Third and fourth years. 
Three hours per week. Three semester hours. See PSYCHOLOGY, 
Course 6. 
10. PRINCIPLES OF RELIGIOUS EDUCATION. A consideration of the 
theories underlying religious education, together with a study of aims 
and techniques. The organization and administration of the Sunday 
school, vacation church school, and week day school of religion will 
be considered. Third and fourth years. Three hours per week. Three 
semester hours. 
11. DRAMA AND PAGEANTRY. Survey of the field. Historic use of 
the drama in religion; study and analysis of religious dramas and 
pageants; practical application of the principles of play production; 
co-operative class presentation of a one-act play put on as the Sunday 
evening program in various community churches throughout the school 
year. 
SOCIOLOGY 
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR WILLAUER 
1-2.INTRODUCTJON TO SOCIOLOGY. A fundamental course covering 
the fields of social organization and social control. The course aims 
at presenting a basis for a scientific understanding of society, and for 
further study in the field of sociology or of social work. Open only 




In arranging his curriculum, every regular student must provide 
for meeting the following requirement : (a) six semester hours of 
the modern language offered for admission, provided the student 
passes a satisfactory achievement test at matriculation; or (b) twelve 
semester hours of the modern language offered for admission, if the 
student has not passed a satisfactory achievement test at matricula-
tion; or (c) twelve semester hours of a modern language begun in 
college. 
1-2. BEGINNING SPANISH. (For those who begin Spanish in college, 
for those who have had one year of Spanish in high school, and for 
those who have had two years of Spanish in high school but who 
in the Freshmen achievement teats show an insufficient knowled,e 
of Spanish.) 
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3-4. INTERMEDIATE SPANISH. Review of Spanish grammar and 
syntax, with more advanced treatment of pronunciation. Special 
attention to verbs and modern idioms. Conversation in second semes-
ter. Original compositions in Spanish. Uniform note books. One hour 
per week of reading and translation of selected, graded texts. Class 
discussions in Spanish. Prerequisites, Course 1-2, or equivalent. Three 
hours per week. Six semester hours. 
5-6. SPANISH LITERATURE AND COMMERCIAL SPANISH. Readings and 
translations of masterpieces of prose, poetry, and drama of the Siglo 
de Oro during first semester. Readings and translations of con-
temporary masterpieces during second semester. Class discussions in 
Spanish. Compositions and reports in Spanish. Outside readings. 
Lectures in Spanish on Spanish literature and literary movements. 
One hour per week of commercial Spanish. Study and drill on 
business vocabulary, forms, and letters. Original commercial letters. 
Prerequisite, Spanish 3-4, or equiva lent. Three hours per week. Six 
semester hours. 
THE GROUPS 
The group system is employed in the organization and 
administration of instruct ion. By th is ystem, the courses of 
instruction are offered in carefully arranged gro ups, each com-
prising (1) dominant subjects which adapt the group to the 
intellectual tastes and the future purposes of the student, (2) 
other prescribed subjects e sential to a liberal education and 
required of all students, and (3) elective subjects from which 
may be selected studies meeting the particular objectives of 
each individual. A student, at matriculation, choo es the group 
of studies he desires to pursue, and with the ad vice and consent 
of his adviser, selects his studies for the year and reports the 
same to the D ean on a blank provided for the purpose. By 
vir tue of this act he becomes a member of the group of his 
choice and as such is officially recognized thereafter in all acts 
and processes of administration in the College. A student who 
is uncertain on entering college as to his life purposes and, 
therefore, undecided as to the grou p of tudies he should pursue, 
may make a temporary choice and change to any group he 
may prefer at the end of the first year. 
CHOICE OF STUDIES 
In registeri ng, the student must pre ent his complete list 
of studies, both prescribed and elective, for the w hole year. 
Courses to satisfy condition take precedence of regular 
course. It is strongly advi ed that conditions be made up in 
summer so as not to interfere with the proper arrangement of 
one's curriculum. 
In selecting studies for the year, the student will follow 
the synopsi of his group a presented, although with the 
approval of his adviser and of the Dean, he may substitute 
other studie for the elective cour cs listed, or at the beginning 
of a year may change from one group to another. 
\Vhen a student changes to another group, he will receive 
credit toward graduation onl} for such of the prescribed cou rse 
as he may have completed a are included in the group to which 
he has received pcrmis -ion to change. 
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THE COMPREHENSIVE EXA 'II rATION 
The several courses constituting a group major are pre-
sented as a single unified project. The student is led to pursue 
each course w ith regard to the courses that follow, to study 
with a view to mastery and permanence, building up from 
semester to emester an ever-increasing, coherent body of knowl-
edge. As an aid the student is given a sy ll abus presenting in 
logical order the subjects embodied in his major field of study. 
Included in the syllabus are lists of requi red readings and sug-
gestions for study. The u e of the syl1abus is supplemented by 
conferences with the profes or under whom the subject is being 
pursued . The student 's work throughout is carried forward 
under the supervision of the group adviser. 
As a test and measure of success attained, a comprehensive 
examination covering the student's entire major field of study 
is given each candidate for graduation toward the end of the 
senior year. The examination consists of several parts given 
separately on different days. Wherever feasible, it is set by at 
least two persons and is graded independently by at least two 
persons. Outside examiners may be employed to set and grade 
all or part of the examination at the option of the group. A 
minimum grade of C is necessary to pass the examination. In 
determining the student's final standing in his class, the grade 
made in the comprehensive examination is given a weight of 
three-tenths, and the grades made in the semester examinations 
through the four years are given a weight of seven-tenths. A 
cand idate who fails may take any succeeding, regularly offered 
comprehen ive examination in his major field. Passing of the 
examination is a requirement for graduation. 
The Comprehensive Examination is de igned to test the 
accomplishment of the following ends: (1) the attainment of 
a certain standard of knowledge in the student's major field 
of study, (2) the integration of the student's work in his major 
field and in allied subjects, (3) the conservation of his knowl-
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edge through sustained interest from course to course and 
from year to year, (4) the student's assumption of responsibility 
for four years of planned effort toward a definite goal. 
REQUIREMENTS FOR GRADUATION 
For the degree of Bachelor of Arts or Bachelor of Science, 
a student must complete one hundred and twenty-four semester 
hours of work. A student may not take in anyone semester 
less than twelve or more than eighteen semester hours of 
work. It is strongly recommended that the student's curricu-
lum include: first year, thirty-three semester hours; second 
year, thirty-two semester hours ; third year, thirty-two semester 
hours; fourth year, twenty-seven semester hours. The adviser 
may permit a deviation from these hours to an extent of three 
semester hours. 
In arranging his curriculum, every regula r student must 
provide for meeting the following requirement: (a) six 
semester hours of the modern language offered for admission, 
provided the student passes a satisfactory achievement test at 
matriculation; or (b) twelve semester hours of the modern 
language offered for admission, if the student has not passed a 
satisfactory achievement test at matriculation ; or (c) twelve 
semester hours of a modern language begun in college. 
2. Six seme ter hours of E nglish composition and litera-
ture ( Course 1-2) . 
3. Six semeste r hour of history (Course J -2) . 
-1-. Th ree erne ter hours of psychology ( P yc hology 
or 2). 
5. Three seme ter hour of philosophy. 
6. Six semester hours of cience with laborato ry work. 
7. Sati factor}' completion of Coure 10 1-2 in Physical 
Educat ion by the end of the econd Year (not required of 
5tudent in the P h), ical Education Group) . 
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Of the groups outlined on the following pages, the 
Hi tory-Social Science, the English, the Modern Language, 
and the Business Admini tration Groups lead to the degree 
of Bachelor of Arts. The Mathematics, the Chemistry-Biology, 
and the Health and Physical Education Groups lead to the 
degree of Bachelor of Sciellce. 
In the synopses of the group as presented, prescribed 
courses are printed in small capitals. Figures designate courses 
as arranged by departments on preceding pages. Odd numbers 
refer to first semester, even numbers to second semester. 
umbers in parentheses indicate semester hours. 
Prescribed courses should be taken, so far as possible, in 
the years in which they appear in the synopses. 
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THE MATHEMATICS GROUP 
First Y ear Second Year 
MATHEMATICS 3, 4 (6) 
PHYSICS 1-2 (8 ) 
Biology 3-4 (6) 
Ch emistry 1-2 (6) 
Education 1; 2 (3) 
Engli sh Compo 3-4 (6) 
English Compo 7-8 (6) 
English Lit. 3,4; 19-20 (4) 
French 7-8 (4 ) 
German 5,6 (6) 
Phys ical Ed. 101-2 
Political ci ence 1-2 (6) 
P sychol ogy 1 or 2 (3) 
Religion 1 ; 2 (3) 
Spanish 3-4 (6) 
MATHEMATICS 5, 6 (6) 
MATHEM ATICS la, 2a (6) 
BIOLOGY A-B (4 ) 
ENGLISH COMPo 1-2 (6) 
MODERN LANGUAGE (6) 
HISTORY 1-2 (6) 
PHYSICAL ED. 101-2 
Biology 2 (2) 
Economics 1,2 (4 ) 
Foreign Language (6) 
Music 1-2; 13-1+ (4) 
Religion 1; 2 (3) 
Third Year Fourth Year 
MATHEMATICS 7-8 or 11-1 2 (4 ) 
MATH EMATICS 19, 20 (4 ) 
PSYCHOLOGY 1 or 2 (3) 
M ATHE MATICS 11-12 or 7-8 (4) 
M ATHEMATICS 21-22 (4) 
PHI LOSOPHY (any cour e) 
Biology 3-4 (6) 
Biology 11-12 (4 ). 
Chemi try 3-+ (8) 
Economics 3-+ (6) 
Education 3; 4 (3) 
English Compo 7, 8 (6) 
English Lit. (any course) 
French 7-8; 9-10 (4) 
German 9,10; 11-1 2 (+) 
Hi story 7-8 (6) 
History 9- 10; 5-6 (6) 
Mathematics 13-1+ (+) 
Mathematics 15, 16 (4) 
Mathematics 23-24 (4) 
Music 3-+; 13-1+ (4) 
Phil osophy (any course) 
Physics 3 ; + ; 5 ; 6 (4) 
P olitical cience 3-+; 5-6 (6) 
Political cience 7-8 (6) 
Public peaking 1-2 (+) 
Publ ic peaking3,+ (6) 
Relig ion 5; 6; II (3) 
ociology 1-2 (6) 
Biology 11-12 (4 ) 
Education 5; 7; 10 (3) 
English Lit. (any course) 
German 11-12 (4) 
Histo ry 5-6 (6) 
History 7-8; 9, 10 (6) 
Mathematics 13- 1+ (4) 
Mathematics 15- 16 (4) 
Mathematics 23-2+ (4) 
MU 'ic3-+;13-1+ (4) 
Philosophy 2 (3) 
Philosophy 3; + (2) 
Ph ilosophy 5; 6 (3) 
Ph ilosophy 7,8 (6) 
Philo~ophy 9- 10 (4) 
Physics 7-8 ( 6) 
Political Science 5-6; 7-8 (6) 
Political cience 9- 10 (6) 
Public peaking l ,2 (4) 
Religion 5; 6 (3) 
Religion 5; 6; II (3) 
ociololt)" 1-2 (6) 
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THE CHEMISTRY-BIOLOGY GROUP 
First Year 
BIOLOGY 3-4- or 
CHEMISTRY 1-2 and 1+ 
ENGLISH COMPo 1-2 
MODER N LANGUAGE 
MATHEMATICS 3a, 4-a 
PHYSICAL ED. 101-2 
Biology 2 
Economics I, 2 
Foreign Language 
History 1-2 
Mu ic 1-2; 13-14 
Religion 1; 2 
Third Y ear 
BIOLOGY 9-10 or 
CHEMISTRY 3-4 or 5-6 





Education 1 . 2' 3' 4-' 12 
English Co~p. '7,8 ' 
English Lit. (a ny course ) 
French 7-8; 13,14 
German 9, 10; 11-1 2 
History 7-8; 9, 10; 5-6 
Music 13-14 
Philosophy (any course) 
Physics 3 . 4' 5 . 6 
Political Sci~n~e 3-4; 5-6 
Political Science 9-10 
Public Speaking 1-2 
Public Speaking 3, 4 
Religion 5; 6; 11 
Sociology 1-2 







































Education 1 ; 2 
English Compo 3-4-
English Compo 7-8 
Engli h Lit. 3-4; 19-20 
French 7-8 
German 5, 6 
Music 1-2; 13-14 
Political Science 1-2 
Psychology 1 or 2 
Religio n 1; 2 
Spanish 3-4-
Fourth Year 
CHEMISTRY 7-8 or 
BIOLOGY 9-10 





Education 5; 7; 12 
English Lit. (any course) 
French 9-10 
German 11-12 
Hi s tory 7-8; 9, 10 ; 5-6 
Philosophy 1; 2 
Philosophy 3; 4 
Philosophy 5; 6; 7; 8 
Phil osophy 9-10 
Physics 5; 6 
Physics 7-8 
Politica l Science 5-6; 7-8 
Public Speaking 1, 2 
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ENGLISH COMPo 1-2 
MODERN LANGUAGE 
LATIN A, B; 1,2 or 
MATHEMATICS 1-2'" 
PHYSICAL ED. 101-2 
Biology 2 
Economics 1, 2 
Foreign Language 
Mathematics 3, 4 














HISTORY 7-8; 9-10 or 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 3-4; 5-6 (6) 
Eco OMICS 3-4 (6) 
PSYCHOLOGY 1 or 2 (3) 
Biology 11-12 
Economics 5 ; 6; 7; 8 
Economics 9-10 
Education 3, 4 
English Compo 3-4; 7, 8 
English Lit. (any course ) 
French 7-8; 9-10 
German 9,10 
History 5-6 
Mathematics 13-14; 15-16 
Music 5-6; 13-14 
Philosophy (any course) 
Political Science 9-10 
Public Speaking 1-2 
Public Speaking 3-+ 
Religion 5; 6; 11 
Sociology 1-2 



















POLITICAL SCIENCE 1-2 






Engli sh Compo 3-4 
English Lit. 3, 4; 19-20 
Foreign Language 
History 15,16 
Phys ical Ed. 101-2 
Physics la-2a 
P sychology I or 2 
Religion 1; 2 
Fourth Year 














POLITICAL SCIENCE 5-6; 7-8 (6) 
PHltQSOPHY (any course) (3) 
Biology 6 (3) 
Biology 11-12 (4) 
Economics 5, 6; 7,8; 9-10 (6) 
Education 5; 7; 10 (3) 
English Lit. (any course) 
Hi story 7-8; 13 (3) 
His tory IS, 16 (2) 
Mathematics 15-16; 13-14 (4) 
Philosophy l;2 (3) 
Philosophy 3 ; 4 (2) 
Philosophy 5; 6; 7; 8 (3) 
Philosophy 9-10 (4 ) 
Political cience 9-10 (6) 
Political cience 11-12; 21-22 (+) 
Public peaking 1,2 (4) 
Public peaking 3, 4 (6) 
Religion5;6; 11 (3) 
ociology 1-2 (6) 
.Prescribed for students credited with only 3 unit.. of mathematic. toward 
admission except those electinK Latin. 
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THE ENGLISH GROUP 
First Yea,. Second Yea,. 
ENGLISH COMPo 1-2 (6) ENGLISH LIT. 3-4 (4) 
BIOLOGY A-B (4) E GLiSH LIT. 11-12 (4) 
MODERN LANGUAGE (6) 
LATIN A, B; 1,2 or Biology 3-4 (6) 
MATHEMATICS 1, 2- (6) Biology 6 (3 ) 
HISTORY 1-2 (6) Chemistry 1-2 (6) 
PHYSICAL ED. 101-2 Education 1; 2 (3) 
English Compo 3-4 (6) 
Biology 2 (2) English Compo 7-8 (6) 
Economics 1,2 (4) French 3-4 (6) 
Foreign Language (6) German 5, 6 (6) 
Mathematics 3, 4 (6) Music 3-4; 13-14 (4) 
Music 1-2; 13-14 (4 ) Political Science 1-2 (6) 
Religion 1; 2 (3) Physics 1 a-2a (6) 
P sychology 1 0,. 2 (3) 
Religion 1 ; 2 (3) 
Spani h 3-4 (6) 
Third Year Fottrth Year 
ENGLISH LIT. 7, 8 (4) ENGLISH LIT. 7-8 (4) 
ENGLISH LIT. 9, 10 (6) ENGLISH LIT. 9-10 (6) 
PSYCHOLOGY 1 or 2 (3 ) PHILOSOPHY (any course ) (3 ) 
Biology 3-4 (6) Biology 11-12 (4) 
Biology 11-12 (4) Education 5 (3) 
Chemistry 1-2 (6) Education 7; 10 (3) 
Education 3 ; 4 (3) English Compo 7, 8 (6) 
Economics 3-4 (6) English Lit. 15; 16 (2) 
English Compo 7, 8 ( 6) English Lit. 21-22 (4) 
English Lit. 15; 16 (2) English Lit. 25 (3 ) 
English Lit. 21-22 (4) French 9-10 (4) 
French 7-8; 9-10 (4 ) German 11-12 (4) 
German 9, 10 (4 ) History 7-8; 5-6; 15-1 6 (6) 
History 5-6; 7-8; 15-16 (6) Mathematics 13-14 (4) 
Music 3-4; 7-8; 11-12 (4) Mu sic7-8; 13-14 (4) 
Phi losophy (any course ) (3 ) Philosophy 1 ; 2 (3) 
Physics 1 a-2a (6) Philosophy 3; 4 (2) 
Political Science 3-4; 5-6 (6) Philosophy 5; 6; 7; 8 (3 ) 
Political Science 9-10 (6) Phi losophy 9-10 (4) 
Public Speaking 1, 2 (4) Political Science 5-6; 7-8 (6) 
Public Speaking 3,4 (6) Public Speaking 1, 2 (4) 
Religion 5; 6; 11 (3) Religion 5; 6; 11 (3) 
Sociology 1-2 ( 6) Sociology 1-2 (6) 
Spanish 5-6 (6) 
·Prescribed for students credited with only 3 units of mathematics towarcl 
admission except those electing Latin. 
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THE MODERN LA GUAGES GROUP 
First Year 
FRENCH 1-2 or 3-4 or 
GERMAN 1-2 or 5, 6 or 
SPANISH 1-2 or 3-+ 
ENGLISH COMPo 1-2 
BIOLOGY A-B 
LATIN A, B; 1,2 or 
MATHEMATICS 1, 2* 





Mathematics 5, 6 
Music 1-2; 13 -14 
Religion 1; 2 
Third Y ear 
GERMAN 9, 10 or 
FRENCH 7-8 or 9-10 or 
SPANISH 5-6 
PSYCHOLOGY 1 or 2 
Economics 3-+ 
Education 3; + 
English Compo 7, 8 
English Lit. (any course) 
German 13, 1+ 
History 7-8; 5-6 
Music 3-+; 13-J+ 
Music 7,8 
Political cience 3-4; 5-6 
Philosophy (any cou"e) 
Public Speaking 1,2 
Public Speaking 3, + 






























FRENCH 3-4 or 
FRENCH 7-8 or 
GERMAN 5, 6 or 
SPAN ISH 3-4 
H ISTORY 1-2 
Bio logy 3-4 
B io logy 6 
Chemistry 1-2 
Education 1; 2 
English Compo 3-4 
English Compo 7,8 
English Lit. 3, 4; 19-20 
Music 3-4; 13-14 
Physics la-2a 
Political Science 1-2 
Psychology 1 or 2 
Religion 1; 2 
Fourth Year 
FRENCH 13-14 
PHILOSOPHY (any COllr e) 
Education 5; 7; 10 
English Lit (any course) 
French 13 -1+ 
French 21 
German 11 -12 
German 21 
History 7-8; 9, 10; 5-6 
Musi c7, 8; 13 - 14 
Philosophy 1; 2 
Philosophy 3; + 
Philosophy 5; 6; 7; 8 
Philosophy 9-10 
Political Science 5-6; 7-8 
Public peaking 1,2 





























( 3 ) 
(+) 
(6) 
( 4 ) 
(3 ) 
(6) 
.Prescribed for c;ludenlS credited with only 3 unit' or mathemalic. toward 
admis~ion except tbose eJectine Latin. 
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ENGLISH COMPo 1-2 
MODERN LA GUAGE 
LATIN A, B ; 1, 2 0" 
MATHEMATICS 1, 2" 





Mathematics 3, 4 
Music 1-2; 13-14 















ECONOMICS 7, 8 (6) 
ECONOMICS 11-12 (6) 
POLlTlCAL SCIENCE 3-4 or 5-6 (6) 
PSYCHOLOGY 1 or 2 (3) 
Economics 5, 6 (6) 
Economics 9-10 (6) 
Economics 15 (3) 
Education 3;+ (3) 
English Compo 7, 8 (6) 
English Lit. (any course) 
History 7-8; 5-6 (6) 
Mathematics 13-14 (4) 
Mathematics 15-16 (4) 
Music3;4;13-14 (4) 
Philosophy (any course) (3) 
Political Science 7-8 (6) 
Public Speaking 3, 4 (6). 
Religion 5; 6; 11 (3) 
Sociology 1-2 (6) 




POLITICAL SCIENCE 1-2 
French 3-4 or 






Education 1; 2 
English Compo 3-4 
English Compo 7, 8 
English Lit. 3-4 or 19-20 
Mathematics 3, 4 
Music 1-2; 3-4; 13-14 
Physical Ed. 101-2 
Physics la-2a 
Psychology 1 or 2 



















ECONOMICS 9-10 (6) 
ECONOMICS 15 (3) 
PHILOSOPHY (any course) (3) 
Economics 5, 6 (6) 
Economics 17-18 (6) 
Education 5 (3) 
Education 7; 10 (3) 
English Lit. (any course) 
History 7-8; 5-6 (6) 
History 9-10 (6) 
Mathematics 13-1+; 15-16 (4) 
Philosophy 1; 2 (3) 
Philosophy 3; 4 (2) 
Phi losophy 5 ; 6 ; 7 ; 8 (3) 
Philosophy 9-10 (4) 
Political Science 5-6 ;7-8 ;9-10(6) 
Public Speaking 3, 4 (6) 
Religion 5; 6; 11 (3) 
Sociology 1-2 (6) 
.Prescribed for students credited with only 3 units of mathem...1.tics toward 
admission except those electing Latin. 
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THE HEALTH At D PHYSICAL EDUCATIO GROUP 
First Y par Seco1ld Year 
BIOLOGY 2 (2) CHEMISTRY 1-2 (6) 
BIOLOGY 3 (3) EDUCATIO 1,2 (6) 
ENGLISH COMPo 1-2 (6) HISTORY 1-2 (6) 
MODERN LA NGUAGE (6) PHYSICAL ED. 3 (2) 
MATHEMATICS 1-2- (6) PHYSICAL ED. 14 (2) 
MUSIC la (2) PHYSICAL ED. 16 (1 ) 
PHYSICAL ED. 1 (2) PHYSICAL ED. 203-4 (4) 
PHYSICAL ED. 2 (2) PSYCHOLOGY 2 (3) 
PHYSICAL ED. 201-2 (+) 
Elective (6) 
Elective (2) 
Third Y ear FOll r,h Year 
BIOLOGY 17-18 (4) EDUCATION 5, 6 (6) 
EDUCATION 3-4 (6) EDUCATION 10 (3) 
PHYSICAL ED. 5 (2) PHI LO OPHY (any course) (3 ) 
PHYSICA L ED. 6 (2) PHYSICAL ED. 9 (3 ) 
PHYSICAL ED. 7-8 (4) PHYSICAL ED. 10 ( 1) 
PHYSICA L ED. 18 ( 1) PUYSICAL ED. 19 (2) 
PHYSICAL ED. 205-6 (4) PHYSICAL ED. 20 (2) 
SOCIOLOGY 1 (3 ) PU YSIC,II. ED. 22 (2) 
PUY ICAL ED. 207-8 (4) 
Elective (6) 
Elecli,'e (+) 
.Prescdhed for student~ credited with only 3 units of mathematics toward 
admission except those electing Latin. 
ADMINISTRATION 
GRADES OF SCHOLARSHIP 
On the completion of a course the standing of a student is 
expre sed, according to his proficiency, by one of six grades, 
designated respectively by the letters A, B, C, D, E, and F. 
Grade E denotes failure which may be made up by a satisfactory 
re-examination. Grade F denotes failure such that the course 
must be repeated. 
Each student is required to do a grade of work that shall 
average C in the courses pursued in anyone year, and, in the 
event of his failure to do so, he is credited with only the courses 
in which his grade is C minus or better. 
A permanent record is kept of each student's work, and a 
report of the same is sent to his parents or guardian at the 
close of each semester. Through correspondence and confer-
ences, the co-operation of parents is sought in the endeavor to 
obtain the best possible results in the work of students. 
HO ORS 
COMMENCEMENT PARTS 
Two commencement honors are assigned: one, the Vale-
dictory, to the person attaining the highest standing in the 
graduating class; the other, the Salutatory, to the person 
attaining the next highest standing. 
GRADUATION WITH DISTINCTION 
Members of the graduating class who have shown great 
proficiency in their entire course may be graduated with dis-
tinction if, in the opinion of the Faculty, their attainments 
warrant such honors. These distinctions, Summa GUill Laude, 
Maglla GUlli Laude, and GUlli Laude, are given only for 
unusual excellence in all the subjects pursued by the candidate. 
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DEPARTMENT HONORS 
Students may be graduated with special honors in depart-
ments of study in which they have shown exceptional profi-
ciency, and in which they have done extra work. 
1. A candidate for Department Honors must have the endorse-
ment of the professor in charge of the department in which he expects 
to try for such honors, and must enroll as a candidate at the Dean's 
office not later than October 1st of the college year in which he 
expects to receive his degree. 
2. A student must maintain a grade not lower than C in any 
course pursued after the first year and must maintain an average of 
B while he is pursuing his work as a candidate for Department 
honors. 
3. A candidate must complete an amount of work equivalent 
to three semester hours in the department in which he intends to 
try for honors in addition to the full number of semester hours 
prescribed for graduation. At least twelve semester hours must be 
in the subject in which he is registered for Department Honors. He 
must submit to the Faculty a thesis on some subject within the field 
represented by his extra work. The thesis mllst be presented at 
least one week before the time set for the fourth-year fina l examina-
tions. 
PRIZES 
THE PHILIP H. FOGEL MEMORIAL PRIZE 
The Philip H. Fogel Memorial Prize of 25 is awarded 
annually to the member of the Senior Cia . who ha attained 
the highest excellence in the Department of Religion, as shown 
by examination on completion of at least twelve semester hours 
of work. The prize has been endowed by Mrs. Edwin ]. Fogel 
in memory of her son Philip H. Fogel, Ph .D., of the Class 
of 1901. 
THE E. L. WAILES MEMORIAL PRIZE 
The E. L. \Vailes Memorial Prize of $20 is awarded 
annually to the member of the Frc hman la ~ who ha attained 
the highest tanding in Courses I and 2 in til(" Department of 
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Religion. This prize has been established in memory of E. L. 
vVailes by his son, the Rev. George Handy Wailes, D.D., 
Professor of the English Bible in U rsinus College, 1908-1921. 
THE ROBERT TRUCKSESS PRIZE 
A pnze of $20 offered by Robert Trucksess, Esquire, of 
orristown, Pennsylvania, is awarded annually at commence-
ment to the member of the graduating class who has pursued 
the studies of the History-Social Science Group with the definite 
intention of entering the profession of the law, and who in 
his college work has revealed uperior ability and promise of 
success as a future member of the legal profession. The com-
petition for this prize is open only to men. 
THE PAISLEY PRIZES 
Two prizes of $25 each for the best dissertations on an 
assigned topic by members of the senior class, one open to men, 
the other open to women, are offered respectively by Mr. and 
Mrs. H . E. Paisley, of Philadelphia. These prizes are offered 
with a view to encouraging students in the thoughtful applica-
tion of the principles of Christianity to problems of practical 
life. The awards are made at the annual commencement 
exercises. 
THE ELIZABETH ROCKEFELLER MCCAIN PRIZE 
A prize of $50 has been endowed in perpetuity by the late 
George ox McCain, Litt.D., of Philadelphia, as a memorial 
to his mother, Elizabeth Rockef~ller McCain. This prize is 
awarded at each annual commencement to the student who at 
the end of the second year has shown greatest ability in the 
knowledge and use of the English language as indicated by 
work in composition and literature. 
THE BOESHORE PRIZES 
Two prize of $25 each, endowed by Mr. and Mrs. 
Miller H. Boe hore of Philadelphia, one open to men, the 
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other open to women, will be awarded at each annual com-
mencement to those students who have attained the highest 
standing at the end of the first year in the tudy of Greek. 
THE DUTTERA PRIZE 
A prize consisting of the income of $ 500 contributed by 
Mrs. Amos Duttera of Taneytown, M aryland , to be awarded 
to the student attaining the highest standing in the study of 
church history (Religion, Course 6). 
THE URSIN US WOME 's CLUB PRIZE 
A prize of $20, offered by the U rsinu Women's Club i 
awarded at graduation to the yo ung woman who has attained 
highe t distinction in athletic spo.rts. 
THE URSINUS CIRCLE PRIZE 
A prize of $15 offered by the Ursin us Ci rcle, is awarded 
at Commencement to the yo ung woman who has written the 
best pageant under the auspices of the Department of Public 
Speaking. 
THE VARSITY CLUB TROPHY 
For the encouragement and promotion of intere t among 
the cla ses as well a for the inspiration of the ind ividua l to 
part icipate in track athletic, the Varsity Club offer a trophy 
to the college class which score the greatest number of points 
in the ann ual Intercla Track and Field Meet. The award 
is made on commencement morning. 
T il E PRESIDE"'T'S AWARD 
A gold medal bearing the Athletic Emblem of r inus 
College i awarded at graduation to the student who. through-
out his college cour e has won highe. t distinction in athletics. 
This medal is the gift of the Prt' id('nt of the College. 
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TH E INTRA-l\lURAL CHAMPIONSHIP AWARD 
To promote competitive interest in intra-mural sports, the 
Athletic Council offers a trophy to the team that achieves the 
best record in these activities for the entire year. 
OPEN SCHOLARSHIPS 
The College offers six scholarships of $300 each, four 
open to young men and two open to young women who may 
apply as candidates from approved preparatory and high 
schools. Selection for these scholarships is based on the fol-
lowing: 1. Qualities of personality, character, and leadership. 
2. Scholarly ability and attainments. 3. Physical vigor as shown 
by interest and skill in outdoor sports, or in other ways. 
DEGREES 
U rsinus College confers two degrees In course-those of 
Bachelor of Arts and Bachelor of Science. For specific require-
ments see pages 63-65. Degrees are conferred only on academic 
occasions and candidates must present themselves in person. 
Persons seeking the Master's degree are referred to the 
graduate schools of universities. 
The College may confer the honorary degrees of Doctor of 
Divinity, Doctor of Pedagogy, Doctor of Science, Doctor of 
Letters, and Doctor of Laws on persons whose distinguished 
ability or service may have been deemed worthy of such recog-
nition by the Faculty. 
ORGA IZATIO S 
The two literary societies, the ZWINGLIAN and the 
SCHAFF, each having held a place of honor and great usefulness 
in the College from the earliest days, have su pended activity, 
their functions having been assumed by other organizations. 
The HALL CHEMICAL SOCIETY, the JAl\lES M. ANDERS 
PRE-MEDICAL SOCIETY, the ENGLISH CLUB, the FRENCH 
CLUB, and the INTERNATIONAL RELATIO 'S CLUB are organ-
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izations for the promotion of scholarly interest in various fields 
of study. 
The D EBATING CLUBS, TAU KAPPA ALPHA, and the 
CURTAIN CLUB foster interest and develop skill in their respec-
tive fields of expression. 
The YOUNG M EN'S CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION, the YOUNG 
WOMEN 'S CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION, and the BROTHERHOOD 
OF ST. PAUL represent active and helpful form of religious 
life among the students. 
THE STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATIONS, the ATH-
LETIC ASSOCIATIONS, the VARSITY CLUB, STUDENT PUBLICA-
TIONS, the Men's and Women's GLEE CLUBS, the COLLEGE 
ORCHESTRA, the BAND, and the CHAPEL CHOIR provide a wide 
range of extra-classroom activities for the exercise of special 
talents and the development of latent abilities. 
PUBLICATIO S 
TH E URSIN US BULLETIN, of which the catalogue is a 
number, is the official publication of the College. I t is issued 
quarterly and is di tributed free of charge to the students and 
the public. 
THE URSI US WEEKLY is managed by a Board of Con-
trol representative of the Faculty and the tudent body, and 
edited by a Staff cho en from among the student on a basis of 
merit. It is a four-page newspaper, invaluable to students and 
alumni as a record of life at rsinus. It is issued on sub crip-
tion at cost. 
THE RUBY, the Senior Clas book, i- a pictorial volume 
presenting an intimate view of the year's life, not only of 
the Clas -, but of the whole College. The book is sold at a 
price to cover cost. 
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POST OFFICE A D SUPPLY STORE 
The College enjoys city mail delivery and there are con-
venient boxes for depo iting outgoing mail. A Post Office is 
maintained on the campus for the accommodation of students. 
Adjacent to the Post Office is a Supply Store, in which is kept 
on sale a full line of college jewelry, felt goods, stationery, con-
fections, and students' supplies. New and second-hand books 
are supplied on order. The profits of the Store are used in the 
support of the College Library. 
EXPE SES 
U rsinu College is a residential college. All students, 
except those who reside in their own homes, occupy rooms pro-
vided by the College and take their meals in the College dining 
rooms. The expenses of the year are therefore comprehended in 
a single fee which covers class-room instruction; privileges of 
the library, the gymnasium, and the infirmary; ordinary medical 
attention; care by the resident nurse; subscription to the 
Ursinus Weekly; admission to all athletic games on the home 
grounds; support of debating, the Christian associations, and 
student government organizations; furnished room including 
heat, light, and attendance; and table board exclusive of the 
Christmas and Easter recesses. This fee is $675, to which $40 
is added for students occupying rooms on the first, second, and 
third floors of the Brodbeck and Curtis dormitories and $75 
for those residing in Clamer Hall, at 612 Main Street, and at 
944 Main Street. The charge for a student attending College 
from his own home is $350. The College reserves the right to 
make reasonable alterations in the fee at the beginning of any 
semester in order to cover possible unforeseen losses in operat-
ing expenses. 
Each resident student supplies his own towels, two pairs 
of sheets for a single bed, mattress protector, a pair of pillow 
cases (19 x 34), a pair of blankets, and a bedspread. 
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Fir t-year students, except those whose pre ence is required 
for serv ice, are reque ted to vacate their rooms immediately 
following the second semester examinations to provide accom-
modations for alumni attending commencement. 
Extra charges to cover the cost of materials in laboratory 
courses payable on or before November 16th, are as follows: 
Biology A-B ...... . .. $ 5 Chemistry 7-8 . ... .. .. $20 
B iology 3-4 .......... 15 Chemistry 9-al0a . .... 10 
Biology 7-8, 9-10 ..... 20 Chemistry 11-12 . . .. .. 15 
Biology 15-16 ... . .... 20 Physics la-2a . . ....... 15 
Biology 6, 17-18 ...... 10 Phy ics 1-2 . . .. ...... 15 
Chemi try 1-2 ........ 15 Physics 3, 4 . ......... 15 
Chemi try 3-4 ........ 15 Physics 5, 6 . ......... 15 
Chemistry 5-6 ........ 10 Physic 7a-8a . . . .. .... 15 
A fee of $25 per semester is charged on the mid-semester 
bill to students engaged in practice teaching. For each addi-
tional semester of practice teaching the fee i $15.00. 
To students taking entrance examinations a fee of $10 is 
charged, payable in advance. 
A charge of $20 is made in the last bill of the senior year 
to cover grad uation expenses. 
A deposit of $10 is required of each tudent to defray any 
expen es incurred by injury to property. The unexpended 
balance is returned to the student when he leaves the institution. 
A student who is ab ent from College on account of sick-
ne s or for any other reason, and retains hi place in class, pays 
the Comprehensive Fee in full during his ab ence, except when 
the absence is continuous over a period exceeding two weeks, in 
which ca e re idence student are allowed a rebate of $5 for 
each full week, on account of table board. TO remittance is 
allowed on account of dismissal or withdrawal of a student 
from the in titution during a semester. 
Inasmuch a the College pro\idc " a health service includ-
ing a regularly appointed physician and a resident nurse, which 
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service is open alike to all students of the institution, the College 
will not undertake to pay bills contracted by students with 
physicians not in the service of the in titution. The College 
maintains the right to enforce quarantine and to engage the 
services of a special attendant if necessary, but will not be 
responsible for the compensation of extra phy icians, nurses, or 
attendants, which compensation must be provided by the student 
or his parent or guardian. 
FEES FOR INSTRUCTION I 1\1 USIC 
Private individual instruction : organ, piano, violin, voice, 
or any band or orchestral instrument, $30, one lesson each 
week, term of fifteen weeks. Violi n, voice, or band and orches-
tral instruments in classes, $15 per term of fifteen weeks. 
PAYMENT OF BILLS 
A candidate for admission must pay $10 on account at the 
time he files his application in order to secure a place in the 
institution. An enrolled student must pay $10 on or before 
April 24th of each year in order to secure a place for the 
ensuing year. In every case this payment is forfeited if the 
student fails to complete his registration . 
The yearly charge to the student is payable in two install-




At the opening of college ....... $337.50 





The bills may vary from the stated amounts in certain 
instances on account of location of rooms and laboratory 
charges. Bills are issued approximately thirty days in advance. 
Students whose accounts are still open will not receive credit 
for attendance upon classes after the dates of settlement 
announced above. 
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No student who is indebted to the institution or to any 
of its departments or agencies will be permitted to register at 
the beginning of any academic year, and all items due the Col-
lege from a candidate for graduation must be paid before the 
candidate may be presented for a degree. 
Checks should be made payable to UrSi7111S College. 
SCHOLARSHIPS 
MUSIC SCHOLARSHIP 
A scholarship of two hund red and fifty dollars is pro-
vided to assist a student who desires to specialize in music. The 
scholarship may be divided between two students if, in the 
judgment of the President and the instructors in the Depart-
ment of Music, this seems advisable. 
PERMANENT SCHOLARSHIPS 
The College possesses sixty permanent scholarships. The 
income of each scholarship is a signed annually to a student 
designated by the founder of the scholarship or by the College. 
The list of these scholarships is as follows: 
THE GEORGE WOLFF SCHOLARSHIP, founded by the Rev. 
George Wolff, D.D., of M yerstown, Pa. $1,000 
THE WILLIAM A. H ELFFRICH SCHOLARSHIP, founded by the 
Rev. W. A. Helffrich, D.O., of Fogelsville, Pa., 1,000 
THE ATH,\N SPANGLER SCHOLARSIIIP, founded by Mr. 
athan Spangler, of York, Pa., 1,000 
THE ANNA M . BOM8PRGER CHOLARSHlP, founded by Miss 
Anna M. Bomberger, with gift. amounting to $600, and com-
pleted by Mrs. H. . Bomberger, both of Lancaster, Pa., 1,000 
THE ABRAHAM 'V \GliER CHOI.ARSIIIP, founded under the 
will of Mr. Abraham \Vagner of the Robinson Church, Berks 
County, Pa., 1,000 
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THE CARSON SCHOLARSHIP, founded under the will of Cap-
tain John Carson, of ewburg, Cumberland County, Pa. , $1,000 
THE KELKER SCHOLARSHIP, founded by Mr. Rudolph F. 
Kelker, of Harrisburg, Pa., 1,000 
THE KEELEY SCHOLARSHIP, founded by Mr. Joseph Keeley, 
of Spring City, Pa ., 1,000 
THE JOHN B. FETTERS MEMORIAL SCH OLARSHIP, founded 
by Mrs. Rebecca B. Fetters, of Uwchland, Chester County, 
Pa., in memory of her son, who died after a week's attend-
ance at the College in September, 1885, 1,000 
THE JOHN BROWN BACK MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP, founded 
by Mrs. Melinda M . Acker and Miss Mary M. Brownback, 
of Uwchland, Chester County, Pa., in memory of their father, 1,000 
THE FRANKLIN W. KREMER MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP, 
founded by the Rev. F. W . Kremer, D .D., with gifts amount-
ing to $500, and completed by the Sunday-school of the First 
Reformed Church, of Lebanon, Pa., in grateful memory of his 
thirty-eight years' pastorate, by an endowment of $500, 1,000 
THE HENRY FRANCIS SCHOLARSHIP, founded by Mr. Henry 
Francis, of Spring City, Pa., 1,000 
THE CLEMENTlNA R. STEWART SCHOLARSHIP, founded under 
the will of Miss Clementina R. Stewart, of M yerstown, Pa., 1,000 
THE J. WILLIAM BIRELEY SCHOLARSHIP, founded by Mr. J. 
William Bireley, of Frederick City, Md., 1,000 
THE JOHN B. AND HORACE A. FETTERS SCHOLARSHIP, 
founded under the will of Miss Mary M . Brownback, of 
Uwchland, Chester County, Pa., 1,000 
THE MARY M. BROWN BACK SCHOLARSH IP, founded under 
the will of Miss Mary M . Brownback, of Uwchland, Chester 
County, Pa., 1,000 
THE FRANCES KREADY SCHOLARSHIP, founded by Miss 
Frances Kready, of Lancaster, Pa., 2,000 
THE JOHN H. CONVERSE SCHOLARSHIP, founded by Mr. 
John H. Converse, of Philadelphia, 1,000 
THE FREELAND G. HOBSON SCHOLARSHIP, founded under 
the will of Freeland G. Hobson, LL.D., '76, of Collegeville, 1,000 
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T HE STAUFFER M EMOR IA L SCHOLARSHIP, founded in 
m emory of R ebe rt Urs in us and John Donald Stauffer, deceased 
children of the pastor, Rev. J. J. Stauffer, by gifts amounting 
to $500 from the pastor and members of the Lykens Valley 
charge, and completed by a bequest of $500 under the will of 
Mrs. Elizabeth Ritzman, of Gratz, Pa., $1,000 
THE SPRA NKLE SCHOLARSHIP, founded und er the will of 
Samuel Sprankle, of Altoona, Pa., 2,000 
TH E FRANCIS MA GEE SCHOLARSHIP, founded by the late 
Francis Magee, of Philadelphia, 1,000 
THE H EIDELBERG SCHOLARSHIP, founded by a member of 
Heid elbe rg R eformed Church, York, Pa., 1,000 
THE SAINT MARK'S SCHOLA RSH IP, founded in 1918 by the 
members of Saint Mark's Reformed Church, Lebanon, Pa ., 
in h onor of their pastor, the Rev. I. Calvin Fisher, D.D., '89, 
and his wife, Eva S. Fisher, and in celebration of their 
twenty-fifth anniversary in the pastorate of Saint Mark's 
Church, 1,000 
THE BAHNER CHOLARSHIP, founded in 1919 by the m em-
bers of Trinity R eformed Church, Waynesboro, Pa ., in honor 
of the R ev. Franklin F. Bahner, D .D., '73, and his wife, Mary 
Ella Bahner, on their completion of forty-two years of d evoted 
service in the pastorate of the Waynesboro charge, 1,000 
THE MARTIN B. EFF CHOLARSH IP, founded in memory 
of the late Martin B. eff, of Alexandria, P a., and in recogni-
tion of his life-long interest in Ursinus College, out of the 
funds of his estate, at the instance of hi s sister, Miss Annie 
Neff, 
THE PENNSYLVANIA FEMALE COLLEGE MEMORIAL CIIOLAR-
SIIIP, founded by the Glenwood Association, a body of former 
students of the Pennsylvania Female College, in recognition 
of the earlier work done at Collegeville for the higher educa-
tion of women, 
THE \ VU.I.I \M R INUS JIELFFIlRICII CIIOI ,\RSIIIP, founded 
by Christ Reformed hurch, Bath, Pa., on the twenty-fifth 





TIlE JOSEPH H. HENDRICKS MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP, 
founded in memory of the Rev. Joseph H. Hendricks, D.D., 
for forty-three years (1862-1905) pastor of Trinity Church, 
Collegeville, and for eighteen years (1887-1906) a Director of 
Ursinus College, by his friend, Jacob P. Buckwalter, of 
Macon, Georgia, $2,500 
THE SILAS H. RUSH SCHOLARSHIP, founded in memory of 
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Silas H. Rush, by Mrs. E . R. 
Hoffman, of Philadelphia, 1,000 
THE J. B. SHONTZ MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP, founded by the 
Congregation and Sunday-school of Saint John's Reformed 
Church, Chambersburg, Pa., in memory of their former pastor, 
the late Rev. J. B. Shontz, 1,000 
THE HILLTOWN SCHOLARSHIP, founded by the Hilltown 
charge of the Reformed Church in the United States, Bucks 
County, Pa., 1,000 
THE TRINITY BIBLE SCHOOL SCHOLARSHIP, founded by the 
Bible School of Trinity Reformed Church, Philadelphia, 1,600 
THE ASPDEN MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP, founded by Newton 
J. Aspden, of Trinity Reformed Church, Philadelphia, in 
memory of his wife, Levinah Erb Aspden, 5,000 
THE TRUMBOWER MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP, founded by 
H. C. Trumbower, of Trinity Reformed Church, Phila-
delphia, in memory of his parents, Dr. Lewis T. and Annie B. 
Troxel Trumbower, 5,000 
THE PAISLEY SCHOLARSHIP, founded in honor of Mrs. 
Carrie Strassburger Paisley, of Trinity Reformed Church, 
Philadelphia, 2,000 
THE SCHWENKSVILLE COMMUNITY SCHOLARSHIP, founded 
by the citizens of Schwenksville, Pa., 1,902 
THE BETHANY TABERNACLE SCHOLARSHIP, founded by the 
congregation of Bethany Tabernacle Reformed Church, Phila-
delphia, the Rev. H. H. Hartman, '94, pastor, 2,000 
THE SAINT PAUL'S, LANCASTER, SCHOLARSIIIP, founded by 
the congregation of Saint Paul's Reformed Church, Lancaster, 
Pa., the Rev. T. A. Alspach, D.D., '07, pastor, 2,000 
THE JAMES W. MEMINGER SCHOLARSHIP, founded by the 
congregation of Saint Paul's Reformed Church, Lancaster, 
Pa., in honor of the Rev. James W. Meminger, D.D., '84, 
former pastor, 1,000 
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THE ST. JOH N'S, ORWIGSBURG, SCHOLARSHIP, founded by 
the congregation of Saint John's Reformed Church, Orwigs-
burg, Pa., the Rev. D. R. Krebs, '02, pastor, $1,000 
THE MEYR AN SCHOLARSHIP, founded by Louis A. Meyran 
and his wife, Marie H. Meyran, of Grace Reformed Church, 
Pittsburgh, Pa., 2,000 
THE L ER oy BOYER LAUBACH SCHOLARSHIP, founded in 
memory of LeRoy Boyer Laubach by his mother, Mrs. M . B. 
Laubach, of Philadelphia, Pa., 2,000 
THE OMWAKE MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP, founded by W. T. 
Omwake, Esq., of Waynesboro, Pennsylvania, as a memorial 
to his parents, H enry and Eveline Beaver Omwake, 2,000 
TH E ApPEL MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP, founded under the 
will of the Rev. Richard S. Appel, D.D., a s a memorial to his 
son, Robert S. Appel, A.B., '01, 2,000 
THE ANNIE NEFF SCHOLARSHIP, founded under the will of 
Miss Annie Neff, of Alexandria, Huntingdon County, Pa., 1,500 
THE GRACE CHURCH SCHOLARSHIP, founded by Milton 
Warner and Wil son H. Lear of Grace R eformed Church, 
Philadelphia, Pa., 1,000 
THE JOHN ALEXA DER SCHOLARSHIP, founded by John 
Alexander, D.D., '01, of St. Louis, Missouri, in appreciation 
of benefits enjoyed when a student in the College, 1,000 
THE ELIZABETH FREY SCHOLARSHIPS, founded as a memo-
rial to Mrs. Elizabeth Frey of tewartstown, Pa., with funds 
donated to the College by her during life, 11,500 
THE GEORGE W. AND FRANCES R. H ENCH 
founded by the R ev. S. M. H ench, D.O., '77, 
Pa., as a memorial to his parents, the income 
in aiding students for the ministry, 
THE MATTIE B. HENCH SCHOLARSHIP, founded 
rial to Mrs. Mattie B. H ench, of Trappe, Pa., 
donated to the College by her during life, 
CHOLARSHIP, 
of Trappe, 
to be used 
as a memo-
wilh funds 
THE SIEBERT CHOLARSHIP, established in memory of P. W. 
1,500 
1,200 
Siebert, of Pittsburgh, Pa., from a fund designated by him for 
the College out of his e tate, J ,OO~ 
TIlE GEORGE ORDfR CHOLARSIIIP, founded by the Re,·. 
George S. orber, D.O., '76, of York, PenD') h ' an,a, 2,000 
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TilE ALICE L. AND WILLIAM D . Fox SCHOLARSHIP, founded 
under the will of Mrs . Alice L. Fox, of Lebanon, Pa., $1,000 
THE FETTEROLF MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP, founded under 
the will of Abraham D. Fetterolf, of Collegeville, Pa., 2,000 
THE AARON E. MARCH SCHOLARSH IP, founded by Aaron E. 
March, of York, Pa., 2,000 
THE NERI F. AND SERENA J. PETERS SCHOLARSHIP, founded 
in memory of the Rev. and Mrs. Neri F. Peters by their chil-
dren, 1,000 
THE BARNABAS DEVITT SCHOLARSHIP, founded in memory 
of Barnabas Devitt, of Philadelphia, under the will of his 
wife, Emma M. Devitt, 1,000 
THE ELSIE DEVITT SCHOLARSHIP, founded under the will 
of Emma M. Devitt, of Philadelphia, 1,000 
THE EMMA MAYBERRY DEVITT SCHOLARSHIP, founded 
under the will of Mrs. Emma M. Devitt, Philadelphia, 1,000 
THE MARY E . AND JAMES M. S. ISENBERG SCHOLARSHIP, 
founded by Paul H. Isenberg, '21, Lillian Isenberg Behney, 
'23, and Helen Isenberg Ballantyne, '24, in memory of their 
parents, 1,000 
THE SARAH J. LEIPHART SCHOLARSHIP, founded und er the 
will of Mrs. Sarah J . Leiphart, of York, Pa., 9,053 
THE GEORGE A . WALKER SCHOLARSH IPS, founded und er 
the will of George A . Walker, of Philadelphia, Pa., 10,000 
T EM PORARY SCH OLA RSH IPS 
The Jesse W. Roberts Scholarship, to the value of $200 
annually, has been established by Charles V. Robert, 1932, 
in memory of his father. Applicants must be graduates of the 
Sharon Hill (Pa.) High School. Application must be made to 
the Principal of the Sharon Hill High School. 
Temporary scholarships in the amount of $4,000 have 
been provided by the Board of Directors out of current income 
to be used in aiding students in financial need. These scholar-
ships will be available in 1937-38. They will be awarded only 
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to students of superior academic attainments and only In cases 
of unquestioned need. 
APPLICATIO T FOR SCHOLARSHIPS 
Scholarship application forms may be obtained from the 
Office of the Registrar. C andidates for scholarship assistance 
mu t complete and submit a scholarship application form and 
an application for admission form. The regul ar pre-matricula-
tion fee of $10 must accompany the application. In the event 
that a candidate fails to receive a scholarship 'award and, 
because of that fact, is un able to complete regi tration at 
U rsinus College, one-half of the pre-matricu lation fee will be 
refunded upon request. 
LOAN FUND 
A loan fund has been established through gifts of indi-
viduals and an appropriation by the Board of Directors, out 
of which loans a re made to upper-class students under a con-
tract providing definitely for their repayment. Application must 
be made to the Pre ident of the College, who is custodian of 
the Fund. 
BUREAU OF SELF-HELP 
This bureau, conducted under the management of officers 
of the College, provides opportunities in which students may 
meet part of their expenses by serving in working positions in 
the insti tution. These positions are standardized so as to 
represent an amount of work not likely to overtax the physical 
re ources of the student nor to intedere with hi tudies. Posi-
tions under the Bureau of Self-Help, however, always must be 
regarded as taking precedence over an) cArra-curriculum stu-
dent activitie. A stand ard po ition, a a waitership in the 
din ing room, yields compen ation amounting to one hundred 
and seventy-five dollar for the year. Abollt eighty po itions, 
repre enting varying amounts and type of work, are open to 
students. 
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MEDICAL SERVICE 
The regular fee paid by students entitles them to medical 
treatment without charge. The College Physician, who e aim 
is to maintain health as well as to treat disease, may be con-
sulted in his office on the campus during office hours, and he 
will regularly visit patients lodged (n the infirmaries or con-
fined to their rooms. The Resident Nurse is in charge of the 
infirmaries, cares for the sick under the direction of the 
Physician, attends to minor ills and injuries, and lends her aid 
in maintaining physical health and efficiency among the students 
of the College. 
Each student is given a physical examination on entering 
college, and is advised as to ways and means of maintaining 
health and fitness for work. 
TEACHER PLACEME T BUREAU 
Ursinus College, through its Department of Education, 
conducts a Teacher Placement Bureau for assisting members 
of the Senior Class prepared for certification to obtain teaching 
positions, and to aid graduates in service to obtain advancement 
in the profession. This Bureau cooperates with the Placement 
Service, Teacher Bureau, Department of Public Instruction, 
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania, and the Pennsylvania State Teacher 
Placement Association, of which Ursinus College is a member. 
All of these services are free. Communications should be 
addressed to Professor Eugene B. }Vlichael or Professor Jesse 
S. Heiges. 
BUILDINGS AND EQUIPMENT 
BUILDINGS 
BOMBERGER MEMORIAL HALL, named for J. H. A . 
Bomberger, President of U rsinus College, 1870-1890, is a 
large and imposing structure in the Romanesque style of archi-
tecture, built of Pennsylvania blue marble. This building is 
for the use of the departments of language and literature, the 
social sciences, history, philosophy, religion, public speaking, 
and music. In it are the chapel, twelve classrooms, six con-
ference rooms, a seminar room, two music studios, two day 
studies, and the offices of the Dean, the Registrar, the Treas-
urer, and the Director of Student Teaching and Placement. 
The erection of Bomberger Hall was made possible by the 
benefactions of the late Robert Patter on. The CLARK 
MEMORIAL ORGAN, the gift of Mrs. Charles Heber Clark of 
Conshohocken, Pa., occupies a position in the front of the 
chapel in Bomberger Hall. The organ i a memorial to the 
late Charles Heber Clark, LL.D. 
THE SCIENCE BUILDING, erected in 1931-32, is a fire-
proof structure, 186 feet in length and 96 feet in depth. The 
first floor and basement are devoted to work in psychology, edu-
cation, mathematics and physic, the second floor to biology, and 
the third floor to chemi try. The building contains the office of 
the President, thirteen teaching laboratories, two laboratories 
for research, nine professors' laboratories, three temperature 
rooms, a dark room, a balance room, two storage room, 
vivarium and aquarium, six supply and preparation rooms, a 
machinery room, workshop, electrical control room, elevator, 
incinerator, even cla room, a lecture hall with gallery and 
projection booth, a library and reading room, two rooms for 
stenographer, and nine locker rooms, cloak rooms, and lounges. 
The ALUMNI l\1E1IIORIAL LIBR,\RY is a building of Chc~t­
nut Hill stone in Colonial style and planned in accordance \\ ith 
the late t ideas of library admini tration. The space on the 
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mam floor is unb roken and provides one large hall surrounded 
by book shelves, and equipped for reading and study. In the 
wings adjoining are seminar rooms, workrooms, the office of 
the librarian, a faculty room, and a museum. In the space 
between the wings in the rear is a fireproof stack room planned 
for three tiers of stacks having a capacity of 60,000 volume. 
This building, erected by the alumni and non-graduate former 
students, is a tribute to their fellows who served their country 
in the World War and a memorial to those who gave their lives 
in the service. On the walls of a beautiful marble vestibule 
are appropriate inscriptions. 
THE THOMPSON-GAY GYMNASIUM, built in 1927, occu-
pies a convenient position adjoining P atterson Field. It is built 
of native brownstone, structural steel, and concrete. It contains 
a playing-floor, a gallery for spectators, locker rooms, shower 
rooms, coaches' offices, and storage rooms. At one end of the 
main fl oor is a completely equipped theatrical stage. Portable 
seating constitutes part of the equipment of the building. This 
building is a memorial to Robert W. Thompson, ' 12, and 
George H. Gay, '13, noted Ursinus athletes, both of whom 
died in their senior year in College. 
FREELAND HALL, the original building of Freeland 
Seminary, DERR HALL and STINE H ALL constitute a group of 
buildings for domestic purposes. The buildings are of stone 
having a light sand fini sh four stories in height with a fifth 
story of dormer rooms. On the two lower floors are the dining 
rooms, four in number, the kitchen, storage and refrigeration 
room, and the office of the dietitian. The upper floors are 
fitted up for the residence of men students. The rooms are of 
varying size, designed for one or two occupants, a number being 
arranged en suite. 
THE BRODBECK and CURTIS DORMITORIES FOR MEN 
are new buildings of exactly the same size and design. They 
are in English Colonial style and are built of Chestnut Hill 
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stone. Each building has four Aoors. The rooms are ~pacious, 
well-lighted, and easy of access by means of fireproof stairways. 
They bear the names of esteemed benefactors of the College, 
Andrew R. Brodbeck and Cyrus H. K. Curtis. 
SHREINER HALL, fronting on M ain Street and facing the 
College campus, is a residence hall for young women. This is a 
three-story brick building arranged for the accommodation of 
twenty-nine students. On the first Aoor are a reception room 
and the office of the Dean of Women. 
NEW HALL, next to Shreiner H all, is a residence hall 
for fourteen young women and a faculty family. 
TRINITY COTTAGE, familiarly known as South Hall, is a 
residence for young women located in Sixth Avenue, having 
eighteen rooms. This building, with the grounds on which it 
is located, represents a joint benefaction to the college by the 
late Henry M. Housekeeper, who was an elder in Trinity 
Reformed Church, Philadelphia, and the late Abram G. Grate r, 
who was an elder in Trinity Reformed Church, orri town, Pa. 
THE MAPLES, a three-story building located on Main 
Street, opposi te the east campus, a residence hall for women, has 
a capacity for thirty students. 
GLENWOOD, a building located near the historic site of the 
one-time P ennsylvania Female College, is lea ed by the College 
and used as additional residence quarters for young women 
student. 
LYN EWOOD and FIRCROFT are private reidcnce hall s for 
students located off campu but convenient to the College. 
CLA;\IER HALL, a hand orne gray tone mansion, standing 
in a large and attractively planted tract of land fronting on 
Main Street a short distance from the Campus, ha been lea,cd 
and fitted up as an additional residence for young women. 
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SPRANKLE HALL, on the east campus fronting Fifth 
Avenue, i a large re idence with porches and veranda, pro-
viding apartments for women students and officers of the 
in titution. 
SUPERHOUSE, a residence on Main Street opposite the 
college grounds bequeathed to the College by the late Henry W. 
Super, D .D., LL.D., Vice President and Professor of Mathe-
matics, 1870-1891, and Acting President, 1892-1893, and con-
stituting a fitting memorial of his long and valued services to 
the institution, the home of the Professor of French. 
HICHLAND HALL, a colonial house occupying a command-
ing site embracing ten acres of ground, located on Main Street 
about a ten minutes' walk west of the campus, is owned by the 
College and used for institutional purposes. 
THE ECER GATEWAY, a beautiful piece of work in Chest-
nut Hill and Indiana stone masonry and hand-wrought iron, 
was erected in 1925 by George P. Eger, of Reading, Penn-
sylvania, father of a member of the graduating class, in appre-
ciation of the work of the College. It constitutes the entrance 
to the avenue leading to Freeland Hall . 
THE COLLEGE LIBRARY 
The College Library contains about thi rty thousand 
volumes, selected mainly for the purpose of study, reference, 
and thoughtful reading. The Alumni Memorial Library 
Building is open every week-day from 8 a. m. to 6 p. m., and 
from 7 to 10 p. ffi.; on Sundays from 2 to 4 p. m. Each student 
is permitted to take out two volumes at a time. Special arrange-
ments have been made which enable students to obtain books 
from Philadelphia libraries. 
The reading room is supplied with foreign and American 
periodicals. The shelves contain several thousand volumes for 
ready reference, encyclopedias, dictionaries, and other books for 
particular use. 
LISTS OF STUDENTS 
Abbreviations are used to designate residence balls as follows: F. H., Free· 
land Hall; D. R., Derr Hall; S. H., Stine Hall; Sh. H., Shreiner Hall; T. C., 
Trinity Cottage; Mp .. The Maples; G., Glenwood; C. H., Clamer Hall; N. B., 
The New Hall; B. D., Brodbeck Dormitory; C. D., Curtis Dormitory; 944, 944 
Main Street; H . H., Highland Hall. 
THE MATHEMATICS GROUP 
HARRIET CATHERINE ADAMS . .... •. We7lonah, N. J ....... ...... Sh. H. 
Friend' Select School, Philadelph ia 
HARRY LAWRENCE ATKINSON . .... . Audubo1l, N. J .. . , ........... B. D. 
Audubon High School 
LILLIAN MARGARET BEDNER ....... . Woodbridge, N. J ....•.. . Fi rcroft 
Woodbridge High School 
BETTY LAFRANCE BICKHART ....... Philadelphia . ..... ...... .. Sh. H. 
Gratz High School 
VELMA NORMA BRAKER ..... , ..... . Upper Darby ........•....... 944 
Upper Darby High School 
LoRENA KNIGHT BRICK ........ .. .. Medford, N. J . .........•... C. H. 
Mt. Holly High School 
GLADYS DOUGLASS DAUGHERTY .... . Cape May C. n., N. J • • Lynnewood 
Middle Township High School 
RUTH ANNA DETWILER ........ . .. Collegeville ...•..... Collegeville 
Collegeville High School 
RAY FORREST DETWILER ......... . . Ra/ws .................... Rahns 
Schwenksville High School 
JOHN WILLIAM DEWIRE, JR .... .. Baltimore, Md . ............ H. H. 
Milton (Pa.) High School 
ALLEN SHOUDY DUNN, JR ......... Oaks ..................... .. D. H. 
Phoenixville High School 
ANABEL KERR GANSER ............ Norristow1l ........... .... Sh. H. 
orristown High School 
ROBERT MORRIS GOTTSCHALL ....... Norristow1l .......... ...... C. D. 
Perkiomen School 
ROBERT WESLEY HASSELL .......... Bridgeport ....... ... .. Bridgeport 
Bridgeport High School 
JANE DOWNING HICKS ....... ····· . Spring City, R. D .... . Spring City 
Spring ity Iligh chool 
KATHRYN INEZ KEELER ........... Norris/own ......•.... orristown 
orristown High chool 
ELIAS ALEXAI'DER LUCYK .......•. C/uslu ................ . F. II. 
Che ter High chool 
HUGH McLAUGHLIN, JR ........... Clul/rnham 
Pennington chool 
FRANK AMUEL MEADE, JR ....... .l.anJd~wnt •....•... 
Lansdowne High chool 
... B. D. 
.B.D. 
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THELMA JUNE MESSNER . . . .. ...... Reading . .. ..... .. . . . .. ..... Mp. 
Reading High Scbool 
E. GRACE MOORE .......... ... .... Potlsto'l.vn . .......• . .. .. Pottstown 
Pottstown H igb Scbool 
MARJORIE AnELE MORTIMER . . . .. .. Illlentow n ...... . .. . .. .. ... C. H. 
Allentown H igb Scbool 
VIRGINIA MAE NAGEL ..... . ...... . Boyertown . .... ... . . . •. .... .. G. 
Boyertown High Scbool 
JOHN JOSEPH PORAMBO ........... . Summit Hill . . . ...... . . ... . C. D. 
Summit Hill High School 
JEAN ELIZABETH ASHBRIDGE Ross . .. Clayton, N. J .. . .. ......... . Sb. H. 
Clayton High Scbool 
RUTH JANE ROTH ... . .. . ........ . Reading ......... .. ......... Mp. 
Reading High School 
RICHARD HOFF ROWLAND .. .. ...... Parkerford . ... . . .. .. . ...... D . H. 
Spring City High School 
BLANCHE BEATRICE SCHULTZ . . .... Collegeville .. .. .... . Collegeville 
Collegeville High Schoo l 
RUTH DORIS SEIDEL ... . . . ...... . .. Il lIentown . . ............ .. . C. H. 
Allentown High School 
THELMA ELIZABETH SHANER ... . ... Pottstown .... ... .. ..... ... . T. C. 
Pottstown High School 
DOROTHY LOUISE STRAUSS .. ... . . .. Wilmington, D el . ..... . ... . T. C. 
Wilmington High School 
HAROLD STANLEY WEIKEL . . .. . . ... Quakertown .... .. . . ... . ... H. H. 
Quakertown High School 
CHEMISTRY-BIOLOGY GROUP 
HAROLD MEREDITH ACKERMAN . . . . . Stowe .. . . ... ... .......... . C . D. 
Pottstown High School 
HENRY HARR ALDERFER ........... Lansdale . .... . ....... . ..... D. H . 
Lansdale High School 
JAMES PERSHING ARMSTRONG ..... . Kingston .. .... .. . .. ..... . . . B. D . 
Wyoming Seminary 
J AMES HENRY BAIRD .............. Collegeville . ......... Collegeville 
Pennington (1 . J. ) High School 
MARGARET LIDA BATDORF .. . ...... . Pottstown, R. D. . ...... Pott.town 
North Coventry High School 
PHYLLIS MAY BEERS ............. . llllentowll ... . . .. .. .. ... ... N. H. 
A ll entown High School 
EDWARD HENRY BENJAMIN, JR .. . . . Chester . .. . .... .. ....... .. H. H. 
Friends' Centra l School, Philadelphia 
HERBERT WILLIAM BOOTH ...... . .. Roul/e, N. J . . ............. . C. D . 
Virginia Military institute 
"VILLETT BRAND ......... . ...... . Philadelphia ............... B. D. 
Germantown High School 
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ALBE RT W. BUR KUS .............. No rri,town, R. D . ..... Norristown 
Norristown High School 
ORMAN THOMAS BURTON ........ . N e'tCl York, N. Y .. .. .. Collegevi lle 
Un iversity of Pennsy lvania 
ANTHONY CLEMENT CALABRESE ... . Norristo w n .......... Norristown 
Norristown High School 
DOROTHY H ARRIET CHAMBERS . .... . Il tlantic City, N. J .... . .... . C. H. 
Atlantic City High School 
LUCIA CITTA ..... ...... .. . .... .. Toms River, N. J . ... . .... Fircroft 
Toms River High School 
MORRIS BATES CLARK, JR .......... Haddonfield, N. J . ......•.. • C. D. 
M ercersburg Academy 
JEA N ROBERTSON CLAWSON ..... .. . Collegeville ......... Co ll egeville 
Collegeville High School 
HARRY COHEN ......... . .... ... .. Philadelphia ..... ..... Norristown 
West Philadelphia High School 
EDNA SPANGLER COPE . ...... . .•... Springfield ............ ... ... Mp. 
Springfield High chool (Delaware County) 
EVELYN SACKS CORNISH ....... .... Colle(Jeville . . ....... Co llegeville 
Collegeville High School 
ELIZABETH LOWRY CORNMAN .. .... 11 rdmore .. . ...... . . ... ... . . .. G. 
Lower M erion Senior High Schoo l 
GERAW GETTING CORRELL . . ..... . Pine Grove ............... . 0. H. 
Pine Grove High School 
MARGAR ET RUTH CROSSET . .. .. . .. . 1l11dllbon, N. J . ............... 944 
Audubon High School 
DOROTHY VIRGINIA CULLEN .. . . .. .. Litchfield, Minn. . .......... T. C. 
Schwenksville (Pa.) High School 
EDWARD ~' I LSON D AVIS ........... Noristown ... . ....... orristown 
orristown High chool 
MARY CATHERINE DIEFENDERFER .. . Slaiingion .. ........... . .... Mp. 
Slatington High School 
JAM ES HEPPENSTALL DIETZ ..... . . . Wrig/dsville ............... F. H. 
Wrightsville High School 
FRANKLIN EARNEST, Ill .. .. .. . .... Collings'Wood, N. J . . .. . ... .. C. D. 
Collingswood High School 
JOHN EDWARDS, JR .... . ........... Lansdale ................... C. D. 
Lansdale H igh School 
"VI LLIAM CROMWELL ELLENBOGEN .. Danville ................... B. D. 
Dan ville High School 
MANUEL ESTREICHER ............. Polistown ...... .. Polt~town 
Pott~town II igh chool 
LERoy KENNETH FISHER .......... Il' rsi Consho/wc krn ......... C. D. 
West on. hohocken I J igh chool 
RICHARD G \RDNPR FOlll. .. , 
Biglerville Hi gh chool 
. Bi(Jlrrvillr II . II . 
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ALLEN LUTHER FRITZ ............ Ballgor .. .. . . . . . .. ....... . . D. H . 
Bangor High chool 
RICHARD NORMAN FROHNER ....... Philadelphia . . . ..... .. ... . . C. D. 
Northeast High School 
ELIZABETH MATHILDE FROME ... . .. Doyiestow1I .......... Ly nnewood 
Doylestown High School 
FRANK JOSEPH FROSCH, JR . . •.• . .. • Philadelphia . . . . ......... . . C. D. 
St. Joseph' s Preparatory School 
HELEN CHASE GAGE ...... . .... .. . Bro11xville, N. Y ......... .. C. H. 
Bronxville High School 
IRVIN MAYO GERSON .............. Elki11s Park . . .......•... . .. C. D. 
Cheltenham High School 
DANIEL PAUL GITHENS, JR ........ Salem, R. D., N. J . . ... . .... . F. H. 
Salem High School 
LEON DETWILER GODSHALL ........ Colleg eville ......... Collegeville 
Catawba College 
VALERIE HADDEN GREEN .......... Brooklaw1I, N. J . . .... ... .. Sh. H. 
Gloucester City High School 
WILLIAM HOWARD GUSHARD ... .... Prospect Park ..... . ....... . S. H. 
Prospect Park High School 
ELEANOR MARY HALLMAN ... . .... Norristown, R. D ..... . Norristown 
Norristown High School 
EDITH AMINA HANSEN .......... .. Fishers Isla11d, N. Y .... .... . . . G. 
Fishers Island High School 
JOSEPH HARRISON, JR .............. Norristow7l .... . .. ... . ... . . C. D. 
Franklin and Marshall Academy 
ATfso HASHIZUME ............... f/ e1l11l0r, N. J ..... . ......... D. H . 
Atlantic City High School 
TERU HAYASHI . ........ . ... .. . .. 11 tla1ltic Cily, N. J ... . ...... H. H. 
Atlantic City High School 
IVAN HESS ....................... Royersford .. . .... . ... Royersford 
Collegeville High School 
ROBERTA M. HIGH .. . ....... . . . ... Perkasie . .......... ... Lynnewood 
Sellersville-Perkasie High School 
HARRY EUGENE HILE, JR .......... Gloll cester, N. J . ... . ... .. .. D. H. 
Gloucester High School 
GEORGE HALLMAN HOPKINS ....... M01l1 Clare . . ........ Mont Clare 
Phoenixville High School 
PHILIP MUSSER lREY, JR ........... Da1lville . .... . .. .... . . . ... . F. II. 
Danville High School 
FELIX E. KARPINSKI, JR ..... . . . ... Philadelphia ........ . . ..... C. D. 
Northeast High School 
DANIEL WILKINS KIRKPATRICK ..... COllshohocke1l . .. . . . ....... . B. D. 
Conshohocken High chool 
RICHARD WOODWORTH KNIGHT .... . Ridley Park ...... . . . •.... . C. D . 
Murphy High School, Mobile, Ala. 
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MARTIN M. KOHN . ..... . .... . ... Norristown .. ... .. . . .. Norristown 
Norristown High School 
MARION KOTKO .. . ..... . ..... .. .. Freehold, N. J .......... . . Fircroft 
Freehold High School 
EARL SHAFFER KRICK ....... .. . .. . Reading . .. .......... . . .... C. D. 
Mercersburg Academy 
SAMUEL EDWIN KURTZ ...... . ... . Sanatoga ...... ...... ... Sanatoga 
Pot tstown H igh School 
ROBERT HAROLD LANDIS ..... . .. ... Wyncote ..........•... .. . .. B. D. 
Cheltenham High School 
ELMER CLIFFORD LAUDENSLAGER ... . Dublin .. . ............... . .. B. D. 
Hatfield High School 
ROBERT LESTER LERCH .. . .. . ..... . Bath ... ................. .. F. H. 
Nazareth High School 
EDMUND CURTIS LEUALLEN ........ Cape 111ay Court House, N. J . . B. D. 
Middle Township High School 
ALEXANDER LEWIS . . .. .. ... . ..• . •• Danville, R. D . ...•......... B. D. 
Danville High School 
ELMER WILLIAM LEYRER, JR ...... . Philadelphia .. ....•. ....... S. H. 
Pennsylvania Military College 
FRANK A. LIPPI, JR ... . ........... Philadelphia ......... .... .. C. D. 
Northeast High School 
JOSEPH LoBBY . . ................ . Soltth Plainfield, N. J ........ S. H. 
North Plainfield High School 
WILLIAM SAMUEL LONG . ........ . New York, N. Y ........... . D. H. 
Albright College 
MARY ALICE LORD ............. ·· GICTIside ....... .. . . ........ . . G. 
Abington High School 
JAMES CHALMERS LYONS, JR ....... Ridley Park ............... . C. D. 
Ridley Park High School 
JOHN WARREN MANNING .......... Philadelphia .. ... . ........ . C. D. 
Overbrook High School 
JOHN DUDLEY McALLISTER . ..... . Audubon, N. J ............. . F. H. 
Audubon High School 
ROBERT HYATT MCCONNELL ....... Elmhurst, Del . ............. S. H. 
Henry C. Conrad High chool 
GEORGE M EKLOS ................. Phoenixville ............... C. D. 
Wyoming Seminary 
GEORGE EDWARD MILLER ......... . Souderton ... •.. .....•••.... F. II. 
Souderton High School 
FRANKLIN ELWOOD MORRIS ....... . Phot'ltixvill~ .B. D. 
PhoeniX\'ille High chool 
CHRISTIAN ELWOOD MOSER ........ . Spring City. . • . . .. . ... ... C. D. 
Spring City High School 
GRACE REBECCA NACHOD .......... Wyn{ot~ ............. Collegeville 
Cheltenham High School 
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ROBERT H. NULL .....••...... .... Philadelphia ............... S. H . 
Central High School 
ELLWOOD SPENCER PAiSLEy . . .••••• Philadelphia .. . ....... ..... C. D. 
ortheast High School 
JENNIE PALILONIS ......••......•. Swedesboro, R. D., N. J .... . Sh. H. 
Paulsboro High School 
DOROTHY HAVILAND PATT ....... . . W cst Leesport ....... Collegeville 
Reading High School 
THEODORE RAYMOND PETER ........ Glenside ... . . . . . .......... D. H. 
Abington High School 
ELWOOD JONATHAN R EBER . .... ... . Mohrsville ................. B. D . 
Perry Township High School 
LOLA STUART REED ............... Sell ersville ....... . ........ T. C. 
Sellersville-Perkasie High School 
HAROLD RONALD REINMILLER ...... Ha zleton ........•.... orr istown 
Hazleton High School 
JOHN HARVEY REX, JR ...... ...... Norristown ........... orristown 
Norristown High School 
NAOMI AGNES RiCHTER .. ... ... ... South Ardmore ...... . ........ G. 
Haverford High Schoo l 
WILLIAM GERALD RIDGWAy .... .. . Bridgeton, N . J . ... . ........ F. H. 
Bridgeton High School 
ROBERT BLAIR RONAN ......... .. .. Bridgeport ........... Bridgeport 
Bridgeport High School 
JAM ES Russo ................... . Norristow n ........... Norristown 
Norristown High School 
DOUGLAS TRUMAN SCHRACK ....... Norristown ........... o rri stown 
Valley Forge Military Academy 
KENNETH HUNTING SEAGRAVE ...... Wellesley, Mass. . ...... . ... S. H . 
American University 
MYRA SHLANTA ................ . Philadelphia .............. Sp. H . 
Elizabethtown College 
ANNA JOSEPHINE SKIRVING ........ Philadelphia ....... .... ... Sh. H . 
University of Pennsyl vania 
HOWARD BRADLEY SMITH •••• . ••••• Glenside ................... B.D. 
Abington High School 
WINFIELD SCOTT SMITH, 3RD ... . ... Philadelphia ............... C. D. 
Olney High School 
ETHEL JANET SNyDER ............ . North If/ales ...... . North Wal es 
College of William and Mary 
LUKE MATTHEW SNyDER .......... Leesport ................... C. D . 
Ontelaunee Vocational School 
WILLARD MONROE SNyDER . ....... . Lehighton, R. D ............ . D. D. 
Lehighton High School 
SARA ROLLISON SOWER ............. Spring City .......... . Spring City 
Spring City High School 
100 U [sinus College 
JOSEPH WILLIAM SPADOLA, JR ...... MorristowlI, N. 1 ............ C. D. 
Drew U niver ity 
SARAH JEAN STAUFFER ............ Northumberland ........... N. H. 
orthumberland High School 
ACQUILLA ELISSA STETTENBENZ ..... Snyder, N. Y. . ............ Sh. H . 
Amherst Central High School 
ROBERT EXCEL STEWARD ..... .. .. .. Hillside, N. 1 ............ . .. B. D . 
Hillside High School 
JOYCE TILLMA N STUDENMUND .. ... Philadelphia ......... Collegeville 
Gratz High School 
JOHN OTTO TAXIS . . .... . ......... Huutingdon Valley . .. . .... . B. D. 
Pennington School 
FRED GEORGE TODT, JR ........... . Iludubon, N. 1 ....... Collegevi lle 
Audubon High School 
ELSIE ELIZABETH TOLBERT ........ M erehan/ville, N. 1 ....... Fircroft 
Merchantville High School 
WILLIAM Fox TOMLINSON ......... Salem, N. 1 . ......... ....... F. H. 
Salem High School 
IRVIN TOREN .................... . Philadelphia ............... C. D. 
Frankford High School 
FRANK JOSEPH TORNETTA .... ... . . Norris/own ........... Norristown 
Norri town High chool 
JANET SCHOENEWOLF TOWLES . . ... . 1l1ien/owll ................. .. 9++ 
Allentown High chool 
JOHN GEORGE 'VALICHUCK .. . ... .. Leip erville ............... . . C. D. 
Ridley Park High School 
PAULINE MARION WALTERS ........ Trappe .................. Trappe 
Collegeville High School 
WARREN WILLIAM WALTERS, JR ... Trappe ......... ...... ... Trappe 
Collegeville High chool 
JAMES GIBSON WATSO N ........... Norris/owll ........... Norristown 
orristown High chool 
ROBERT JOHN WElDENIIAMMER ..... Readillg ................... D. II. 
Reading High chool 
THEODORE FREDERICK 'VEILAND, JR . . PhoCllixville ............ B. D. 
Phoenix\· ille High chool 
MARY LUCILE Vi'ILSON . .......... . Richboro ............ .. 9+1-
George School 
CLEMENS VICTOR WITKOWSKI. .. ... PI,iladriphia ............ II . 
Central High School 
H. JOHN \VITMA~, JR ............. Fruhold, N. J. .. ......... F. 1I . 
Freehold High chool 
ROBERT "'ORTHI~G . ..... ...... 11 rrrick, ,\. Y. . . F. II. 
Baldwin High ~chool 
JOHN \VOZNIAK ................ · . McKuJport .. B. V. 
McKeesport High School 
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MORRIS LEROY YODER, JR .. ... .. ... Glen Oldet! ... .......... . . . S. H. 
Glen- or High School 
HARRY WALTER ZOLLo ...... ..... . Riverside, N. 1. . ........... D. H. 
Riverside High School 
ALBERT JOHN ZVARICK ... .. . . ..... Collegeville . ......... Collegeville 
Collegeville High School 
HISTORY-SOCIAL SCIE CE GROUP 
DOROTHY BRUMBACH ADAMS ....... Esterly ............... .. ... N. I-I. 
R eading High School 
HE LEN BRUMBACH ADAMS .. . . .. ... Esterly .. .......... . ....... N. H. 
Reading High School 
ELIZABETH EVENS BALLINGER ..... . Collingswood, N. 1 . . ....... Sh. H. 
Collingswood High School 
RUSSELL B. BARBOUR .......... .... Philadelphia . . ............ . F. H . 
Georgetown College 
ICHOLAS THOMAS BARRy .... .... . lImbler ................... H. H. 
Ambler High School 
ALFRED CLINTON BARTHOLOMEW ... Wom elsdorf . . ... ...... .. . .. F. H. 
Catasauqua High School 
LILLIAN SUZANNE BAXTER ........ . 1Iaddonfield, N. 1 .......... . C. H. 
Haddonfield High School 
ROBERT SOLOMON BEAR, JR ....... . lIamburg .. ................. D. H. 
Hamburg High School 
ELIZABETH AUDERA BE NSCOTER ... . East Mauch Chunk ........ .. . G. 
East Mauch Chunk High School 
MARY BELLE BILLETT ............. Schwenksville ...... Schwenksville 
Collegeville High School 
KENNETH ERNST BISHOP .......... York ......... . ....... . . ... B. D. 
University of Virginia 
CHARLES BLUM ........... ...... . New York, N . Y ............ . H. H. 
Benjamin Franklin High School 
JOHN JUSTUS BODLEy ............. Doyles/owll . ................ B . D. 
Doylestown High School 
CHARLES THEODORE BONOS, JR ..... Eastoll ..................... B. D. 
Easton High School 
DOROTHY Lucy BRIGGS ............ Call1den, N. 1 ............... C. H. 
Camden High School 
ELI BROIDY .................... . f/inela11d, N. 1 ....... ... .. S. H. 
Vineland High School 
WILLIAM BROOKS ......... . ....... Philadelphia ..... . ........ C. D. 
Overbrook High School 
HELENE MARJORIE BROSZ ......... Collegeville, R.DooColl egevi ll e, R.D. 
Collegeville High School 
ROBERTA JONATHANNA ByRON ...... Elkills Park ...... .... ...... C. H. 
Cheltenham High School 
102 U [sinus College 
WALTER RUSSELL CHALK .......... Philadelphia .............. D. H. 
Gratz High School 
DORIS REBECCA CHEW ............. Bridgeton, N. J. . ... .. Lynnewood 
Bridgeton High School 
LA URA KATHRYN COLLOM . . ... .. . . Port Richmond, S. I., N. Y .. .. T. C. 
Curtis High School 
JOHN B. CONNOR ................ . N. Wildwood, N. J ........ . . D . H . 
Wildwood High School 
PAUL SPENCE CRAIGIE . . . .. ... . ... Philadelphia . ...... . .... .... C. D . 
Central High School 
EDWARD DILLWYN DARLINGTON .... Doylestown ....... ..... .. .. H. H . 
Doylestown High School 
HARRY CARLTON DAVIS ........... Hon ey Brook ...... ..... , ... D. H. 
Honey Brook High School 
JAMES DOUGLAS DAVIS . .. ........ . Pottstown .................. F. H. 
Pottstown High School 
KENNETH EUGENE DEARDORFF ..... York ...................... F. l1 . 
William Penn Senior High School 
RICHARD PRICE DElTZLER ....... . .. LebaT/on .... .............. . C. D. 
Lebanon High School 
MABEL BEARNE DITTER ....... . ..• . lImbler ...... .... ....•... .... G. 
Ambler High School 
FREDERICK WILLIAM DITZEL ... . . . llazleton ................. . D. H. 
Hazleton High School 
NELSON CUTHBERT DOLAND, JR ..• •. Boolltoll, N. J . .... ..... ...•. C. D. 
Boonton High School 
JOSEPH GLEDHILL DUBUQUE . ..... . Norris/own ..... . . .. .. orristown 
Norristown High chool 
HAROLD FURMAN EDWARDS ........ Iv yland .................... B. D. 
Richboro High School 
RODLEY WILLIAM EHRET .......... Belir/chern ........... ..... . 0.11. 
Bethlehem High School 
EDWARD EMMERS, III .. . .. . ....... Royersford .. .......... Royersford 
Staunton Military Acad emy 
HARRY ERWIN ................. .. DlJylrs/own ................ II. II. 
Buckingham IIigh School 
STANTON WEINER FELT ........... Norris/own ........... Norristown 
Norristown High chool 
XENIL RAY FELTON ............... Col/rgfvil/r, R.D .. Collegeville,R.D. 
Collegeville Hig h School 
HilDA ELIZABETH FPRREE ........ . R~d Lion .......... . Collegeville 
Red Lion High chool 
DORIS HEWES GALLAGHER . ........ Rid/~y Park ....... . .. ... Fircroft 
Ridley Park High School 
VERNON DELoNG GROFF .....•... . SouJ"loll ........ 11. II . 
Souderton High School 
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WILLIAM JONATHAN GROVE . . •...• . Pe1lIlSbllrg ....... . .... .. ... C. D . 
Pennsburg High School 
PAUL IVINS GUEST ... . . ......... . Erllon, N . J . . . ............ . H. H. 
Palmyra High School 
MARGARET THORN HAAS . ...•...... M edford, N. J . .. .......... .. Mp. 
Mount Holly High School 
PAUL PHILIP HAAS ......... .. .. .. Orefield, R. D . .. ........ ... D. H . 
South Whitehall High School 
C ATHERINE EMMALINE HAH N ... . . Balh . . ...... . ............ .. . 944 
Nazareth High School 
ERNEST BAKER HAMPTON ........ . Avon-by-the-Sea, N. J .. .... . B. D. 
Massanutten Academy 
RITA ELLEN HARLEy . . . . .••.•.. . . East Greenville. Superhouse Annex 
East Greenville High School 
RENEE SEIP HARPER .. .. ........ .. . Na zareth ..... .. . ....... .... . . G. 
Nazareth High School 
DAVID SAMUEL HARTM AN . . ... ... . Ph oenixville .... .... ....... D. H. 
Phoenixville High School 
Roy HARRY HEyEN .............. . Glenside ........... ...... ... B. D. 
Cheltenham High School 
MARY ELLEN HILLEGASS . . ........ Souderton ..... Superhouse Annex 
Souderton High School 
JOHN RICHARD HORSFALL . . . ..... . . Swed e/and ............ Swedeland 
Upper Merion High School 
DOROTHY NAOMI HUTT ... . .•.. ..• Upper Darby ..... ... . Lynnewood 
Upper Darby High School 
WILLIAM IRWiN .. ...... .•• •• ••• • Philadelphia . . .. . ......... H. H. 
Olney High School 
ALBERT GEORGE KAPLAN .... . . . .. . Egg Harb or, N. J . ......... . C. D. 
Egg Harbor High School 
ROBERT ERNEST KEEHN, JR ..... ... Philadelphia ....... .. ...... B. D. 
Brown Preparatory School 
NORMAN SAMUEL KINDT .• .•.... .• Red Hill .............. . Red Hill 
East Greenville High Schoo l 
HILDA BERTHA KITZMAN ......... . Scranton .................. Sh. H . 
Central High School 
EDWARD KARL KNETTLER ......... . Philadelphia ........... . .. H. H. 
Central High Schoo l 
WILMER EARL KNIGHT, JR ........ . Sanatoga ....... . ..... . Sanatoga 
Pottstown High School 
JOHN MICHAEL KNOLL, JR ........ . Montgomeryville ......... .. . C. D. 
Lansdale High School 
HENRY HAROLD KRIGER ..... . .. .. . Norristow n .. . . . . . . . . Norristown 
Norristown High School 
SAMUEL SECHRIST LAUCKS ......... Dallastowll ................ B. D . 
Red Lion IIigh School 
104 U [sinus College 
ROLLIN MANLEY LAWRENCE ....... Quakertowll, R. D .......... . F. H. 
Quakertown High School 
HANNAH ISABELLA LEISSE ......... Pottsville ... ..... ..... Lynnewood 
Pottsville High School 
VIRGINIA A GELA LINDSAy ....... . New York, N. Y ............ .. 944 
Textile High School 
GERALDINE MAE LONG .......... .. Pottstown .............. Pottstown 
Pottstown High School 
RUTH LOUISE LUDWIG ............ Philadelphia ................ 944 
West Philadelphia High School 
HOWARD WILBUR MARSH ......... Morrisville .. ........... ... H. H. 
Robert Morris High School 
W ALTER FERNLEY MCCURDY ....... Pottstown ........ ...... Pottstown 
Pottstown High School 
R ALPH BINGHAM MEISENHELDER, II. York ...................... S. H. 
William Penn Senior High School 
FLORENCE DOROTHY MENNIES ..... . f/ineialld, N. J .............. . C. H . 
Vineland High School 
JOSEPH DOUGLAS MERTZ .......... Orefield ................... B. D. 
South Whitehall High chool 
AARON RALPH MILLER ......... .. . Pille Grove ............... . C. D. 
Pine Grove High School 
CHARLES VIRGIL MILLER .......... York ...............•..... H. H. 
Red Lion High chool 
HOWLETT MOyER ................ . lludubol1, N. J ........ ... ... . B. D. 
Audubon High School 
ERNEST PAUL MULLER, JR ......... Brooklyn, N. Y ............. . D. H. 
Pennington School 
RUTH FLORENCE OBLE ......... .. [lollis , N. Y .............. .. Sp. H. 
Jamaica High School 
AARON HENRY OTTO ........... .. /l egins ..................... B. D. 
Hegins Township High School 
LEO WILLIAM PADDEN ...........• Kingslrl1l .................. B. D. 
Kingston High School 
JANE KENDRICK PAKENH,IM ...... . lIol/is, N. Y ................ p.IJ. 
Jamaica High School 
ELIZABETH JANE POLDIG .......... Philadelphia 
American UniversiIY 
h. II. 
WILLIAM MURPHY POWER ........ . iJoylrslo'Wn ............... B. D. 
Doylestown High chool 
JOHN FRI"'KII'" RIUflAY ER, )R .. ~. York ..............•...... 1". II. 
~Tilliam Penn entor J IIgh chool 
MARY TROCK ROBBl"S .......... Bndqrl {Jn. X. J ............. p. II. 
Bridgeton II igh chool 
ALBERT CLARENCE ROBIl':SOl': ..... . lIullrr 
Butler High chool 
........... 11.11. 
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BETTY SCHIMPF ................. . IlIdial/ap olis, Iud . ... .. .. .... Mp. 
Jenkintown (Pa.) High School 
MARY LORRAINE ElBERT ...•... .. . Jl1i1lersville ................... G. 
Branch Township High chao I 
VIRGINIA MARY SHIRTZ ........... Drexel Hill ...... . ........ p. H . 
Upper Darby High choo l 
DOROTHY KI NSEY SHISLER ......... La1lsdale ...... Superhou se Annex 
Lansdale High School 
RUTH SHOEMAKER ..... . . . . . .... . H empstead, L. I. , N. Y ... ... . T. C. 
Hempstead High School 
VVILLIAM ROBERT SHUSTER ........ Elki1lS Park ............... . B. D . 
Cheltenham High School 
HELEN LOUISE SKILLING . ...... . .. . Swarthmore ............... C. H . 
Friends' Centra I School 
CHARLES KENNETH SNYDER ........ BrooklY1l, N. Y . ... . ........ D. H. 
Pennington School 
Roy CLARK SNyDER ............ .. Bethleh em .... .. ........... F. H. 
Bethlehem High School 
WILLIAM DAVID SNYDER ... ... .. . .. Red Lio1l .. . .... .. . ......... B. D. 
Red Lion High School 
MURIEL LEONA SOLOMON .......... Stat en Isial/d, N. Y ...... . Fircroft 
Notre Dame Academy 
DOROTHY ANNAMAE THOMAS ...... Malvem, R. D .... .......... . H. 
Treddyffrin-Easttown High School 
JOHN GEORGE TOMLINSON ... ...• • . Philadelphia ............... B. D. 
Germantown H igh School 
NAT T. TOULON, 3RD . . ... . ... . ... Merchalltville, N . J .. ....... . B. D. 
Haddonfield High School 
WILLIAM ELLIOTT TOWSEY, JR ...• . Port Royal ................ . B. D. 
Port Royal High School 
MILDRED ANNA TRACy ........... . New York, N. Y ............ 1 . H. 
Newtown High School 
VICTOR DANIEL SHIRER TROXELL .. . Swarthmore .......... ..... S. H. 
Swarthmore High School 
ANGELO JOSEPH VACCARO ...... ... . Steubellville, Ohio .......... B. D . 
Newton Academy 
THOMAS AIKEN VANTRIES .. . ..... Germalltowll .. . ............ C. D. 
Perkiomen School 
CHARLES C. WALLICK, J R ........ . Red Lio1l ................... F. H. 
Red Lion High School 
VVILLIAM ENGELS WIMER ......... Philadelphia .... .. ......... D. H. 
Germantown High School 
PAUl. LANDIS WiSE ............... Philadelphia ... . ........... B. D. 
Overbrook High School 
ELI FRY WISMER, JR .... ......... . POIIS/ OWIl, R. D ... P ott stown, R . D. 
Pottstown High chool 
106 U rsinus College 
FRANK ARCTURUS WOOD, JR ..... . . Conshohockm . ....•........ B. D. 
Conshohocken High School 
RICHARD ALLAN YAHRAES ...... .. . Easton ....... ....... ....... B. D. 
Easton High School 
WILLIAM LLOYD YEOMANS ..•••.••• West Collingswood, N. J . ... D. H. 
Collingswood High School 
WILLIAM SYKES YOH ...... ••. .... Milton . .. ..... ... ...... .... F. H. 
Mt. Hermon School, Mt. Hermon, Mass. 
MATTHEW RALPH ZESKI. ......... Little Falls, N. Y ........... D. H. 
Little Falls High School 
JOHN WARREN ZIEGLER .......••.. T ean eck, N. J ..........•..• . B. D. 
Teaneck High School 
THE ENGLISH GROUP 
MAR NA JANE ALLEN ......... ..... Tamaqua ............... .. .. Mp. 
Tamaqua High School 
M ARK DAVIDSON ALSPACH ......... Lancaster ...... . ...... .... B. D. 
Lancaster High School 
KATHRYN MARY ATKINSON ..... ... Short Hills, N. J ......... . .. C. H. 
Millburn High School 
UTAHN A BASOW .. . ..... . •...•. .. . Bryn Mawr . . ...... . . Lynnewood 
Haverford High School 
MARION EDITH BEAMENSDERFER . ... York ........................ 944 
William Penn Senior High School 
MARJORIE WILMA BELL ........... A lIe1ltow 1l ............ Lyneewood 
South Whitehall High School 
ROSALIND GERTRUDE BENJAMIN ... . New York, N. Y ........... . N. H. 
Julia Richman High School 
RUTH R. BETHMANN ............ . Royers ford .............. Fircroft 
Royer ford High chool 
MILDRED RUTH BOyER ......... . • • Norristowll .......... . . ..... T. C. 
Norristown High School 
MURIEL ELVA BRANDT ...... ..•••. Philadelphia ................ Mp. 
Gratz High School 
LESTER CALVIN BROWN ............ Freehold, R. D., N. J . ........ C. D. 
Freehold High School 
SARA LoUISE BRUBAKER .......... . CleoTta .. .. .. . . ... ... . . . .... II. 
Annville High School 
MARY HUNTER CLARK .... . ...... . Philadelphia .. . .......... Sh. II. 
Olney High chool 
KENNETH LAMAR CLOUSE ........ . R~adillg .. . 
Reading High chool 
DOROTHEA DIEBOLD DEI~I NCER .... Glmoldm 
Glen- or High School 
ELIZABETH SHAW DEITZ .... . . . ... Philadelpllla 
Mount Saint Joseph College 
. .. D. II. 
.. Sp. II . 
•• .••. II . 
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MARJORIE LEE DRESSNER . .. .. . . .. . So. Ozone Park, L . I., N. Y .. Fircroft 
John Adams High Schoo l 
JEAN ROBERT EHLERS ... .. ... .. ... Springfield ..... . ...... ..... F. H . 
Springfie ld High Schoo l 
MARTHA JANE EVANS ... . ... . . . .. • Bridgeport .......... . . Bridgeport 
Upper Merion High School 
RICHARD BUCK EVANS .... . . ... . . . Barto, R. D . ... . ........... D . H. 
Cheltenham High Schoo l 
BARTHA JUANITA FELTMAN . •. .• •. . Wyn cote .. ............. .. ... Mp. 
Cheltenham High School 
BERNICE ELEANOR FISH ........ . . . Pe7l11S Grove, N . 1 ... . ... . . . . .. 944 
Oberlin College 
EDWARD LIVINGSTONE FRENCH ... . . . Norristown . ... . . .. . . . Norristown 
Norristown High School 
ELIZABETH FUNK ................. Phoenixvill e, R. D . . . . ..... Sh. H. 
Phoenixville High School 
MILDRED EVELYN GEBHARD ..... ..• Wom elsdorf . . ...... ......... . G. 
Womelsdorf High School 
LOIS ELIZABETH GEYWITZ .......•. Trenton, N. 1 ...... . ....... . .. G. 
Hamilton High School 
RUTH EMMA GRAUERT ...... . ..... Wood Ridge, N. 1 .. .... .. . . C. H. 
Centenary Collegiate Institute 
ROBERT EDWIN GROSS ... . .... .... . R eading .. ........ . ........ S. H. 
West Virginia University 
VERA GERTRUDE HARLEy .. .. ..... . East Greellville . . . ........ Sh . H . 
East Greenville High School 
NANCY LOUISE HARMAN ... .. . . .. .. Hazleton . . . . .. .. .. ..... . . . . T . C. 
Hazleton High School 
GEORGINE BATCHELDER HAUGHTON . N orristow n, R .D .. N o rri s tow l), R.D. 
Norristown High Schoo l 
EDNA ELIZABETH HESKETH . ..... .. Linwood . . ...........•...... 944 
Eddystone High Schoo l 
KATHRYN MARIE HEss ..... ... ... . A kr oll ... . ............ . ... Sp . H . 
Ephrata High School 
ALBERT MEREDITH HILL ... .... .. . . Norristow n ......... .. N o rri stown 
Norristown High Schoo l 
EDITH MARY HOUCK ............. • Reading . ...... . ......... . . . Mp. 
Reading High School 
EVELYN MANUEL HUBER .. .... .... M erehantv ille, N .. J . . . Coll egeville 
Merchantville High School 
MURIEL ANNA HUGHES .. .. . . .... . N ew Y ork, N. Y ......... . F irc roft 
George Washington Hig h Schoo l 
ESTHER ABBY HYDREN ..... . ...... Pittsfield, M ass. . . . . ....... Sh. H. 
Sea Pines School 
MARION KATHRYN KERSHNER .. .... N orristowll ........... orr is town 
Norri stown High Schoo l 
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ESTELLA MAE KLEIN ..... . .... . . . Riverside, N. J ..... .. ...... T. C. 
Riv erside High School 
RUTH ESTELLA KRAMER ........... Colli1lgswood, N. J .... Lynnewood 
Collingswood High School 
ESTHER ROSE KUMJAN ....... .... . Upper Darby . . ....... Evansburg 
Upper Darby High School 
CAROLINE ELIZABETH LARK ....... Shamoki1l . .. . .. . . ... . Lynnewood 
Shamokin High School 
RUTH FILlA LEONE ................ West New York, N. J . .. . ....... G 
Emerson High School, Union City 
MARYLOUISE LONG ............... Readi1lg .. . .. ..... . . ......... Mp. 
Reading High School 
LEE LURTY ................. . ..... Philadelphia .. .. ........... H. H. 
Northeast High School 
GWENDOLYN MACMURRAY .... . ... Chelte1lham .... .. ..... ....... G. 
Cheltenham High School 
MIRIAM ELISABETH MAEDER ..... .. Philadelphia .. . .... .. . ...... Mp. 
Gratz High School 
MARIE THELMA MATTiS ........ . . Spring City .. . . .... .. . Spring City 
Spring City High School 
MARGARET LOUISE MOSER ......... Collillgswood, N. J .......... Mp. 
Collingswood High School 
THELMA ROMAI E AUGLE .. . .... . Shippellsburg ..... . .. .. . .... 944 
Shippen burg State Teachers College 
DOROTHY JEAN NEWHARD .. . .... . . Alie1ltow 1l .. .... . .. .. Collegeville 
South vVhitehall High chool 
ROBERTA EDNA OSTROSKE ...... ... . Cape May, N. J . . .... . .. ... Sh. H. 
Cape May High chool 
ROBERT BOWMAN NORM,\ND PECK . . I' cutuor City, N . J . . ....... . . D. If. 
American chool of Pa ris, Pa ri s, France 
DOROTHY JEANNE PEOPLES ......... Royersford ....... '" . Royersford 
Royersford High chool 
AUDREY ANNA POLEy ............. Trappe ..... . . ........ .. Trappe 
Collegeville High chool 
CAROLINE BAILEY RHOADS .... .. . . . N orris/ow1l ...... . ...... . T. C. 
Norristown High chool 
ALICE RICHARD . ... . ... .. .. ..... Lrhightoll , R. D . . . . ....... 9# 
Lehighton II igh School 
SHIRLEY LoUISE ROBERTS .. . .. ... .. ,II arysv illr . .......• ..T.C. 
Marysville High chool 
KATHRYN ELIZABETH ROOT ... .. OC1lvrr ... Fircroft 
Denver High School 
SPESCER FREDERICK Rus KI.E . . . . .. York .. F. II. 
William Penn enior lIigh chao I 
'V ALTER ARTHUR Ru:-; KI.P. . .. . . . . Y ork F.II . 
\Villiam Penn Senior lIigh c1",,,1 
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SARAH ELIZABETH SADLER .. . . ... . . Sonth /lrdm ore ...... .. ... . Sh. H. 
Haverford Township Hi g h School 
MILDRED MAE SATTAZAHN ......... Pine Grove . .. . . .......... . .. G . 
Pine Grove High School 
DORIS MARIE SCHADEWALD ........ Upp er Darby ... . . . .. Collegeville 
Upper Darby High Schoo l 
IDAMAY SCOTT ... . ....... .... .. . R eading .... ..... . .. . .. . . . . . Mp. 
Reading High School 
ELIZABETH MARY SEIDLE ... . .. . ... L ehightoll ... ....... . ....... T. C. 
Lehighton High School 
MARJORIE GENEVIEVE SHAFFER ... . Roaring Spring . ..... . . .... T . C. 
Roaring Spring High School 
MARIE ELIZABETH SiMON ........ . Palm . .. .. ...... .. . .. . ..... Palm 
East Greenville High School 
MARION ELIZABETH SiMPSON ..... . Easton . . . .. .. . .. .... . .. . .. .. Mp. 
Easton High School 
ADELAIDE KEMBLE SLADE . . ....... Millville, N . J . ....... . Lynnewood 
Millville Memorial High School 
HELEN IDA SMITH ..... . ......... Reading ...... . . . ......... .. Mp. 
Mt. Penn High School 
PAUL BRENNER SNEAD .. .. ....... . Lan caster ... .. . .. .. ... ... . . B. D. 
Lancaster High School 
BEN ETTA WARREN SNiVELy . . .... . . Philadelphia .... . . . . ......... G . 
West Philadelphia High School 
MIRIAM MARIE STARR ...... .. .... Wem ersvill e ....... .. ... Fircroft 
Wernersville H igh School 
MARY HELEN STOUDT ... . ......... Leesport . . . .. .. . ... .. ..... . T. C. 
Ontelaunee Vocational School 
BERN ICE ELIZABETH STOVER ....... Pho enixville ... . . .. ... ... . .. T. C. 
Phoenixville High School 
ADINE ELAINE STURGES ... . . .. . . . Duan eslJllrgh, N. Y .. ..••. .. . T. C. 
Saint Faith' s School , Saratoga Springs 
FRANCES HELEN THIEROLF ......... Gle7lside .. ... . . . . . . .. .. ... . T . C. 
Abington High School 
ELIZABETH LUCILE TROUT ...... . .. Pottstow n . .. . ... .. .. . ..... . T . C. 
Pottstown High School 
ELIZABETH VIRGINIA USINGER ... . .. Pitman, N. J . . .. ....•...... Sh. H. 
Pitman High School 
ELIZABETH MARIE WARE .......... Cape May, N. J . ... . ..... .. T . C. 
Cape May High School 
ADAM GROMIS WARNER ........... PollstOW7l, R. D . . . Pottstown, R. D. 
North Coventry High School 
THEODORA BETTY WATSON ... . ... . Philadelphia ...... .. . . ....... 944 
Philadelphia High School for Girls 
DONALD HARPE WEIGHTMAN ..... . Spri7lgfield .... . .... . ..... . F. H. 
Springfield High School 
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JEAN PARKER WiNGATE .......... • Paulsboro, N. J • .....••• . • • Sh. H. 
Paulsboro High School 
MARION SARA WiTMER .. ....... • . Norristown . . ........ Norristown 
Norristown High School 
ADA GERALDINE yERGER ... .. . .. . .. Lansdale ..... .. . .... ... Lansdale 
Lansdale High School 
ROBERT CARL YOH . .. ..... ...•.... Milton .......... ........... F. H. 
Mt. Hermon School, Mt. Hermon, Mass. 
EMILY MARIE ZOLL .............. Riverside, N. J . .. ..•.... . Fircroft 
Ri verside High School 
THE MODERN LANGUAGES GROUP 
LOIs BEULAH ALBERT .. .. • .•••..• • Linfield ........ ....... .... Sp. H. 
Pottstown High School 
MARTH ELLA ANDERSON ............ Y cadon ....... ............ Sh. H. 
Yeadon High School 
LOUISE MARIE BACHMAN . . ....... Hazleton ........ . ..... . ... N. H. 
Hazleton High School 
ISABEL HOPKINS BARTHOLOMEW ... • Palmerton ...... . ........ ..... G. 
Palmerton High School 
VIRGINIA CAROLINE BECK . ........ Littlestown ................ Sh. H. 
Blain Vocational High School 
HERBERT GAYLORD BOHNERT .... . . New York, N. Y ........... . F. H. 
New Rochelle High School 
FLORA MARIE BRONSON .. ..... , ..• . Phoenixville, R.D. . .. Collegeville 
Spring City High School 
ANNE MARIE COLSHER ......... .. . Glenside ....... . ... , ....... Mp. 
Abington High School 
HELEN GAINFORD COPE .......... . Springfield .... .. ... .•.. ..... 944 
Springfield High School 
JEAN LUCILLE COOK ............... Hazleton .................... 944 
Hazleton High School 
ALICE VERNA CRESSMAN ... ... .... Schwenksvill e ...... chwenksville 
Schwenksville High School 
ROBERT EDWARD DIETZ ........ .. . Mt. Carmrl ........ .. ... ... C. D. 
Mt. Carmel High School 
WINIFRED RUTH DOOLAN ....... . . BroQk1Y1l, N. Y .. uperhouse Annex 
J ames Madi son High chool 
SARA ANN EVANS ........ ········ Lebanon ................. Fircroft 
Lebanon High School 
GERALDINE BLANCHE FELTON ...... Colll'gl'villr. R.D .. Collegeville, R.D. 
Collegeville High School 
MILLIE EMILIA FINELLI. .......... Roulo ...•......•. .. . Collegeville 
Bangor IIigh chool 
EDMUND EARL FORD ............. . W omrlsdor/ ... ........ .0. H. 
Womelsdorf High School 
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BERNICE KULP GRUBB ......• . •• •. Pottstown . .................... G. 
Pottstown High School 
ELIZABETH ELECTA HAMILTON ..... North Wales, R. D .... Collegeville 
Lansdale High School 
EMILIE JANE HARTMAN ......... . . Littlestowll .. . ........... .. Sh. H. 
Littlestown High School 
VIRGINIA MAE HAUSER ............ Catasauqua ............. .. N. H. 
Catasauqua High School 
BERNICE BUCKWALTER HEDRICK ... . Perkiomenville, R. D . . Zieglerville 
Collegeville High School 
FRANCES RUTH HEINLy . . .• ... . • • . Royersford, R. D ......... . Trappe 
West Chester State Teachers College 
R UTH MARIAN JONES .. .. ......... Shenandoah .......... Lynnewood 
Shenandoah High School 
COLETTE TREGO KEAST ............ Philadelphia ....... . ... . Fircroft 
Lower Merion Senior High School 
ROSE ANNE KEENE . . ... .. ... . .... Linfield .. ............. .. Linfield 
Pottstown H igh School 
LOUISE ANNA KERN ............. . Nazareth . ......... ... .. ... C. H. 
Nazareth High School 
MARGARET ROMA KERSTETTER .. ... . Hamburg ................. Sh. H . 
Hamburg High School 
MARIAN KRIEBEL ..... . .......... Norristowll ........... Norristown 
Norristown High School 
DOROTHY HELENA LEES . .. .......• Merchantville, N. 1 . . ........ . Mp. 
Merchantville High School 
ELINOR JANET MACNAIR .... . .... . Chalfont ............... Chalfont 
Doylestown High School 
ANNA MAE MARKLEy .. ••. .•• •.. • Pennsburg ... . . " .. . ... Pennsburg 
Pennsburg High School 
ARTHUR FRANCIS MARTIN, J R ..• .. . Elkins, W. I'a . .... . .. Collegeville 
Elkins High School 
BETTY MCCORKILL ..... . . ...... . Sunbury .................. Sp. H. 
Sunbury High School 
ELLEN McMuRTRIE ..... . .. . .. . ..• N orris/owll ........... Norristown 
Norristown High School 
IDA ELIZABETH MOORE ..... ... . .. • Polls/ow n . .............. Pottstown 
Pottstown High School 
GERTRUDE FLORENCE MULLEN .. . ... Conshohocken, R .D . ......... . Mp. 
Lankenau School for Girls, Philadelphia 
ALICE LOUISE PLUNKETT ... ... •. • . Minersville ................ T. C. 
Minersville High School 
EMILIE MAE POLLOCK ... ... . . .... Downingtown, R. D ....... Fircroft 
West Chester High School 
FLORENCE ANNA R OBERTS . .......• Chester ................... Sh. H. 
Chester High School 
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ELLEN BEAVER SCHLAYBACH . • ..... Laureldale ................ . . Mp. 
Reading High School 
GRACE CADWALADER SHUSS . ....... Mahaffey ...... ............. Mp. 
Lower Merion Senior High School 
R UTH ELIZABETH SMITH ........ .. Haddonfield, N. 1 ........... 1 . H . 
Haddonfield High School 
CHARLES WILSON STEINMETZ .. . . .. Maple Shade, N. 1 ...... . .. . . S. H . 
Brown Preparatory School, Philadelphia 
ESTHER ELIZABETH STEWART ....... Mays Landing, N. 1 ....... . Sh. H. 
Atlantic C ity High Schoo l 
ALMA FORD ST ITEL ER .......... ... Chester . .. .. ............... C.H. 
Chester High School 
NICHOLAS ARTHUR WABIN .. .....• Pottstow n .. .... ....... Pottstown 
Pottstown High School 
ANNA ELLEN WEBER ... . ......... R eading, R. D .... . . ....... . N. H. 
Muhl enberg Township High Sch oo l 
THE BUSINESS ADMI ISTRATIO GRO U P 
JAMES ALFRED ARMSTRONG .... . ... CIlCster ........ .. .......... C. D . 
Dillsburg High School 
C. GORDON ASTHEIMER . ... ... ... . . PottstOWTI ........... . ...... S. H. 
Pottstown High School 
ANNA OECKER BAGENSTOSE ....... Reading ................... C. H. 
R eading High School 
EMILY ELIZABETH BALDWIN ....... Norristown .................. 944 
Norristown High School 
LEONARD DANIEL BALSIS ....... . ... Orwigsburg ............. . .. B. D. 
St. C lair High School 
CHARLES TRAVIS BARDSLEY, JR ..... Collingswood, N. 1 .......... B. D. 
Mercersburg Academy 
ANNA MAY BARFOOT .............. Philadelphia ...... . ........ C. II. 
Frankford High School 
CHARLES ANDREW BARNES ......... York .................... B. D . 
William Penn Senior High chool 
DORATHY ELLEN BARRY ........... Rich/and .......•.......... Sh. II. 
Myerstown High School 
GEORGE PRESTON THOMA BIERY ... Northampt/Jn ................ J l. 
orthampton JI igh chool 
CLAIRE LoUISE BORRELL .. .. ...... . Ridlry Park .. T. C. 
Ridley Park lIigh chool 
CHARLES MOYER BOWE~ ........ .lladdonfirld, \ '. J. B. D . 
Haddonfield lIigh chool 
ANDREW ]Oll~ COCHR.\N .. . .... Yardlty D . 
Morrisville I1igh chool 
Jo EPII EHRETI' COSISE . Co/lingJ~;ood, \. J... B D. 
oiling wood High chool 
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LEROY HORACE DAWSON, JR . . . .... . llambllrg, N. Y . . .. . ... .. ... B. D. 
Hamburg High School 
HENRY HAND ELDREDGE .. . . .. . . .. . W est Cape May, N . J .. . . ... . C. D. 
Cape May High School 
GLENN EDGAR ESHBACH ... . ....... York .......... . ...... .. . . . D. H . 
Wrightsville High School 
HARRY LING FELTON . .... . .. . ..... Colleg eville, R.D .. Collegeville, R.D. 
Collegeville High School 
GENE DAVIS FILLMAN ............ Jeff ersonvill e . ... . .. Jeffersonville 
Norristown High School 
WILLIAM HOWARD FREy .......... Philadelphia ... . . . . . .. . .. .. C. D. 
Friends' Select School 
ELEANOR H. FRORER .. .. . .. .. ..... Wayne . .. ....... . .... .. . .. . C. H. 
Friends' Central School 
NORMAN FUERMAN . ............. PotUtow n . .. ........... Pottstown 
Pottstown High School 
WARREN IRVIN FUERMAN . .. .... . . Po/tstO'U,· 11 ..... .. . .. .. . Pottstown 
Pottstown High School 
ALFRED GEMMELL .. . ... . ........ Milford, N . J . .. .... . ..... . D. H. 
Frenchtown High School 
NEVIN BISHOP GENSLER . . .. .. ..... Coll egeville . . . . . . .. . Collegeville 
Collegeville High School 
FREDERICK FRANKLIN GLATFELTER . . York ... ... .. .............. B. D. 
William Penn Senior High School 
GERTRUDE FRANCES GOLDBERG .... . Pho enixville . ....... Phoenixville 
Phoenixville High School 
ROBERT N. GOTTSHALL . . ..... . . ... Royersford . . .. .. . ..... Royersford 
Elizabethtown College 
ROBERT WILSON GRAy .. .. .... ... . Troy, N. Y .. . .... .. . ... . · · · F. H. 
Troy High School 
RAYMOND EDMOND HARBAUGH . . ... McKnightstow n . ............ B. D. 
Gettysburg High School 
ANDREW FREDERICK HARRIS . . ... . . Norrist own .. . .. . ..... Norri stown 
Norristown High School 
DANIEL MARK HARTLINE . .. .. . .. . . Pottstow n ... . ... . . . .... . ... B. D. 
Pottstown High School 
JOSEPH J. HAYES, JR ..... .. ....... Philadelphia .... .. ......... B. D. 
Mount Saint Mary's College 
CHARLES DELISLE LoUIS HEAREY . .. lIlldltbon, N. J ....... ...... . B. D. 
Germantown Academy 
RAYMOND KEENER HESS ........... Readillg . . ..... .. . . ........ D. H. 
Reading High School 
MARY AUGUSTA HYDE . .. ...... ..• FlllJhill{} , N. Y ... . . . .•.. ····· .944 
Bayside High School 
DAVID JACOBS, JR .........•..•••.• Philadelphia .....•.•..... . . F. H . 
Overbrook High School 
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NATHANIEL REEVES JOHNSON, JR ... . Wildwood, N. J .... .. . ..... . D. H. 
Wildwood High School 
HARMON VAUGHN JONES .......... Philadelphia ............... C. D. 
William Penn Charter School 
VIVIAN CLARICE JUDD •.•• . ••••.••• Philadelphia ........•...... C.H. 
Frankford High School 
WINIFRED CATHERINE KApP . . .... . Steelton ................... ... G. 
Steelton High School 
JOHN WILLIAM KINSELLA ... .... .. Haddonfield, N. J ....... . .. . C. D. 
Perkiomen School 
ELIZABETH ANN LAWTON .... ... . . Chester ........... . .. .. ..... Mp. 
Chester High School 
ROBERT ALBI N LECRON ..... . .. .. •. Drexel Hill ..•....... ...... C. D. 
Upper Darby High School 
KENNETH ELFNER LECRONE ..... . . york .. .. ............... ··· .B. D . 
William P enn Senior High School 
GRACE DOWNEY LEES ............ • Philadelphia ................ C. H. 
Friends' Select School . 
HELEN FRANCES LEES .......... . .. Philadelphia ....... ......... C. H. 
Friends' Select School 
SAMUEL HARVEY LESHER ..... ... ·· Collegeville, R.D .. Collegeville, R.D. 
Collegeville High School 
BE NJAMIN HOFFMAN LONGAKER .. . Pottslown .............. . ... C. D. 
Pottstown High School 
ALTHEA ELIZABETH LOTZ ..... . ... Wilmington, D el. . .......... . 944 
Wilmington High School 
MARGARET LUCKER ........... .... Lansdowne . ............ .. Fircroft 
Upper Darby High School 
ALB ERT LAWRENCE MCCONNELL ... SpringfieLd ......... . .. .. ... S. H . 
Springfield High School 
DOROTHEA ADA MCCORKLE ........ Coalewille .............. .. Sh. H . 
Coatesville High School 
SARAH GRACE McELWEE .......... Philadelphia . . ........... C. H. 
Philadelphia High chool for Girls 
PAUL L,\I'DIS MORRIS, JR .......... Poltstown, R . D .. . Pottstown, R. D. 
The Hill School 
JOliN II. MUSSER ........ ········ · York 
William Penn Senior High chool 
ALBERT CLIFFORD PAWLING ...... ·· Coatesville 
Coate ville High School 
............... F. H. 
............... F. H. 
DOROTHY REIFSNyDER ....... ····· . Norristown ...... .. ... C. H. 
orrislOwn High School 
JAMES AMUEL Ru 0 ..... ' . .. . Toms R,ver, N. J . H. H 
Toms River High School 
BRIA~T A~DO, JR. .. . ..... . X,w York , N Y S. H . 
hortridge lIigh chool, Indianapoli , Ind 
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BERNARD RICHARD SCHIRMER ....... Cranford, N. J ..... ... ..... . B. D. 
Cranford High School 
MARIA N ELIZABETH SHEARER . .... . Philadelphia ......... .. .... C. H. 
Friend' Central School 
JOSEPH MARK LE SHEPPARD . . ...... Conshoho cken ... . .. Con hohocken 
Norristown High School 
RICHARD GEORGE SHOEMAKER ..... . H emps/ead, N. Y ............ D . H. 
Hempstead High School 
HOWARD R SHOLLE BERGER, JR ..... Hamburg .. .. .............. D. H . 
Hamburg High School 
HARRY LEROY HOWALTER, JR .... . . Grccncas/le ....... .. ....... F. H. 
Greencastle High School 
LILLIAN GERTRUDE SLOTTERER .•.•. Collegeville ..... Collegeville 
Collegeville High School 
ALACE DOROTHY SNYDER . ......... IVenonah, N. J .. .. ..... . . .. Sh. H. 
Pitman High School 
FREDERIC WILLIAM SwlFr ......... Cedars .. ... ........ ..... Cedars 
orristown High School 
EDWARD THOMPSON ............. . Red Lion .... ..... . ....... . . B. D. 
Red Lion High School 
FREDERIC ARTHUR THOMPSON ...... R ed Lion .... ........ .. ..... B. D. 
Red Lion High School 
JAMES MARTIN Voss .............. Norristown ... .. .... .. Norristown 
Episcopal Academy 
ROGER LINKER WARDLOW . ..... .... Cheltenham . .... . ........... B. D. 
Gettysburg Academy 
WILLIAM ANTHONY WILLIAMS ..... Kings/oil ................... B. D. 
Wyoming Seminary 
PAUL J. WILSON, JR ..... .. ...... . Philadelphia .. ... ... ....... B. D. 
Gratz High School 
THE PHYSICAL EDUCATION GROUP 
WILLIAM REYNOLD ALBE .......... Somerville, N. J ... ......... S. H . 
Somerville High School 
HERB ERT ELGIN ALTHOUSE ........ • Philadelphia ............... C. D . 
University of Alabama 
JOHN CAVENDER BATES ..... .....• Germall/o."n ............. . . C. D. 
University of Pennsylvania 
MARY BARBARA BISHOP .......... .. Ches/llut Hill ................ G. 
Germantown High School 
HAROLD LEONARD CHERN ......... . Iltlall/ic City, N. J ........... . D. 
Brown Preparatory School 
MARGARET EI.INOR CLAFLIN ........ Scarsdale, N. Y .............. Mp. 
Scarsdale High School 
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GEORGE EDWARD CLARK, JR ........ Prospect Park .............. s. H. 
Prospect Park High chool 
DAVID BALBACH EAVENSON . ....... Kingston .................. B. D. 
Wyoming Seminary 
DOROTHY ELISE EHMANN .... . ... . Brooklyn, N. Y ... ........... . Mp. 
Jamaica Evening High School 
DONALD LEHMAN FETTERMAN .... . East Greenville ............ S. H. 
East Greenville High School 
FRANCIS HAY GILBERT ............ York ............. . ...... .. F. H. 
William Penn Senior High School 
RAYMOND VICTOR GURZYNSKI. . •• . • Catasauqua ................. B. D. 
Catasauqu a High School 
SARA EVALINE HALLMAN ........ . Norristown, R.D.. orristown, R.D . 
Norristown High School 
CHARLES EUGENE HALM .. . . ...•.. Yonk ers, N. Y ........ . ..... D. H. 
Roosevelt High School 
MADGE BOSSERT HARSHAW . . . . .... . Lansdowne ......... . ........ Mp. 
Lansdowne High School 
RICHARD ZIEGLER HARTRANFT ...... Leola ..................... F. H. 
Upper Leacock High School 
GRACE LOUISE HENKELS .......... Philadelphia ............ .. Sp. H. 
Frankford High School 
JAMES LAMB JOHNSTONE ....... . ... Conshohocken ...... Conshohocken 
Conshohocken High School 
EDWARD AUGUSTUS KUREK ........ Rahway, N. J .. ............ . S. H. 
Somerville High School 
EDNA WOLFGANG MEYERS . ....•••• • Schwenksville ...... Schwenksville 
Schwenksville High School 
JANE MARIE ROBERTS ...... .. . ... · . Pitman, N. J ...... .. ...... . Sh. H. 
Pitman High School 
ANN NAFF ROBI NSON ............. Philadelphia ........... . .... H. 
Haddonfield ( . J .) High School 
FRANCIS R. RONCACE ............. N orris/owll ... •...... . orristown 
Norristown High School 
ELEANOR LoUISE ROTHERMEL ...... Reading . ................ Fircroft 
Muhlenberg Township High School 
KATHRYN ELIZABETH SNYDER ..... . Jeruy City, N. J ... . .. ..... . .. . G. 
Dickinson High School 
MARGARET VIRGINIA SVIT ......... Oerall City, N. J .. ........ . Sp. H . 
New Jersey College for \Vomen 
LOIS MYERS TAyLOR .......... ··· . Phillipsburg, N. J.. . ..••.... Mp. 
Phillipsburg High School 
RUTH JANET VON KLEECK ... .. .... Lallsdowne ... . •........... Mp. 
Lansdowne High chool 
GEORGE ANDREW \VIllTMAN..... CO'/Jhoho(~'11I •• , ..... D. II. 
Conshohocken II igh chool 
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HOWARD WiSE ... ...... . .... .. .. . • Philadelphia ............... B. D. 
Brown Preparatory School 
JOHN ~' I SE ............ . .... . •.. Philadelphia ............... B. D . 
Brown Preparatory Sch ool 
SPECIAL TUDENTS 
EUGENE McLAUGHLIN H AMBORSKy.Phoenixville ........ Phoenixvi ll e 
P ennsylvan ia State College 
WA LTER BURKE HUGHES ........ .. Non·is/owll ........... orristown 
Norristown High Sch oo l 
HAZ EL R PA LMER ............... M erioll . . ........... Collegevi ll e 
Drexe l Ins titute 
MAURICE E. SHEEDER ............ . R oyersford . .......... Roye rsfo rd 
Drexel Institute 
JOHN FREDERICK WiEST . ... .. ..... York .. . ................... B. D . 
William Penn Senior High School 
STUDE TS IN MUSIC 
Pursuing College Courses in Music : 
HARRIET CATHERINE ADAMS ..... .. W ellollah, N. J ............. Sh. H . 
MARK DAVIDSON ALSPACH ....... . Lancas/er ............ .. .... B . D. 
ALFRED CLINTON B ARTHOLOMEW ... Wom elsdorf ..... ... . . ...... F. H . 
MARION EDITH BEAMENSDERFER .... York ..... . .. . .... ..... ..... 944 
ANDR EW JOH N COCHRAN ......... . Yardley ................... C. D . 
DAVID B ALBACH EAVENSON ....... . Kinqston ...... .. .......... B. D . 
HARRY LING FELTON .............. Colleqeville, R.D .. Collegeville, RD. 
DONALD LEHM AN FETTERMAN ..... . East Greenville ............ S. H . 
BERNICE ELEANOR FISH .. ...... .. . Perlns Grove, N. J ............ 944 
FRANCIS H AY GILBERT ••.... .. .... York .......... . ........... F.H. 
ROB ERT . GOTTSHALL ... .. . ...... Royersford ........... Royersford 
ROB ERT WILSON GRAy ..... ....... Troy, N. Y . ................ F. H . 
VERA GERTRUDE H ARLEy ..... ..... East Greenville . . ......... Sh. H . 
GEORGINE BATCHELDER H AUGHTON Norris/own,R.D . . Norristown, RD. 
ESTHER ABBY HYDREN ............ Pittsfield, Mass . ... .. ....... Sh. H . 
NATHANIEL R EEVES JOH NSON, JR . ... Wildwood, N. J ............. D. H . 
RICHARD W OODWORTH KNIGHT .. . . . Ridley Park ............... C. D . 
ELMER CLIFFORD LAUDE NSLAGER ... Dublill ........... . ........ B. D. 
ROLLIN MANLEY LAWRENCE ....... Quaker/o'tu7l, R. D ........... F. II. 
HA NNAH I SABELLA LEISSE ... .. .... Po/lsville ............ Lynnewood 
ELIAS ALEXANDER LUCYK ......... Chester ...... . ............. F. H. 
PAUL L ANDIS MORRIS, JR ......... . I'ollsIOW7l, R. D .. . Pottstown, RD. 
ERNEST PAUL MULLER ....... .... . Brooklyn, N. Y ............ . D. H. 
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THELMA ROMAI NE NAUGLE ...... • Shippensburg ....... ......... 944 
ALICE RICH ARDS ................ . Lehighton, R. D ....... ........ 944 
AN lAFF ROBINSO . .. . ..• ...... Philadelphia . .... .. ,. . H. 
FRANCIS R. RO N CACE ............ . N orristovm ........... [ orristown 
SARAH ELIZABETH SADLER .... .... • South /J rdmore . ...... ..... Sh. H. 
RICHARD GEORGE SHOEMAKER ...... Hempstead, N. Y ......... . . D. H. 
ADELAIDE KEMBLE SLADE ... .... . • Millville, N. J . ....... . Lynnewood 
LUKE MA"ITHEW SNyDER ......... • Leesport ................... C. D. 
MURIEL LEONA SOLOMON ......... • Staten Island, N. Y ....... Fircroft 
NADINE ELAI E STURGES ...... ... • Duaneslmrgh, N. Y ......... . T. C. 
ELIZABETH VIRGINIA USINGER ..... • Pitman, N. J ............... Sh. H. 
JOHN GEORGE WALICHUCK .. ..... • Leiperville ............ ..... C. D. 
ADAM GROMIS WARNER ..........• Pottstown, R. D .. . Pottstown, R. D. 
THEODORA BE"ITY WATSON ....... • Philadelphia ...... .......... 94+ 
HAROLD STANLEY WEIKEL .... .. ..• Quakertown ............... H. H . 
MARY LUCILE WILSON ........... • Richboro ... .... ...... ....... 944 
ELI FRY WISMER, JR . ...... , ..... • Pottstow n, R. D ... Pottstown, R. D. 
ROBERT WORTHING ... ...• ... ...• Merrick, N. Y ....... ....... F. H. 
ROBERT CARL YOH . . ............ . Milton . .. ............ ...... F. H. 
ALBERT JOHN ZVARICK ...... •.. ..• Collegeville ......... Collegeville 
Receiving Private Instruction: 
BE"ITY LAFRA CE BICKHART ....... Philadelphia .............. Sh. H. 
ANNA CUMMINGS ....•... ....... 
MILDRED EVELYN GEBHARD ....... Womelsdorf .......... ........ G. 
ROBERT . GO"ITSHALL . .... .. ..... Royersford ........ Royersford 
ROBERT EDWIN GROSS ......••.... Reading ................... S. II. 
ETHER ABBY HYDREN •....••.... . Pills/irld, Mass . . ...... .. Sh. H. 
VIVIAN CLARICE JUDD ........•...• Philadelphia ..... . ....... . C. H. 
DOROTHEA AD.\ MCCORKLE ...•.... Coatesville .......... Sh. JI. 
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Keast, C. T., M-L ........... ····· A 
Kern, L. A., M-L ........... ··· ···A 
Knettler, E. K., lI-S ............. A 
Knight, R. W., C-B .... .......... S 
Knight, W. E., Jr., I/ -S .......... ·· A 
Kriebel, M., M-L. ... . ........ A 
Kumjan, E. R., E .. ....•........ . A 
Lark, C. E., E .................... A 
Lerch, R. L., C-B ..... . .. . ......... S 
Leuallen, E. C ., C-B ............... S 
Lindsay, V. A, H-S ............... A 
Lippi, F. A., Jr., C-B .. ... ....... .. S 
Lobby, J., C-B ....... . ............ S 
Long, W. S., C-B .. . .... ....... .... S 
Lord, M. A, C-B ................. S 
Lotz, A E., B. II ................. A 
Lucyk, E. A., M .................. . S 
Ludwig, R. L., H-S ................ A 
MacMurray, G., E ................ A 
MacNair, E. J., M-L ... . ..... .. .. . A 
Maeder, M. E., E ........... .... .. A 
Marsh, H. W., H-S .. .... ... ...... A 
Mattis, M. T., E .... .. .. .... ...... A 
McAlliste r, J. D., C-B .. ...... .... . S 
McConnell, R. H., C-B ....... . .... S 
McCorkill, B., M-L .......... ... .. A 
McElwee, S. G., B. II . . ........... A 
Miller, C. V., H-S ......... .... ... A 
Miller, G. E., C-B ................ S 
Morris, F. E., C-B ................. S 
Morris, P. L., Jr., B. II ............ A 
Musser, J. H., B. II . .......... .... A 
Newhard, D. J., E .. . . . .......... . A 
oble, R. F., lI-S . ........ ... .. ... A 
Pakenham, J. K., JI-S .. .. • ........ A 
Pawling, A. C., B. II .............. A 
Peck, R. B. ., E . ................. A 
Pollock, E. M ., M-L .... . ..... ..... A 
Rauhauser, J. F., Jr ., I1-S .......... A 
Reinm iller, H. R., C-B ..... ....... S 
Rex, J. II., C-B .. ................ · 
Richards, A, E ................ ... A 
Richter, . A, C-B ................ S 
Robbins, M. S., lI -S ............... A 
Robinson, A. ., P. E .............. S 
Roncace, F. R., P. E .. ............. S 
Runkle, W. A, E ..... •......... A 
chadewald, D. M., E ..•..••. . A 
Schrack, D. T., C-B .. 5 
Lists of Students 125 
Schultz, B. B., M .......... ........ 8 Tolbert, E. E ., C-B ................ 8 
Scott, 1., E ....... ................. A Tomlinson, W. F., C-B ... .... .. ... 8 
Sheppard, J. M., B. IT . ... . ... . .... A Toulon, . T., 3d, H-S ....... .. . .. A 
Shirtz, V. M., H-S ................ A Towles, J. S., C-B ... . ............. S 
Shisler, D. K., H-S ..... .... ....... A Tracy, M. A., H-S ...... . ........ . A 
Shoemaker, R. G., B. IT ........ .... A Troxell, V. D. S., H-S .. ......... .. A 
hollenberger, H. R. , Jr., B. IT . .... A Watson, T. B., E ......... .... .... . A 
Showalter, H. L., Jr., B. IT ... . .. . .. A Weber, A. E., M-L ....... ....... . A 
Simon, M . E., E .. ................. A Weightman, D. S., C-B ........ .... 8 
Slade, A. K., E ...... ..... .. ...... A Weiland, T. F., Jr., C-B .. .. ... .. .. S 
Smith, H. 1., E . ...... .. .. . . ....... A Wilson, M. L., C-B .. ... .. .. ... . ... S 
Smith, R. E., M-L ........... . .... A Wise, P. L., H-S . . ..... ... ........ A 
Smith, W . 8., 3d, C-B ......... .... . S Wismer, E. F., Jr. , H-S ............ A 
Snyder, R. C., H-S . .. . . ...... . ... . A Witman, H. J., Jr ., C-B ...... . ..... S 
Solomon, M . L., H-S ...... . ..... . . . A Witmer, M. S., E ... . .......... .. . A 
Starr, M. M., E .... .. .......... .. A Wood, F. A ., Jr. , H -S ............. A 
Stauffer, S. J., C-B ................ S Worthing, R., C-B . .. .... . ......... S 
Strauss, D. L., M ..... . .. . ...... .. . S Zeski , M. R., H-S . . ...... . . ..... .. A 
Studenmund, J. T., C-B .... · ........ S Ziegler, J . W'., H-S ............... A 
Sturges, N. E., E ...... .... .. .... . A Zoll , E. M., E ................... . A 
Thomas, D. A., H-S . ........... . . A 
GENERAL SUMMARY, 1937-38 
STUDENTS IN THE COLLEGE 
The Mathematics Group ....... . ..... 32 
The Chemistry-Biology G roup ...... . . 127 
The History-Social Science Group .... 11 7 
The English Group .. . . ............. 90 
The Modern Languages Group .. . .... 48 
The Business Administration Group .. 75 
The Phys ica l Education Group ....... 31 
Specials . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 
- 525 
Students in Music 57 
582 
Deduct for names repeated. .................. 56 
Total .. ... . . . . ........ .................. 526 
PRIZES , HONORS AND DEGREES 
Awarded in 1936-1 937 
PRIZES 
THE PHILIP H . FOGEL MEMORIAL PRIZE-Harry Fister Fenstermacher 
THE E. L. WAILES MEMORIAL PRIZE-Rollin Manley Lawrence 
THE ROBERT TRUCKSESS PRIZE-Abe E li Lipkin, Francis Rodney 
Tvvorzydlo 
THE P AISLEY PRIZEs-Ernest Eugene Shelley, Beatrice Pearlstine 
THE ELIZABETH ROCKEFELLER MCCAIN PRIZE-Mabe l Bearne Ditter, 
Lois Elizabeth Geywitz, Edith Mary Houck 
THE BOESHORE PRIZE-Albert Merideth Hill 
THE DUTTERA PRIZE-Harry Fister Fenstermacher 
THE URSINUS WOMAN 'S CLUB PRIZE-V irginia Colburn Fenton 
THE URSINUS CIRCLE PRIZE-Audrey Anna Poley 
THE VARSITY CLUB TROPHy-Class of 1940 
THE PRESLDENT'S AWARD-Raymond Anthony Costello 
THE I NTRA-MuRAL CHAMPIONSHIP AWARD-Brodbeck 
OPEN SCHOLARSHIP AWARDS: 
Richard Price Deitzler 
Elizabeth Mathilde Frome 
Emilie Jane Hartman 
John Dudley McAllister 
Harry Leroy howalter, Jr. 
Theodore Frederick \Veiland, Jr. 
HO ORS 
DEPARTMEl>T II ONORS 
CHEMI TRy-Jack Leighton Maloney 
GERMA~-Henry Otto Schmidt, Flora Ea,tman YOllngken 
MATHEM .ITIcs-Richard Dunn 
PHYSIcs-\Villiam milh Cramer 
GR,IDU'\TIO~ 11 ()~()RS 
VAI,EDICTORy-Richard Eli Miller 




DOCTOR OF DIVINITY (Honorary )-The Rev. Charles Frederick Dein-
inger, The Rev. Purd Eugene Deitz 
DOCTOR OF CIENCE (Honorary)-Professor John Harold Brownback 
DOCTOR OF LETTERS (Honorary)-David Aaron Miller, George Eras-
mus r itzsche 
DOCTOR OF LAWS (Honorary)-Edward Sheip Fretz, Judge Harold 
Grove Knight 
BACHELOR OF ARTS, Magna Cum Laude-Dorothy Aurand Witmer 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE, Maglla Cum Laude-William Smith Cramer, 
Richard Eli Miller, Ernest Eugene Shelly 
BACHELOR OF ARTS, Cum Laude-Sarah Elizabeth Atkinson, Charlotte 
Romaine Tyson, Jean Louise Ulsh 
BACHELOR OF SCIE CE, Cum Laude-Richard Dunn, Charles Hinkle 
Edwards, Walter Butler Kelly 
BACHELOR OF ARTs-Pearl Olive Bressler, Mildred Elizabeth Cain, 
Sara Jane Ennis, Harry Fister Fenstermacher, Lillian Bessie 
French, Percy George Hall, Abe Eli Lipkin, Mary Elizabeth 
McDevitt, Carolyn Elva Mullin, Florence Louise Roberts, 
Catharine Elizabeth Sauder, Henry Otto Schmidt, Doris 
Jean Snell inger, Ida Blanche Trout, Ruth Madeline Verna, 
Gloria Roberta Weaver, Mary Anna Wolfe. 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE-Franklin Lewis Albright, Florence Amelia 
Bauer, Vincent Jacob Bonkoski, Eleanor Louise Bothell, 
Florence Elise Bowe, Marlin Booser Brandt, Daniel Chest-
nut, J r., Joseph Anthony Concello, Raymond Anthony 
Costello, Charles Jacob Dresch, Florence Edna Eisenberg, 
William Jesse Epprecht, Jr., Silvia Mary Erdman, 'Villiam 
Mitchell Fenimore, Virginia Colburn Fenton, Max Frager, 
Philip Garber, Elmer Stout Gaumer, Harold Albert Gold-
berg, Herbert Griffiths, Harry Spencer Halberstadt, I-larry 
King Heiges, James Lachlan TIillier, Vivian Elizabeth 
Jensen, Glenn Forest Kochel, Jacob Krause, Louis Arthur 
Krug, Paul Wesley Lauer, \Villiam "'alter Leman, Lillian 
Theresa Lucia, 'Vard Franklin MacI air, Jack Leighton 
Maloney, Howard Allen Michener, Frank LeRoy Miller, 
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Robert Alexander Murray, Mildred Louise Dip, Garfield 
Sieber Pancoast, Beatrice Pearlstine, William Harvey Quay, 
Alfred Wilson Rahn, James Evan Reese, Frank Earl Rey-
nolds, Regina Salome Romberger, Joseph Rudolph, Elizabeth 
Santo, George John Santoro, Elizabeth Scherfel, Ruth Helen 
Seitz, Carl Franklin Sencenbach, Helen Lucille Smith, James 
Marvin Smith, Jr., Dorothy Lois Stauffer, Frank Bradford 
Stone, John Stuart Throne, Francis Rodney Tworzydlo, 
Phyllis Mae Watson, Kenneth Titlls Wildonger, Paul Ells-
worth Williams, Katherine Lindsay Wood, John Clayton 
Worster, Nellie Lauer Wright, Charles King Wynkoop, Ada 
Bohnenberger Young, Flora Eastman Y oungken. 
ALUMNI ORGANIZATIONS 
THE ALUMNI A SOCIATlO 
Graduates of the College and a II per ons admitted to a degree 
higher than the first in the institution are eligible to active member-
ship. Non-graduate former students may become associate members. 
The Association is entitled to a representation of five members 
in the Board of Directors. The e members are nominated by the 
Association and serve five years. 
OFFICERS FOR 1937-38 
President-WESLEY R. GERGES, B.S., '11, Philadelphia, Pa. 
Vice-Preside1lt-VACANCY. 
Secretary-Treasurer-CALVIN D. YOST, JR., PH.D., '30, Collegeville, 
Pa. 
Historian-MABEL HOBSON FRETZ, A.B., '06, Collegeville, Pa. 
URSINUS ALUM I ASSOCIATIO OF YORK 
President-CHARLES B. HEI NLY, PED.D., '00, York, Pa. 
Vice-Presidellt-EMMA HUYETTE LIVINGOOD, A.B., '19, York, Pa. 
Secretary-DOROTHY BECK MACBRIDE, A.B., '30, 445 West Market 
Street, York, Pa. 
TreaSltrer-SAMUEL S. LAUCKS, ESQ., A.M., ' 10, York, Pa. 
Assistant Treasurer-DAvID R. STEPHENSON, B.S., '34, York, Pa. 
URSINUS ALUMNI ASSOCIATIO OF PHILADELPHIA 
Preside1lt-RoBERT D . EVANS, B.S., '18, Philadelphia, Pa. 
Vice-Presidellt-MARY KASSAB, A.B., '28, Chester, Pa. 
Secretary-CALvIN D. YOST, JR., PH.D., '30, Collegeville, Pa. 
Treasurer-RoBERT M . HENKELS, B.S., '27, Philadelphia, Pa. 
THE LEHIGH VALLEY ALUMr I ASSOCIATION 
Presidmt-REV. REGINALD H. HELFFERICH, A.B., '28, Bath, Pa. 
Vice-Presidellt-REv. R. MAXWELL PAI NE, A.B., '26, Slatington, Pa. 
Secretary-ANNA B. THOMAS, A .B., '30, 427 South Street, Slatington, 
Pa. 
Treasurer-C. C. HELFFERICIl, M.B.A., '24, Allentown, Pa. 
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URSIN US ALUM I A SOCIATIO OF lEW YORK 
President-WILLARD S. ROSENBERGER, A.B., '24, New York. 
f/ice-Preside1/t-S. RALPH BOGER, ex '12, ew York. 
Secretary-WINIFRED DERR GARDNER, A.B., '26, 30 Schermerhorn 
treet, Brooklyn, New York. 
Tr easurer-WILLIAM F. LAWRENCE, A.M., '33, Somerville, N. J. 
URSINUS ALUM I ASSOCIATION OF READI G 
PI·esident-E. KARL HOUCK, M .D., '23, Reading, Pa. 
Secretary-Treasurer-RuTH I ICKEL SELLERS, A.B., '25, 206 Intervilla 
Avenue, We t Lawn, Pa. 
URSIN US ALUM I ASSOCIATION OF LA CASTER 
President-JOHN M. WITMER, A.B., '30, Lancaster, Pa. 
Secretary-Treasurer-GLADYS S. URICll, B.S., '33, 435 State Street, 
Lancaster, Pa. 
THE ALUMNI ATHLETIC CL B 
Pres ide11t-MALCOLM M. DERK, B. ., '26, Wyncote, Pa . 
• Tlice-President-J. HAROLD BROWNBACK, Sc.D., '2 1, Trappe, Pa . 
Secretary-JOHN C. M ARK LEY, B.S., '24, Schwenksville, Pa. 
Tr easurer-STA NLEY OMWAKE, M.B.A., '31, Collegeville, Pa. 
TIlE URSIN US WOMAN ' 
Presidelll-TRIN NtI FRYER Mo fR, A.B., '10, pring City, Pa . 
rice-Presidellt-FLORENCE o. BE~J \MIN, A.B., '30, Chester, Pa. 
Secretary-HELEN ~T I MER, A.M., '30, ColJege,-ille, Pa. 
Tr easurer-LoIs HOOK BROW~BtlCK, A.B., '2 1, Trappe, Pa. 
INDEX 
Absences. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 23 
Admission. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 21 
By Certificate ............ . 21 
Examinations for .......... 21 
Requirements for .......... 22 
Terms of ................• 21 
Alumni Organizations ......... 129 
Anatomy.............. . ....... 27 
Astronomy ............... . ... . 50 
Bequests ................. . .. . . 10 
B ible, Courses in . ......... . . . . 59 
Bills, see Ex PENSES. 
Biology, Cou rses in .. . .. . . . ... . 26 
Bomberger Memorial Hall . . . .. . 90 
Bota.ny. see BIOLOGY, 
~~l!~~na~s . : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 9~ 
Cba rter ...................• . .. 6.8 
Chemistry, Courses in . ... . ..... 28 
College Principles ............. 25 
Commencement Day . . .......... 5 
Committees of Board of Directors 12 
Committees of tbe Faculty ... ... 20 
Comprehensive Examinations ... 63 
Counselors .................... 24 
Courses of Instruction ......... 26 
Degrees .......... . ... . .... . .. 77 
Bachelor of Arts .. . ... . .... 65,127 
Bachelor of Science ........ 65,127 
Directors of the College . ....... 11 
Domestic Life ..... .. .. . ... .. .. 25 
Dormitories . . ......... . ... . ... 91 
~conOll~ics ....... :... . .... . ... 29 
ducatton, Courses ltl ..... . ...• 31 
Eger Gateway ................. 93 
English, Courses in ..... .. ..... 35 
Eth ics, Courses in ... . ......... 53 
Expenses ... . ........... . .•... 79 
Faculty....................... 15 
French, Courses in ...... . ..... 38 
German, Courses in ..... . ...... 39 
Government, Courses in .. . ..... 56 
Graduation .................. . . 64 
Creek. Courses in ...... , .... _ . . 41 
Group Advisers ..... . ......... 20,24 
CrouQS of. Cours~s .. I'" _ ••• _ _ • 66 
Chemlstry·BlOlogy ........ . 67 
Business Administration _. . . 71 
English ................... 69 
lTistory·Social Science ...... 68 
Mathematics .. " .. , ... ,... 66 
Modern Languages ... . .. ,. _ 70 
Physical Education ........ 72 
Gymnasium 91 
Health and Physical ·Ed ~~;ti~~·. 
Courses in , ... _ .. , ... ,... . 41 
131 
Heredity ..... . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . 27 
History, Courses in ............ 45 
Historical Statement ........... 6·9 
IIonors ....................... 74, 126 
Latin, Courses in .. _ . __ .. _ . . . . . 48 
Library ....................... 93 
Loan Fund ..... . .............. 88 
Mathematics, Courses in ........ 49 
Matriculation ............•.... 23 
Medical Service ............... 89 
Music, Courses in . _ . . . _ . . . . . . . . 51 
~Iusic, Private Lessons ......... 8 1 
Music Scholarship . . ........... 82 
N~s ....... . . . .. . ... .. . . ... . 9 
Officers of Administration. . . . . . . 14 
Organizations ... __ ... __ . . . . . . . 77 
Payments .. , .. ____ ........... _ 81 
Philosophy, Courses in . . . . . . . . . . 53 
Physical Education... . ........ . 41 
Physician __ .. , ..... , . . . . . . . . . . 89 
Physics, Courses in ____ . _ ..... , 54 
Politics, Courses in ........ _ .. _ 56 
Prizes, Awarded .. _. _......... 126 
Prizes, List of ..... _ .... _ . . . . . . 74 
Psychology, Courses in ....... . . 58 
Publications ................... 78 
Public Speaking ............... 58 
Public \Vorship ....... . ........ 24 
Reading Room ..... . ....... . . . . 93 
Registration ................... 23 
Religion, Courses in ., .... .. _ . . . 59 
Requirements for Graduation ... _ 64 
Residence of Students .......... 91 
Resident Nurse .... . .. . ........ 89 
Rhetoric. Courses in .... _ .... _ . . 35 
Scholarship, Grades .........•.. 73 
Scholarship Prizes ............. 77 
Scholarships, List of ........... 82 
Science Building ............... 90 
Sociology ..................... 60 
Spanish, Courses in . _ , .. __ .... _ 60 
Special Students .............. 22 
Students •. Lists of ::::::::::::: 1 i~ 
~~U~~a;Y·::.·, ............. 125 
Directory of .... _ . . . . . . . . . . 119 
Supe1hoSse ...... ':::::::.::: ~~ 
f~r~l~r ~I~~e;;e'n:t' 'Bureau ... __ . 89 
Terms and Vacations _. _ . , . . . . . . 5 
Tuition, M!l! Ex PENSES, 
Ursinus College. 
Charter ...... - ... - ... , .. . 
\Vomen, Admissio!1 to College 
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